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ABSTRACT 

The last third of the nineteenth century was a period 

of development and maturation for Mexican literature. Not

withstanding the numerous works that have studied this 

period, many important literary figures have only been super

ficially presented. One of such men was Emilio Eabasa. Very 

little was known of his life because no family records or 

diaries were kept. In literature, he was the first author to 

consciously apply the realistic techniques to the novel; yet 

his later work as a political theorist relegated his litera

ture to a secondary position. The purpose, then, of this 

study was twofold: first, to combine the many untied pieces 

of Rabasa's life into a coherent biography; and second, to do 

an in-depth study of his literary works. 

His life encompassed a period of political instability 

followed by a long term of enforced peace under Porfirio Diaz 

and then the Revolution of 1910 and its aftermath. He, like 

many of his generation, became a follower of positivism, 

which proposed to establish social order through the applica

tion of scientific methods. Rabasa learned the principles of 

study, observation, experimentation and evolution which 

became the foundation for his thought and actions. It ex

plains why he wrote novels in the realistic style; it 

vii 
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explains why he supported the Diaz regime but authored a book 

condemning dictatorships; and it explains why he worked for 

peaceful evolution instead of armed revolution. 

Of special importance in this study was his decision 

to try his hand at literature. Though the positivistic 

education stressed reas on and the sciences over sentiment and 

the humanities, Rabasa considered sentiment an inborn trait 

of youth and poetry the means of expressing it. While a stu

dent, he wrote a group of love poems; the influence of Becquer 

is so great that certain poems could be intermixed and appear 

to be the work of one man. Poetry was but the initial attempt 

of Rabasa to create literature and he soon turned to prose. 

During a two-year period, 1887-1888, he veritably 

began and ended a literary career which consisted of four 

novels, a novelette, four short stories, and five articles on 

literary criticism. These literary works, especially the 

novels, mirrored his observation of Mexican society and poli

tics , and uncovered many flaws in the existing system of 

government. 

Having pointed out this discrepancy between the ideal 

and reality, Rabasa then dedicated his life--he served as 

lawyer, judge, governor, senator, diplomat, professor and 

political theorist--to the betterment of the laws and politi

cal institutions of Mexico. 

A chapter dealing with his scientific works has been 

included in order to show that Rabasa's literary career was 
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not a youthful whim but rather a stepping stone to his monu

mental work as a political thinker. His literary criticism 

emphasizing proper use of language became one of the outstand

ing features of his judicial writings, and his scientific 

works proposed remedies to some of the flaws he had uncovered 

in his novels. 

The analysis of the novels has shown that Rabasa de

serves his position as pioneer of literary realism in Mexico. 

Satire of romanticism, characterization of middle class 

individuals, custom portrayal and humor form the nucleus for 

these works, and critics have rightfully noted his debt to 

the Spanish authors Galdos and Pereda. But the novels also 

reveal an attempt to produce a literature based on Mexican 

environment and themes and, in so doing, Rabasa followed the 

precepts set by earlier Mexican authors. 

Rabasa was the first novelist to confront deep-seated 

social and political problems and this critical portrayal of 

society became the thematic foundation for many novels of the 

twentieth century. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

To further comprehend the totality of Mexico's liter

ary production and to gain a better understanding of its 

development, many critics have seen the importance of re-

studying the past centuries, especially the nineteenth: 

Es necesario poseer un conocimiento mas completo y 
preciso de la literatura del siglo XIX para que sea 
posible organizar esos materiales en cuadros histo-
ricos y valoraciones crfticas que nos permitan 
discernir y apreciar la significacion y el merito 
de las letras durante el siglo pasado.-*-

After the long and bitter struggle for Independence, 

writers in Mexico during the nineteenth century were, for the 

first time, able to dedicate their efforts and talents to 

produce an autonomous and national literature. Almost the 

whole Mexican literature up to this time was only a reflec

tion of European tastes, ignoring the Mexican environment and 

character. The war for independence had given Mexico an 

opportunity to unite as a nation, and the winning of that 

independence had produced an enormous pride in all things 

Mexican. The literature reflected this new-found self-esteem; 

"'"Jose Luis Martinez, La expresion nacional (Mexico 
City, 1955), 28U. 

1 
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Mexican life and customs were beginning to be evident during 

the early Romantic period. But the great development did 

not begin until the l860's, when some of Mexico's intellec

tuals—especially Ignacio Manuel Alt amirano--began to stress 

the importance and necessity of producing a literature based 

on Mexican environment, ideas, and ideals; with this encour

agement, national literature commenced to flourish. 

Though many studies exist that deal with the litera

ture of this era, they are neither complete nor do they 

portray a true critical picture of the literary development. 

This, then, is a most opportune period for the researcher. 

Critics of the nineteenth century were so preoccupied with 

stimulating literary production that their critical comments 

were limited to high praise or tactful disapproval. Only 

recently in this century have these nineteenth century 

authors been subjected to a rigorous criticism that pene

trates deeply enough to present a more impartial and accurate 

view of their actual accomplishments. But these studies have 

just scratched the surface; Martinez points out that we are 

aware of only a few of the most prominent men and have not 

2 
done justice to a veritable legion of important figures. On 

th.e list of the ignored is Emilio Eabasa. 

p 
Jose Luis Martinez, "TareasHistoria Mexicana II 

(January-March, 1953), 356. 



When a man does distinguish himself in this life, he 

is subjected to comparison with other men who have contrib

uted or have distinguished themselves in that same field. 

Having achieved excellence in many different disciplines, 

Emilio Rabasa has been compared to many great and distin

guished men. He began his career as a novelist; because his 

novels established literary realism in Mexico, he has been 

called the Perez Galdos of Mexico. For his distinguished 

work as a law theorist, he was often compared to the French-

li 
man Montesquieu, and is still widely recognized as the final 

authority on many points of Constitutional Law in Mexico. 

For his interest in the Supreme Court and the Judicial Branch 

of the government and his defense of this system of govern

ment, he has been compared with that great defender of the 

courts in the United States, Oliver Wendell Holmes.^ 

The eminent Mexican critic Emmanuel Carballo ex

pressed the thought that too many times the Mexican 

historians and critics have been unable to achieve the 

necessary impartiality to do an unbiased study of Mexican 

<3 

Carlos Gonzalez Pefla, "Rabasa y sus novelas El 
Univers al (May U, 1930), 3. 

^Vfctor Lievano, Licenciado Emilio Rabasa (Tuxtla 
Gutierrez, 19^6), 6. 

^Hector Fix Zamudio, Juicio de amparo (Mexico City, 
196U), 3lU. 
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literary or historical figures.^ The work and ideas of such 

men have often been overshadowed by their personal lives or 

their political positions. This dual interpretation of 

being loved, admired and praised on the one hand only to be 

hated and vituperated on the other is a crucial problem to 

the objective researcher. This twofold rendering of Rabasa's 

life and works was still present at the centennial of his 

birth. The August 1956 issue of a law journal, La Justicia, 

was dedicated to Emilio Rabasa; the magazine is filled with 

articles praising the work of Rabasa as a novelist, politi

cian and educator. However, the editorial page, clearly not 

in agreement with the majority of the contributions, recog

nized Rabasa as an able lawyer and condemned him for his 

political, educational and juridical views. 

The object of this study is to combine the many un

tied pieces of Rabasa's life into a coherent biography and to 

do a critical analysis of his works, especially his literary 

efforts. Whenever possible, we take up contradictory views 

and attempt to reach impartial and fair conclusions. 

One of the problems in composing the biography is 

that researchers interested in Rabasa have been completely 

frustrated by a lack of concrete details; no family records 

have been preserved, nor did Emilio keep a diary of notes of 

Personal interview with Emmanuel Carballo at his 
home,June 28, 1969* 



important happenings: "fuera de sus libros esenciales , los 

datos sobre don Emilio Rabasa son muy escasos, porque no 

existen archivos, correspondencias precisas sobre su 

^ 7 
actuacion." To help complement this lack of concrete infor

mation, the history of Mexico has been employed in some 

detail to set the background and assist in explaining the 

formation and thought of Emilio, as he grew from a small 

town rancher's son in an isolated state of Mexico to become 

one of its best realistic novelists and later a highly re

garded political theorist. The biographical chapters have 

been sprinkled liberally with quotes precisely to document 

the previous lack of knowledge of Rabasa's life. Some unex-

plainable gaps still exist, hampering the attempt to 

understand and interpret certain activities and actions. 

Nevertheless, it is hoped that this study will serve to tie 

together all the available details to help any who are 

desirous of continuing further investigation of his life. 

Rabasa began his writing career in the literary 

field, and achieved fame as the man who introduced realism 

into the Mexican novel. He soon abandoned literature for 

political and juridical writings and because of the outstand

ing contributions made to these disciplines , his early 

7 Andres Serra Rojas, Antologia de Emilio Rabasa, I 
(Mexico City, 1969)> 20. 



literary works have not seen justice done to their contribu

tion of Mexican letters. Many of the histories of Mexican 

literature written between 1900 and 1930 did not even mention 

Rabasa's name as having been a part of the literary movement. 

Because of the neglect of Rabasa's major literary 

efforts, many people are unaware of his other literary 

production. Rabasa's poetry, which he never considered good, 

convinced him to turn to the world of prose. His early prose 

efforts consisted of some literary criticism and four short 

stories which he submitted for publication while working as a 

journalist. Considered as his minor literary works, they 

help delineate his literary training, tastes, ambitions and 

intentions and will be examined in this light. 

The juridical works are dealt with in a separate 

chapter because they have brought Rabasa the most fame and 

eclipsed a literary production that did not merit obscurity. 

They also merit some analysis because many of the techniques 

that Rabasa used in his literature were transferred to pro

duce the lasting qualities of his judicial thought. 

Written in 1887-88, Rabasa's first novels brought him 

instant recognition, and along with his short novel written 

in 1891, marked him as one of the brightest young Mexican 

novelists. These novels were not an isolated occurrence, but 

formed part of a literary heritage both in Mexico and through' 

out the world. Therefore, the historical background of the 



novel in Mexico is established, along with those authors that 

influenced Rabasa. A brief summary of Rabasa's reasons for 

writing is also included. 

The artistic qualities, the new techniques , and the 

lasting contributions of these novels will be discussed in 

the final chapter. Considered by some critics as the best 

novelist of the nineteenth century and ignored by others, 

Rabasa's realistic techniques, characters, custom portrayal, 

humor, social and political ideas, and influence on later 

literature are examined to shed light on his position in the 

literary history and evolution of Mexico. 



CHAPTER 2 

EARLY LIFE (1856-1891) 

During the period that the Constitutional Congress 

was beginning its labor to bring a new and better constitu

tion to the people of Mexico, the man who later became the 

most noted student and critic of that Constitution was born. 

The Constitution was that of l857> and it was to govern 

Mexico for the next sixty years. The man was Emilio Rabasa, 

who for the most part of his seventy-four years dedicated 

himself to the betterment of the cultural, educational and 

Judicial level of Mexico. Born in the small town of Ocozo-

cuatla, Chiapas on May 22, 1856, he became one of Mexico's 

stalwart patriots, a dedicated teacher, a popular novelist, 

a hard-working senator, an eminent jurist, an able lawyer, 

a noted diplomat and Mexico's top authority on Constitutional 

law. 

Historically, the surname Rabasa appears as early 

as the 1200's.^ During the reign of Jaime I of Aragon 

(1238-1276), three Rabasa brothers helped the king conquer 

the Isle of Mallorca. For their services and valor in the 

^"Alberto Garcfa Carrafa, Enciclopedia heraldica y 
genealogica hispano-americana, LXXVI (Madrid, 1955)» lUU. 

8 



undertaking, don Berengario, don Pedro and don Guillermo 

Rabasa were awarded many honors and lands. Among the latter 

was the region of the Rabasada, a wooded area near Barce

lona, from where they had come. The name Rabasada is 

derived from "rabassa," which in Catalonian signifies "tree 

stump." The family crest pictures a green tree stump set 

2 
on a field of gold. 

As the name Rabasa is uncommon, the family believes 

that from one of these three brothers descended Jose Antonio 

Rabasa. Wanting to try his fortune in America, he immigrated 

to New Orleans in the early years of the nineteenth century. 

Many of his family were residing there at the time. Also 

living in the Spanish colony of New Orleans was the family 

of Jose Estevanell, a Catalonian who had migrated to Chiapas, 

Mexico to go into business. When the Spaniards were expelled 

from Mexico in l82h , he moved with his family to New Orleans. 

Jose Antonio, father of Emilio, went into partner

ship with Jose Estevanell to establish an import-export 

company and later married his daughter Teresa. Sometime in 

the l8U0's, they were permitted to return to Chiapas where 

Jose Antonio expanded their business activities throughout 

the entire state. In addition, he bought a ranch near 

2Ibid. 



Ocozocuatla called "Jesus"^ or "San Jose"^ and was soon 

able to provide a comfortable living for his family. 

The year 1856 was a turning point in Mexican history. 

It was the culmination of thirty-two restless years of 

Mexican independence. It has been summed up well by Rabasa 

himself. 

La nacion mexicana tuvo siete Congresos Consti-
tuyentes, que produjeron, como obra, una Acta 
Constitutiva, tres Constituciones, y una Acta de 
Reformas, y como consecuencias, dos golpes de 
Estado, varios cuartelazos en nombre de la so-
berania popular, muchos planes revolucionarios, 
multitud de asonadas, e infinidad de protestas, 
peticiones , manifiestos, declaraciones y de cuanto 
el ingenio descontentadizo ha podido inventar para 
el desorden y encender los animos.5 

One president rarely had time to begin before another took 

his place. 

De 182U a l857» mas de veinticinco personas figuran 
como presidentes, varias de ellas mas de una vez; 
de modo que no tiene cada periodo una duracion 
media de un ano. Cuando una eleccion designa a un 
hombre, un cuartel se rebela y lo derriba, y cuando 
el general victorioso ocupa la presidencia, antes 
de ser reconocido por todo el pais, otro cuartel lo 
derroca." 

O 
Leonardo Pasquel, "Abogados mexicanos de ayer y de 

hoy; Emilio Rabasa," Continente (November 15, 19^2), UU. 

^Andres Serra Rojas, Antologia de Emilio Rabasa, I 
(Mexico City, 1969) > 3h. 

^Emilio Rabasa, La constitucion y la dictadura, Uth 
ed. (Mexico City, 1968), 3. 

^Emilio Rabasa, La evolucion historica de Mexico, 
2nd ed. (Mexico City, 1956), Ul. 
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Finally, with the triumph of the Reform movement 

came a new social and economic restructuring. The Con

stitutional Congress brought forth a new Constitution that 

established the separation of Church and State and tried 

to bring forth a juridical order which would establish the 

equality of all citizens. Juan Alvarez, Melchor Ocampo 

and Benito Juarez were the champions and apostles of this 

new social gospel; their mission was "el establecimiento de 

una verdadera nacion dentro de la orbita de un Estado de 

tipo moderno."^ Though it was hoped that his Constitution 

would put an end to all the previous revolutions and revolts, 

it became the cause of one of the most bitter of all Mexican 

internal struggles. Called the "Guerra de tres afios," it 

was the clash of the new liberals against the clergy and 

other conservatives who hated to see a change in the status 
O 

quo. And though the next twenty years of history are 

almost as restless and turbulent as the thirty previous, 

the Constitution of 1857 had accomplished one important pur

pose. It became the emblem of liberty. The revolutions 

after 1857 at least did not promise a new Constitution; they 

invoked the one of 1857 as proof that the government in 

power was not complying.with its responsibilities. 

^Agustin Cue Canovas, "La obra historica del Con-
greso Constituyente de 1856-7*" Revista Mexicana de Cultura 
(March , 1956), 1. 

Q 
In 1891 Rabasa writes a novel over this period of 

history titled La guerra de tres aflos. 



Invoked frequently as a principle and presented as the final 

objective of the previous revolutions, its good precepts 

were often ignored and its weaknesses helped the dissatis

fied to continue their protests, petitions, manifestoes and 

upri s ings. 

Mexico struggled fiercely to develop a national 

identity and to establish a civilization. The state of 

Chiapas was one of the more isolated and underdeveloped 

areas; sickness and death were not uncommon consequences of 

these developing years. Teresa E. de Rabasa, wife of Jose 

Antonio, was one of the victims of sickness, as was 

Silvestre Acevedo, husband of Teresa's sister Manuela. In 

1848, two years after the death of his first wife, Jose 

Antonio Rabasa married his widowed sister-in-law Manuela 

Estevanell, and they became the parents of Ramon, Isabel 

and Emilio Rabasa Estevanell.^ 

Emilio's birthdate, May 22, 1856, coincided with 

the political turmoil surrounding the Constitutional Con

gress of 1856; in this very year there were three political 

upheavals in his home state, and during the first thirteen 

years of his life, there were more than twenty tumultuous 

uprisings in the state of Chiapas.^-® There is no record 

^Serra Rojas, Antologia. I, 33. 

^•®T. H. Orantes , Sfntesis de hechos historicos del 
estado de Chiapas (Mexico City, i960), 73-84. 



that Emilio's father participated or was involved in any of 

these outbreaks; yet the impact was so strong on Emilio 

that his first novel portrays local uprisings in a provin-

• -i 11 
cial area. 

From the scarcity of documents on Rabasa's early 

years, there is very little to be said about his childhood. 

He received most of his education at home under the guidance 

of his parents, a not uncommon practice in those days, 

though he finished elementary school in Coita. He must have 

participated in many activities, but only two were mentioned. 

As a young boy, he became an able horseman, and horseback 

riding was one of his favorite pastimes throughout his life. 

Also during these years, his mother taught him to play the 

pi ano. 

With the definite triumph of the Reforma in l867» 

President Benito Juarez was hopeful of establishing a last

ing peace for Mexico. Too many years of bloody struggles, 

individual passions and irreconcilable political beliefs 

had prevailed; the entire republic was now demanding peace: 

"A1 comenzar la era constitucional, el pais sentia ansia de 

orden, de trabajo y de paz, y todas las circunstancias pare-

cian propias para obtener esos bienes y comenzar la tarea 

12 el pueblo y su gobierno de consuno." 

^Emilio Rabasa, La bola (Mexico City, 1887). 

12 „ Rabasa, La evolucion, 75« 



Believing that the social problem of Mexico was a 

problem of order and not incapability for progress, Juarez 

decided that the best way to develop this spirit for order 

and progress would be through the education of the youth: 

"Como se ve, el desorden social y politico tiene sus raices 

en el desorden de la conciencia. Si se lograse ordenar la 

conciencia, se podria ordenar la sociedad. Del orden en que 

se encuentre la conciencia de los individuos depende el 

_ „ j ii 13 orden. 

The man chosen by Juarez to start this work in the 

schools was Gabino Barreda, and the educational system 

chosen by Barreda as the best to prepare this new genera

tion was known as positivism. The philosophy of positivism 

was made popular and possible by the industrial revolution 

and the successes of industrial technology during the nine

teenth century. The basic tenets of this school of thought 

were expounded by the Frenchman August Comte, and spread 

rapidly throughout the world. The characteristic theses of 

positivism were that science was the only valid knowledge 

and facts the only possible objects of knowledge; anything 

that went beyond the facts and the laws ascertained by 

science was denied. Thus, learning came from experience, 

observation, and science; metaphysical questions such as 

God and the soul were not to be discussed. After the 

13 Leopoldo Zea, El positivismo en Mexico, 2nd ed. 
(Mexico City, 1968), 125-



discovery of general scientific principles common to all 

the disciplines, they were then applied as guides to human 

conduct and as the basis of social organization. The social 

aspect of positivism was stressed in Mexico with the confi

dence that it would bring the aspired goals of order and 

peace; individuals were to be taught to submit to the social 

well-being so that Mexico could also make material and 

industrial progress. 

The education proposed by Barreda in 1870 was to 

start with all the positive sciences, beginning with mathe

matics, and from this discipline advancing to the natural 

sciences in the following order: cosmography and physics, 

geography and chemistry, botany and zoology. Taught with 

these sciences was the study of the living languages, such 

as French, English and German. Latin was left until last 

because the living languages served as a link with contem

porary countries in the world; this would serve to acquaint 

them with progressive ideas and movements. Spanish was not 

to be studied until the third year, when students were con

scious of its importance and utility; logic was left for 

the end. This was a new approach to education, especially 

in its emphasis on sciences and its neglect of Latin and 

i • l2* logic. 

lU 
Ibid., 122. 



Emilio's parents were also very concerned about the 

education of their children. His older brother Ramon was 

sent to Germany to study; and Emilio, at the age of twelve, 

was sent to the neighboring state of Oaxaca. He matriculated 

in the "Instituto de Ciencias y Artes" of Oaxaca, where he 

finished his secondary and preparatory studies--the same 

Institute where Benito Juarez studied during his school 

years. The Institute promised a liberal education with em

phasis on the sciences. This was exactly the program that 

Barreda was proposing nationally, so Rabasa received the 

positivistic and liberal education that taught him the abso

lute confidence in the validity of science, the admission 

that natural laws were absolutely necessary and constant, 

and the tendency toward mathematics and mechanism. This 

education definitely formed Emilio's thinking for he would 

reflect these principles throughout his entire life: "El 

fruto de estas lecturas y meditaciones, fue la pasion or-

denada, la disciplina, la severidad cientifica con que 

Rabasa emprendia sus investigaciones y sus estudios y 

sobre todo los jurfdicos y sociologicos . 

At the end of each school year, along with the 

satisfaction of having obtained the highest marks, he re

turned to his parents' home; in those days, it was not a 

^Ramiro Aguirre, "Emilio Rabasa, su vida y su 
obra," El Libro y el Pueblo, XIX (January-February, 195T)» 
8l. 



facile journey. There were no roads between the two states; 

consequently, it was a fifteen-day trip by horseback to get 

to and from school. 

An old army sergeant, writing his memoirs, remembers 

meeting three students coming from Tuxtla towards Ocozo-

cuatla; it was in the month of December of 1871. The 

sergeant remembered being tired, discouraged and in rags. 

He greeted the students and they went their separate ways. 

Soon one of them returned and gave him some money; the stu

dent's name was Emilio Rabasa.^ Throughout his life, 

incidents such as this show Emilio to be a man responsive to 

other men's needs. Serra Rojas points out that a desire for 

the betterment of the human race was to what Rabasa dedi

cated himself, that is: "se redujo a un largo deseo; su 

IT ideal por la justicia de los hombres." 

Rabasa is to remember these trips to and from home 

and his school days in an autobiographical poem written in 

188U: 

Con doce primaveras 
Y llorando las lagrimas primeras, 
Deje el paterno hogar triste y doliente, 
La bendicion llevando de mi padre, 
Y de mi pobre madre 
Amargo beso en la abatida frente. 

"^Jose Maria Montesinos, Memorias del sargento. . . 
1866-1878 (Tuxtla Gutierrez, 1935), 198. 

17 ^ Andres Serra Rojas, "Prologo," in Emilio Rabasa La 
constitucion y la dictadura, l*th ed. (Mexico City, 1968), xlii. 
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Un dia y otro dia 
Distancia a la distancia se anadxa. . . 
Solo me vi, desamparado, inerme; 
Solo, porque nutrido de carino, 
Siempre esta solo el nino 
Donde no esta la madre que le aduerme. 

All£ tambien habfa 
Los libros sobre tosca escribania; 
Y a medida que en ellos a los sabios 
Leia, la oracion quiza olvidaba, 
Que antes dulce quedaba 
A1 dormirme, vagando entre mis labios. 

IAh.' Sin quedar ninguna 
Mueren las ensenanzas de la cuna 
Cuando la vida real abre sus puertas. . . 

Yo procure guardarlas 
Y en el fondo del alma aprisionarlas; 
Y atestigua quiza que aun no las pierdo 
En los rudos combates de esta vida. 

Pasaron cinco anos, 
Y cantando fingidos desengafios 
Y mil pesares a mi dicha adversos 
Cual canta el ave al despuntar el dia, 
Yo a fuerza extraffa sin querer cedfa, 
Haciendo estrofas e hilvanando versos. 

Finishing his high school studies in l87^» he 

entered the "Escuela de Jurisprudencia" in Oaxaca the fol

lowing year to study law: "En el propio Instituto de 

Oaxaca se inscribio para sus estudios profesionales de 

187^-1878, como alumno regular en la Escuela de Derecho, en 

y 0 
Emilio Rabasa, Memorias: A Mercedes (Mexico City, 

188U). This poem has been republished in Serra Rojas, Anto-
logia de Emilio Rabasa, I (Mexico, 1969)» 55-66. The above 
quotes are from this edition. 



la cual curso cada una de las materias que comprende la 

carrera de abogado . 

But not all of Emilio's time as a student was spent 

reading and studying. The positivist education he was re

ceiving was to emphasize that sentiment be subordinate to 

reason: "La generacion formada en la escuela positivista s 

sentia ajena a toda postura romantica.Yet, he and his 

friends passed their leisure moments away from the school, 

writing and reading to each other their poetic compositions 

He spent a large part of his youth composing poetry; begin

ning in 1866 when he was ten, he wrote many, many poems in 

the fifteen years that followed. Most of them were distrib 

uted among his family and friends, and almost none was 

conserved; a set of his romantic poetry written during his 

first years in law school was almost published but never 

reached final form. 

Another thing happened in Oaxaca at this time to 

relieve the loneliness and sadness at being away from home 

noted in the first part of his long poem. He met Mercedes 

Llanes Santaella and fell in love. This helped erase the 

feelings of solitude he had felt in Oaxaca; he was immedi

ately befriended by the Llanes Santaella family and became 

19< 

'zea, 318. 

Serra Rojas, Antologia, I, U3. 

20, 
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a son to them. The change of attitude that Rabasa felt can 

be easily detected in the following verses: 

ITodo es vida, poesia. . .! 
ITodo en nuevo lenguaje el alma mia 
Habla de fuego, de pasion, de amoresI 
. . . parecen nuevos a mis ojos 
Los cielos y las aves y las flores. 

lAh.' Fue que se encontraron 
Y juntas nuestras almas despertaron 
A1 dulce rayo del amor primero ; 

Dijo mi corazon: ICuanto te amo! 
Y el tuyo con afan: ICuanto te quiero! 

Fue en una mirada, 
Rindiendose mi alma enamorada, ^ 
A la tuya se unio con lazo fuerte. 

22 On April It, 1878, he received his professional de

gree as a lawyer from the Escuela de Jurisprudencia. Imme

diately out of school, he started to work as a lawyer and 

years later recalled this first venture into the world. 

Full of idealism and illusions, he described it in the 

words of Don Quixote, "para desfacer entuertos y para re-

23 alizar ideales." Though moderately successful, he 

decided not to continue in private practice. At this time, 

^Rabasa, Memori as , 61. 

22 Andres Serra Rojas, "Emilio Rabasa," El Universal 
(May 23» 1956), 1. In his latest work on Rabasa, Serra 
Rojas states the date as April U, l879» All other biogra
phers agree with the l8j8 date as the correct one. 

p O 
Emilio Rabasa, quoted by Serra Rojas, "Prologo," 

La constitucion y la dictadura. Uth ed. (Mexico City, 1968), 
x i .  
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a friendship with Lie. Rosendo Pineda, started during their 

school years, led him into politics. 

He began his years as a public servant with his 

election to the local Congress of Chiapas, and also being 

named "Sindico del Ayuntamiento" in Tuxtla Gutierrez in 

l88l. In 1882, he was appointed "Director del Instituto del 

2k Estado; here he was able to realize one of his first pro

jects, the cultural elevation of the teaching methods in 

Chiapas. Finding the teaching system very out-of-date, he 

introduced new plans of studies, new teaching methods and, 

in general, reformed the whole system from primary schools 

to professional ones. He also started teaching Natural and 

Roman Law in the Institute; this was the beginning of a 

teaching career that he was to pursue until his death. 

In 1882, he returned to Oaxaca to marry the girl he 

met while a student there, Mercedes Llanes Santaella. On 

the very day of the wedding, September 11, 1882, he received 

the tragic news that cholera had stricken his parents; his 

father had already died, and his mother was extremely sick. 

(She died a few days later.) Accustomed since childhood to 

copy his father's character of firmness, austerity and 

2 U Angel Pola, "En casa de las celebridades; Emilio 
Rabasa," El Diario del Hogar (Sept. 20, 1888), 1. In this 
interview, Rabasa, for the only time, gives the names of 
jobs held and the dates of them. This interview, and his 
autobiographical poem are the only two concrete sources of 
his early life. 



tenacity" typical of the Catalonian spirit, Emilio went ahead 

with the wedding. He realized that nothing could be done, 

but still it was a bitter blow. 

lOh, no se ya que guardo en la memoria 
De aquel dxa de gloria 
Y de dolor, en que sufrimos tanto.' 

• • * 

No se como es la pena que se siente, 
Ni dio jamas la mente 
A1 labio la palabra que la nombra; 
Y si busco el recuerdo de aquel dia 
En la memoria mfa, 2 
Envuelto le hallo entre medrosa sombra. 

Their marriage was exemplary, and they were favored 

with seven children: Manuela Rabasa de Barranco, Isabel 

Rabasa de la Torre, Concepcion Rabasa de Villafranca, el 

arquitecto Emilio Rabasa, el licenciado Oscar Rabasa, 

26 
Mercedes y Ruth. 

After his marriage, Emilio settled down in Oaxaca, 

where from I883-I88U he was a Civil Judge, and though re

elected again for the following year, he had to resign 

because he had been called to be the private secretary to 

the governor of Oaxaca, Gral. Luis Mier y Teran. At the 

same time he served in the Congress. While there, he was 

named President of the Commission of Public Instruction and 

again showed his ability to revitalize the school programs, 

p C 
Rabasa, Memori as , 6U. 

2 6 Pasquel, "Abogados mexicanos," UU. 
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especially the higher institutions. Along with other con

spicuous Oaxacans, he helped renovate the Scientific and 

Literary Institute. In October of 1885 he was named 

President of the Oaxacan Congress for the following term. 

Serra Rojas, upon examining the minutes, notes: "Las actas, 

durante la presidencia de Rabasa estan muy correctamente 

27 escritas." Another of Rabasa's outstanding qualities was 

that he strived to excell in all that he undertook. 

A frequent contributor to the newspapers and jour

nals of the time, Rabasa made his debut in El Porvenir of 

San Cristobal las Casas in l88l and wrote many articles for 

El Liberal of Oaxaca in 1883-^. Of his publishing inactiv

ity of l88l-2, he said: "Tenia desaliento. Sentia falta 

2 8 de estfmulo." Almost all of his early writing dealt with 

political material and showed his continuous and lasting 

interest in progress and justice. 

In 1886 he prologued and edited an anthology of 

29 Oaxacan poets, La musa oaxaquefia. This renewed interest 

in literature helped him to resolve to move to the capital 

city of Mexico. Part of this move was influenced by his 

difficulties with Governor Mier y Teran, who was on the 

brink of insanity; and the other reason was that he felt 

27 ^ Serra Rojas, Antologfa, I, 85. 

2 8 
Pola, "En casa. . .," 1. 

po 
Emilio Rabasa, La musa oaxaquefia (Oaxaca, 1886) 
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the environment of Mexico City would be more appropriate for 

developing his juridical, sociological and literary studies. 

Upon arriving in Mexico City he began his political 

activities, first of all as "Defensor de Oficio," "Agente de 

30 Minist erio Publico," and "Juez Correccional." At the same 

time, he was to begin the short literary career that would 

make him famous as the man who introduced realism into the 

Mexican novel. Though his education had emphasized the 

sciences, Rabasa always enjoyed literature. While a stu

dent in Oaxaca, he began to read the poetry of the Spanish 

Renaissance and Golden Age. His first readings were in 

Quintana's Tesoro del parnaso espafiol, and though he had a 

very difficult time understanding them at first, through 

constant study he developed a love for them. As he broad

ened his studies to include theater and novels of the 

Golden Age, the Qui.1 ote became his favorite: "lo que mas 

31 
he leido es el Quijote. . . no hay arlo que no lo lea." 

After graduating, his interest turned to contemporary prose 

fiction, and he devoured most of the novels of the nine

teenth century starting with the French romantics and 

naturalists, but he was to prefer the Spanish authors, 

especially Perez Galdos. This was to start Rabasa to plan 

a series of short novels about the political scene of 

"^Pola, "En casa," 1. 

31Ibid. 
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Mexico. He did not work on these novels until arriving in 

Mexico City and Rafael Reyes Spindola, his companion in law 

school in Oaxaca, reminded him of the project. Through his 

persuasion, Rabasa began writing, and in 1887 his first two 

novels were published. 

They were titled La bola and La gran ciencia. La 

bola deals with one of the many typical uprisings that had 

happened during the struggle for political stability, and 

how ignorant men rose to prominence during these revolts. 

La gran ciencia transfers the main characters to the pro

vincial capital, and Rabasa explores the political 

administration of the governor. 

The success of the novels was immediate and surpris

ing to Emilio who had feared the reaction: "me conformaba 

32 con que no me llamaran bruto." A second edition of each of 

these novels was published in 1888, the same year that he 

published the two novels that finished the series. El cuarto 

poder was a thorough examination of professional journalism 

and its influence on politics, and conversely political 

influence on newspapers. The characters are the same as in 

the two previous novels except that they are now situated 

in the capital. The last novel, Moneda falsa, told of the 

fall of these same people, who were as false as counterfeit 

money. The novels are a faithful and satirical portrayal 

32t, . , 1 Ibid., 1. 



of the tendencies and practices of Mexican politics; humor 

and irony permeate the works and give added interest. 

Rabasa is given credit for bringing an artistic development 

to the novel. 

In the nineteenth century, it was common for a 

writer to use a pseudonym; Rabasa was no exception, choos

ing "Sancho Polo" as his pen name. It was particularly 

fitting for Rabasa as it combined the qualities of two 

people he greatly admirou. "Sancho" is from the personage 

of Sancho Panza in Don Qui.jote. the down-to-earth realist , 

and the alter ego of the idealistic Quijote. As Rabasa con

sidered himself to be a realist, and as the Qui.1 ote was his 

favorite reading, the name was well chosen. "Polo" prob

ably comes from the name of the Italian explorer Marco Polo 

33 whom Rabasa also admired very much. Further proof of the 

popularity of the name Sancho Polo and his novels was the 

formation of a literary society in 1888 which called itself 

the "Sociedad literaria de Sancho Polo," . . . "y es una 

prueba evidente de la justa estimacion en que se tienen por 

la juventud tlacotalperla las obras que se conocen de este 

3 U 
notable novelista." 

33 Personal interview with Emilio 0. Rabasa at his 
home^May 26, 19&9 

3h El Universal (Aug. 23, 1888), k. 



At the same time that he was writing his novels, he 

helped Rafael Reyes Spindola found the newspaper El Univer-

sal and in July of 1888 began a short but significant 

career as a newspaperman. He wrote short stories and liter

ary criticism under the pseudonym of Pio Gil. Forgetting an 

earlier promise to have all his poems destroyed and not to 

write any more, he also published a few poems in the news

paper. His most active period was from July 1 to December 1 

of 1888, and these journalistic efforts consisted of five 

articles on literary criticism, three short stories and 

three poems. His literary criticism is highly personal, but 

honest in its appraisal; his short stories, like his novels, 

point out his inconformity with certain types of social and 

political life. 

We are never really sure why Emilio suddenly left 

the literary field never to return. He never gave a direct 

answer, jokingly saying it was just a passing fancy, a sin 

3 5 of youth: "una humorada de juventud." But he was not an 

immature youth when he wrote these novels , but a mature man 

thirty years old who had held important positions in poli

tics and had helped reform the educational system in his 

home state. 

oe 
Carlos Gonzalez Pefta, "Rabasa y sus novelas," in 

Claridad en la lejanfa (Mexico City, 19^7). 212. 
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However, Rabasa was a very busy man. While writing 

for the newspaper, he was holding down positions as Correc

tional Judge and Professor in the School of Commerce. He 

also took upon himself the added task of helping publish the 

juridical publication Hevista de Legislacion y Jurispruden-

cia. This journal began publication in January, 1889, 

about the same time Emilio stopped being an active journal

ist. Later that year, he was named Penal Judge and 

contributed articles on this subject. In addition, he was 

called to serve as "Magistrado del Tribunal Superior," and 

received recognition for his diligent work: 

Alii esta el Lie. Emilio Rabasa, joven de una 
carrera literaria y cientifica poco comun, de un 
talento claro, de una potencia de espiritu que 
todo lo domina y a quien vemos elevarse como el 
condor a la region del cielo. Merecidamente lo 
tienen los que como el. . . honran a la sociedad 
en que viven.36 

On September 18, 1890 , he was appointed District 

Attorney of the Federal District. El Universal carried an 

account of this and also gave some interesting facts on 

Rabasa: 

El Lie. Rabasa llego a Mexico y comenzo su carrera 
en el Poder Judicial, como Defensor de Oficio, en 
seguida como Agente del Ministerio Publico, luego 
fue nombrado Juez Quinto Correccional, a continu-
aci6n electo Juez Primero de lo Criminal, y despues 
Magistrado del Tribunal Superior. Ahora llega a 

56 O'Farrill, Hernandez y Comp., Mi patria - Compen-
dio historico, politico, etc. de Mexico (Mexico City, 1890), 
2 0 .  
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Procurador de Justicia, habiendo comenzado su 
carrera como los militares ameritados: como sol-
dado de filas.37 

He held this position for less than a year because in July 

of 1891, he was called to be the Governor of his home state 

of Chiapas. Though in the capital from 1886-1891, Rabasa 

was still very fond of Chiapas; many of his social activi

ties in Mexico City were in relation with his affiliation in 

the "Colonia Chiapaneca." Years later he was to reminisce 

about these gatherings: 

Luego haciendo memoria y tratando de localizer 
fechas, lugares y personas , me dijo que alia por 
los aflos de 1888 y l889 » probablemente por primera 
vez se habian reunido un grupo de chiapanecos muy 
distinguidos: precisamente don Angel Pola, que 
fungia a manera de patriarca de la Colonia otros. 
La reunion se verifico en el restaurante "La Con
cordia" que estaba situado en la esquina de Isabel 
la Catolica y Fco. I. Madero. Despues en los afios 
que siguieron asistio a otras reuniones." 

Rabasa's memory was excellent; he even had been 

.» 39 
named President of a commission to honor Benito Juarez. 

The election to governor ended the first period of 

Rabasa's life, his formative years. The almost total lack 

of concrete and available documents permitted only a very 

sketchy picture of his early life and activities, but did 

O *7 
'Nuevo procurador de justicia," El Universal 

(Sept. 18, 1890), 2. 

^Serra Rojas, "Prologo," xii. 

"^"La colonia chiapaneca," El Universal (July 18, 
1888), U. 



give some insights into his lifelong ideals--an interest in 

humanity, an aspiration for true justice to all men and an 

indomitable hope that Mexico would rise to become one of 

the great nations of the world. 

Rabasa himself did not seem to be sure which pro

fession suited his interests best. After receiving his law 

degree, he held many positions in local and state 

governments. During these first years in politics , he 

distinguished himself as a reformer, especially in the 

field of education. He enjoyed teaching, and to supplement 

his income, accepted positions in Chiapas, Oaxaca and 

Mexico City. This profession would finally prevail during 

the last fifteen years of his life. In all his undertakings 

this predilection to instruct and to train would be 

manifested. 

When he moved to Mexico City in 1886, he began work 

as a journalist to supplement his teaching activities. 

Agustin Y£fiez has noted: "Catedra y periodismo fueron en 

Mexico, en el siglo XIX los mas propicios campos de activi-

dad intellectual. Iniciaban alii su carrera y maduraban su 

vocacion los que luego serxan maestros del pensamiento y de 

las letras nacionales.At this same time, he wrote a 

series of novels dealing with the Mexican political scene; 

^Agustxn Yarlez, "Prologo," in Justo Sierra Periodismo 
politico (Mexico City, I9U8) , 5. 
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notwithstanding the fact that his career as a novelist was 

short, it was very significant. The sore spots of society 

that he pointed out in his novels were those that he would 

try to correct as he turned his eyes from the literary world 

to dedicate himself exclusively to the political and juridi

cal world. An article in the Universal helped to explain 

why Rabasa stopped his journalistic and literary activities. 

. . . este abogado es fundador de El Universal y 
trabaj6 en la direccion de este periodico hasta 
noviembre de 1888; despues de esa fecha escribio 
solamente algunos articulos literarios hasta que 
fue electo Juez de lo Criminal, en el cual puesto 
nos abandono, porque sus labores de Juez no le ^ 
permitieron mas ocuparse con asuntos periodisticos. 

His positions as a judge and District Attorney again 

drew him into government service; he found this line of work 

more challenging and rewarding. The next years of Rabasa's 

life would be highlighted by a complete dedication to serve 

the cause to better the political and juridical institutions 

of Mexico. 

^"Nuevo procurador," 2. 



CHAPTER 3 

LATER LIFE (1891-1930) 

By 1891, Mexico was beginning to make great strides 

forward materially. Foreign investment was encouraged; 

railroads, industries, telephone and telegraph lines were 

being developed at a rapid rate. 

General Porfirio Diaz was firmly entrenched as the 

President of Mexico; though there were some dissidents, the 

majority of the people favored him during this time, even to 

his re-elections. His strong hand had brought an end to the 

many internal uprisings. For the first time, Mexico had an 

opportunity to dedicate herself to material progress. Many 

thought that the base for all this progress was order, and 

so order was continually stressed. The Universal summed up 

the feeling this way: "Todo el que ame la paz es porfirista. 

El Gral. Diaz ha sabido conservar la paz. . . a la intriga 

polftica se subordina el bienestar del pais. . . El orden es 

la condicion del progreso y queremos a toda costa el orden 

. . . En tanto el Presidente simbolice la paz, la nacion 

estara de su lado y nosotros con ella."^" 

^""Por que somos PorfiristasEl Universal (Jan. 31» 
1893), 1. 
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The state of Chiapas needed a strong man to func

tion as its head. The governors before the time of 

Porfirio Diaz had to dedicate their main efforts just to 

conserve peace among the citizens of the state; there were 

continual disputes over the boundaries of the state lines; 

Chiapas and Tabasco were constantly at odds, and Guatemala 

claimed that Chiapas had tried to steal part of her land. 

As if these external problems were not enough, the two big

gest cities in Chiapas were invariably at odds with one 

another, and general hostility still existed between the 

liberal and conservative factions. It was not surprising 

that in the past governors had not been able to help the 

state progress materially and culturally: "Los disturbios 

frecuentes en el orden politico-militar que ocurrian en el 

Estado y la escasez de recursos pecuniarios en que se 

hallaba el erario publico impedfan a los Gobernadores 

incorporar, como era debido, a la civilizacion a los pueblos 

2 que en situacion primitiva se encontraban." 

The choice of Emilio for this post was logical and 

well founded; he was a native of the state and while serving 

in the local Congress, he had helped reform the educational 

system. His integrity, honesty and hard work had brought 

him recognition from all his employers. 

2 ^ T. H. Orantes, Sfntesis de hechos historicos del 
estado de Chiapas (Mexico City, i960), 73-8^. 
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3 From among five candidates for the job, Rabasa was 

chosen by Diaz on July 1, 1891 and was duly elected. He 

left the capital soon after the middle of July and took the 

governor's oath December 1, l891» 

Rabasa believed that Chiapas was passing a crucial 

point in her history, and that many things needed to be done 

for the exploitation of her natural resources. Working in 

the Universal, he became very aware of the isolated charac

ter of Chiapas; roads and telegraph lines were non-existent; 

the mail was very irregular: "ayudar a remediar en lo 

posible las innumerables irregularidades del Correo. . . dos 

o tres meses sin comunicacion alguna. . . hace dos meses que 

estamos en absoluta incomunicacion con esa capital. Ni un 

solo periodico ni una sola carta.This type of complaint 

was not an isolated occurrence, so one of Rabasa's first 

projects was to begin building roads and bridges to unite 

the principal cities and to construct telephone and tele

graph lines between Chiapas and the surrounding states. 

The administrative organization of the state had 

been badly mishandled. Former governors had neither the 

time nor the desire to organize and corruption was rampant. 

The executive position had very little power when Rabasa 

3 Jose C. Valades , El porfirismo—historia de un 
regimen, I (Mexico City, 19^8) , 25• 

^Esteban Figueroa, "El correo en Chiapas," El 
Universal (Sept. U, 1888), 3. 



became governor. In his many decrees and petitions to the 

senate, Rabasa greatly extended the power of the governor to 

be able to make administrative decisions.'' To fulfill his 

promise that it was possible to govern with honesty and 

efficacy, he began a revision of many of the existing norms. 

By reorganizing the Public Treasury, he was able to combat 

waste and excessive bureaucracy; for financial stability, he 

created the General State Treasury and named a Secretary of 

the Treasury. In a decree of September 8, 1892, he outlined 

the exact steps that needed to be followed by each member 

of the various departments so as to carry out their position 

honestly and effectively,^ which reformation produced a 

$28,000 peso surplus in the first year of operation. 

Though this year as governor won almost unanimous 

praise from the people in Chiapas, Rabasa did succeed in 

alienating one group of citizens in San Cristobal las Casas, 

for on August 9» 1892, he received permission from the Con

gress to change the capital city from San Cristobal to 

•7 

Tuxtla Gutierrez. Rabasa thought this was necessary for 

two reasons: first, it was in the center of the state and 

^Secretaria del Gobierno de Chiapas, Decretos : 
1892-189^ (February 26, 1892), 1. 

^Victor Lievano, Codigo de las leyes de hacienda 
del Estado (Tuxtla Gutierrez, 1919) » 169• 

tj 
Secretarxa. . . Chiapas, Decretos (August 9j 1892), 

1. 



more accessible to the new railroads and communication 

system; second, he thought that Tuxtla needed the capital 

because it did not have the natural resources to sustain 

itself as did San Cristobal. Rabasa was accused by the peo

ple of San Cristobal of moving the capital out of spite 

because it was closer to his home town of Ocozocuatla. The 

move was the cause of some bitter battles during the Revo

lution of 1910 and the name Rabasa was and still is not a 

Q 
popular one in San Cristobal. Impartial historians, how-

9 ever, felt that the change was a correct one. 

In his report to Congress at the start of his second 

year, Rabasa felt that there needed to be more emphasis 

placed on education in the rural areas and more work done 

in the construction of roads between some of the smaller 

10 towns. 

On January 2, 1893, he left Chiapas and returned to 

Mexico for a visit. Along the way, he was warmly received 

by the other governors, many of them admiring the work Ra

basa had accomplished in such a short time. The Universal 

Q 
Jose Antonio Rivera Gordillo, "La hora de Chiapas 

va apuntando - La estrella de los Rabasa se eclipsa - Pre-
paraos, chiapanecos, para el triunfo," Edit, de Chiapas 
y Mexico, IV (April 15, 1911), 5-17-

9 Angel Corzo, Historia de Chiapas (Tuxtla Gutierrez, 
19Ul), 150-2. 

^Emilio Rabasa, Discurso del Lie. Emilio Rabasa ante 
la H. legislatura del nismo, 1 diciembre 1892 (Tuxtla 
Gutierrez, 1892), 1-13. 
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announced his arrival in Mexico City on January l4 and the 

many parties given in his honor.11 In March, he returned to 

Chiapas with the idea of changing and reforming the Consti

tution of the state; as the correct usage of language was 

one of his special concerns, this rewriting was to be par

ticularly satisfying to him: "Elogiase mucho la nueva 

Constitucion que ha de regir en el Estado por los principios 

>• 12 moderados y practicos que implanta." 

13 In his message to Congress on December 1, 1893, 

Rabasa indicated the great progress being made. Peace was 

maintained--an essential point. The road connecting the 

important cities of Tonala, Tuxtla, Chiapa and San Cristobal 

was finished; more roads were to be extended to tie in the 

smaller cities with these larger ones, and a main road from 

Tuxtla to the neighboring state of Oaxaca was soon to be 

started. Telephone lines now connected Tuxtla with Chiapa, 

and they were being expanded. 

The educational reforms initiated by Rabasa as a 

legislator in the 1880s were further encouraged. Where 

only eight elementary schools were organized during his 

11E1 Universal (January 27, 1893), 3. 

12 
"El gobierno de Chiapas cumple sus promesas," El 

Universal (November 19» 1893), 3. 

13 Emilio Rabasa, Discurso del Licenciado Emilio 
Rabasa ante la H. legislatura del mismo, 1 die. 1893 
(Tuxtla Gutierrez, 1893) , 1-13• 



first year as governor, one hundred and sixty-seven had been 

established in 1893. The Institute of Arts and Sciences was 

shut down as it was draining the taxpayers' money; Rabasa 

felt that professional education should be paid by those re

ceiving the education and not the general taxpayer. In 

their place, preparatory schools set up according to the plan 

of the national government were begun in Tuxtla and Comitan. 

To help train young men for a vocation, he proposed the 

creation of the "Escuela Industrial Militar," and it began 

to function in 189^. 

Land reform around Tuxtla had begun with great 

success. Over five hundred parcels of land were distributed 

to new owners, most of whom had never owned land before, 

The newspapers El Universal and El Tiempo presented 

an interesting sidelight to this phase of Rabasa's work as 

governor. When the liberal newspaper, El Universal, came 

out with a favorable report of Rabasa's accomplishments, the 

conservative, El Tiempo, would respond with an attack on his 

administration. A continuous battle was carried on between 

October of 1893 and January of 189^ in these two Mexico City 

newspapers concerning the work of a governor in an obscure 

state of the country.^ 

^E1 Universal (October 19, 1893); El Tiempo (October 
31, 1893); El Universal (November 19» 1893); El Tiempo 
(December 22-23» 1893); El Universal (December 28, 1893); 
El Universal (January 17~i 189^) . ~~ 
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During his period as governor, Rabasa kept his eye 

on national politics: "Si esta idea es absolutamente mala, 

servira, por lo menos para que vea Ud. que, cumpliendo mi 

deber, me preocupo como puedo por los asuntos federales. 

With state reforms well underway in Chiapas, Rabasa felt he 

could serve the nation better by returning to Mexico City, 

and thus tendered his resignation February 2̂ , 189̂ ."''̂  

His work as governor proposed such long-range plan

ning that the work of the following two governors consisted 

in finishing the projects that Rabasa had started. 

En la administracion del senor Moguel se cons-
truyeron importantes caminos y se atendieron los 
proyectos del sefior licenciado Rabasa. 

Gobierno del Coronel D. Francisco Leon. Con-
tinua la realizacion del programa gubernativo tmua ±a realizacion del programa gi 
del licenciado don Emilio Rabasa.-'-' 

Rabasa's accomplishments as governor are still being 

commented favorably. Lievano calls him: "la personalidad 

m&s conspicua del Estado. . . nuestro Montesquieu mexicano. 

. . . El venero de la buena corriente de las fuentes vivas 

del Estado emerge de la epoca. . . de la administracion 

18 
del licenciado Emilio Rabasa." And Serra Rojas recalls 

^Emilio Rabasa, "Opinion de un gobernador,11 El 
Univers al (January 11, 1893), 2. 

^Secretaria, Decreto (February 2k, 189*0 , 1. 

^Orantes , 107-9 • 

1 8 
Victor Lievano, Lie. Emilio Rabasa (Tuxtla 

Gutierrez, 19^6), 6. 



his anxiousness to meet him: "Se hablaba del maestro con 

tanta devocion, por su sabiduria y rectitud y por el recuerdo 

tan grato que dejo cuando ocupo la Primera Magistratura del 

Est ado. 

Upon his return to the capital, he was called by 

President Diaz on September 11, 189^, to be a member of the 

20 
Senate; this position he held until October of 1913 when 

General Huerta dismissed and dissolved the Senate. A seat 

in the Senate under Diaz was considered a reward for those 

people who were his personal friends or had done favors for 

him, and not for their ability to serve in government 

affairs; yet, no one ever accused Emilio of entering the 

Senate because of servility. One anti-Diaz author divided 

the senators under Diaz into groups—those who deserved 

their assignments and those who did not. Rabasa was listed 

in the group of those who highly merited their assignment: 

"El grupo de los que debian su curul a sus propios meritos 

21 . . . Emilio Rabasa." His credentials showed him to be a 

person of utmost integrity and a profound thinker in sociol

ogy and law. Even his political enemies admitted his 

19 Andres Serra Rojas, "Prologo," in Emilio Rabasa 
La constitucion y la dictadura, Uth ed. (Mexico City, 1968), 
xi . 

20  ^  ^  Andres Serra Rojas, Antologfa de Emilio Rabasa, I 
(Mexico City, 1969)> 307. 

21 >-Jose R. del Castillo, Historia de la Revolucidn 
Social de Mexico: Primera etapa (Mexico City, 1915), 89. 
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honesty, though one of them later attempted to accuse him of 

speculation in the railroads for personal gain. 

Hay gobernantes que tienen el escrupulo de no 
participar en negocios durante el ejercicio de sus 
funciones pero que apenas abandonan estas y sem-
brada ya la semilla de enriquecimiento, se entregan 
a especulaciones mercantiles. . . Asi Emilio Rabasa 
obtiene contrato para tender la via ferrea de Tuxtla 
Gutierrez a Tonala, con lo cual cree beneficiar 
tanto a importantes regiones agricolas y ganaderas. 

He became a personal friend of General Diaz and fre-

23 quently visited and consulted with the President. From 

the Senate floor he had a chance to expound and try to help 

pass new legislation that would be appropriate to national 

needs. Considered by his colleagues as a liberal in thought, 

he was continually trying to propose legislation that would 

adapt the Constitution to make it more workable and more 

suitable to the needs of the country. 

Entonces su gran preocupacion era la de buscar 
una legislacion nueva que fuera propicia a las 
necesidades nacionales que no solo requerian pro-
gresos materiales, sino 'vigor y fuerza para el 
espfritu publico ya decafdo por la prolongada dic-
tadura.2^ 

When in 1896 the College of Lawyers called a conven

tion to discuss reforms to the law of "amparo," many works, 

22 Jose C. Valades, El porfirismo—historia de un 
regimen, II (Mexico City, 19^8), 57* 

o 3 
Agustfn Aragon, Porfirio Diaz (Mexico City, 1962), 

395. 

2h Ramiro Aguirre, "Emilio Rabasa, su vida y su obra," 
El Libro y el Pueblo XIX (January-February, 1957)» 87. 



including Emilio's, were presented which later influenced 

the final structure of this Constitutional principle of 

individual liberty. The "amparo," along with Rabasa's con

cern for the Supreme Court, was his specialty; in the 

Senate, he was continuously soliciting these needed reforms. 

His work as a senator can be followed in the Diario de los 

Debates de la Camara de Senadores.^5 He was assigned many 

positions of importance, presiding over the Senate at dif

ferent intervals, and was on the most important committees. 

He was frequently called on to debate a point under dis

cussion, especially Constitutional Law. Though he spoke 

often, he was not known as a polished orator. 

One biographer, noting this repeated participation, 

called him "un gran orador. . , su facilidad de palabra y 

clara y precisa exposicion ganan para el nombradia de orador 

parlamentario."^6 Yet most of his students remember him 

differently: "A1 exponer, no era tan brillante como al 

„ 28 
escribir";^' "Ciertamente no era hombre de palabra facil"; 

2 5 
Diario de los Debates de la Camara de Senadores 

(Mexico City, 1895-1913). Many of the debates in which 
Rabasa participated have been collected by Serra Rojas, 
Antologia, I, 309-^26. 

2 6 
Leonardo Pasquel, "Don Emilio Rabasa," Ateneo, 

Chiapas (May, 1956), 15-

27 ^ ^ 
Manuel Gonzalez Ramirez, "Emilio Rabasa," Noveda-

des (May 18, 19 56), k. 

28 
Felipe Tena Ramirez, Silueta de Emilio Rabasa 

(Mexico City, 1935)» 37. 



"hemos de insistir en que don Emilio Rabasa no fue un elo-

29 cuente orador parlamentario." But biographers and 

students alike agree that when he spoke, others listened 

because Rabasa knew the subjects on which he debated: 

"Cuando don Emilio participaba en un debate se le escuchaba 

respetuosamente, viendo en el al gran maestro del derecho 

constitucional mexicano. Sus disertaciones no eran para 

arrebatar a un auditorio, sino reflexionar sobre sus ideas 

30 que vertia." The speeches which have been conserved show 

that they were well thought out and planned in advance. 

Rather than declamatory orations designed to emotionally 

move an audience, they appear more natural in their written 

form where the expounded ideas can be studied completely. 

Rabasa's popularity as a speaker was determined by his abil

ity to make himself understood by his audiences. 

Many of Rabasa's contemporaries in the Senate and 

other prominent thinkers had been educated in the liberal 

ideas of the Reform and were very critical in their cen

sure of the impracticability of the Constitution and 

other practices. A group of these men became aware of their 

importance in society. Taking as a common denominator Por-

firio Diaz, they united to form the nucleus of a party that 

would guarantee order and peace, yet bring about the 

^Serra Rojas, Antologia, I, 323. 

30Ibid. 



necessary reforms. They became known as the " c.i enti fi cos . " 

Esta burguesia tomo conciencia de su ser. . . a 
donde habia de ir. . . gobernada por la paz. Ejer-
cito, clero, reliquias, reaccionarios , liberales, 
reformistas, sociologos, jacobinos y bajo aspecto 
social, capitalistas y obreros tanto en el orden 
intelectual como el economico, formarian como 
sucedera siempre, tomo por comun denominador un 
nombre, una personalidad: Porfirio Diaz.31 

Though they hoped to include all Mexicans, their 

group was almost totally made up of the rising middle class, 

for they were the ones who prospered financially during the 

years of peace and order. Rabasa, for his ideas, his lib

eralism, his friendship, his scientific background, his 

interest in reform and his position was thought by some to 

belong to this group, but there is no record of his name in 

any book of history dealing with this group. He is men

tioned as being a friend to some of the leaders of the 

3 2 "cientfficos." Diaz accepted these men as a party but 

paid no attention to their ideas. 

With the exception of Jose Ives Limantour, the 

Secretary of the Treasury, the government of Porfirio Diaz 

was very autocratic. The legislative and judicial branches 

were to attempt many new changes in the political system, 

only to have them rejected by the President. While 

31 + Justo Sierra, Evolucion politica del pueblo 
mexicano (Mexico City, 19^0), bk^. 

32 Ramon Prida, De la dictadura a la anarquia 
(Mexico City, 1958), 118. 



claiming to follow the Reform movement of Juarez, Diaz 

actually ignored most of the precepts set forth in this 

movement, especially in regard to diminishing the power 

of the Church. The Constitution of 1857 gave the Executive 

Branch of the government very little power, so Diaz ignored 

it, although in appearance he claimed to follow it. He came 

into power under the promise that no president would be re

nominated but allowed himself to be re-elected six different 

times, making sure that the Constitution was first amended 

to permit this action. The main goal of the Diaz regime 

seemed to be the economic advancement of Mexico, and to ob

tain this progress he ignored many other needed reforms. 

Gaxiola has commented that "trabajando sin descanso en el 

>• 33 progreso material, Porfirio Diaz se olvido de la Justicia." 

Though Emilio was a friend of General Diaz, it was 

improbable that he exercised any authority or control over 

"Diaz. Rabasa's participation in the government of Diaz was 

that of a personal legal counselor and, above all, as a 

senator working to improve the existing laws and political 

methods of government. Many of his proposed reforms were 

rejected, but Rabasa never became discouraged. If in his 

novels politics appeared as corrupt, false and perverted, 

in practice he tried to raise it above this level and 

o 3 
F. Jorge Gaxiola, "En el centenario de Emilio 

Rabasa; el jurista y el hombre," La Justicia, XXVII (August, 
1956) , 12600. 



convert it to a true science. In that way it would be able 

to promote inductive methods to sustain the Mexican people 

and to raise the country to its rightful place in the world. 

Gonzalez Ramirez believed that Rabasa's political doctrine 

was based on the positivistic ideas of Spencer, in that life 

was a continual adaptation of the interior conditions to the 

3U exterior ones. Life would always be changing, and, as the 

country evolved, so must the political doctrines evolve and 

adapt in order to govern properly. 

But not all of Rabasa's life was spent in the politi

cal arena. Though no longer a journalist, he spent many 

hours in the offices of El Imparcial, run by his good friend 

Reyes Spindola. A former acquaintance remembers how Rabasa 

used to give helpful hints to the practicing newspapermen: 

Conoci a Emilio Rabasa en el viejo Imparcial 
cuando ya no era periodista militante, pero a 
donde solia venir con relativa frecuencia. . . 
iba a la redaccion, de tarde en tarde, y muy a 
menudo, en galana charla, daba orientaciones que 
los magnates del periodico recogfan con venera-
ci6n y aprovechaban en seguida.35 

314. 
Manuel Gonzalez Ramirez, "Prologo," in Emilio Rabasa 

Retratos y estudios (Mexico City, 19^5)> xx-xxi. 

35 "Don Emilio Rabasa." This article was clipped 
from a newspaper, and the article appears with no date nor 
author. It was probably written in 1930 because of the 
tone of the first paragraph that says that the author had 
hoped to talk to Rabasa before writing the article, but that 
Rabasa died before he had been able to speak with him. The 
article is at the "Biblioteca Nacional de Mexico" in a fil
ing cabinet under the heading "Emilio Rabasa." 



With Lie. Nicanor Gurria Urgell, he established his 

private law practice in 1895 > and for the next thirty-five 

years they shared an office. From 1900-1913 Rabasa defended 

all types of cases — economic and banking, petroleum, and 

especially Constitutional Law. In 1908 he agreed to serve 

on the Arbitration Committee to fix the boundaries between 

the states of Chiapas and Tabasco and wrote a very scholarly 

3 6 
essay on the subject. He continuously studied points of 

law and, in 1906, presented his first scientific work, El 

articulo 1^. This book interpreted that section of the 

Constitution of 1857 and proposed the necessary reforms. 

Soon after the turn of the century, Rabasa began to 

teach again. He accepted the professorship of Constitu

tional Law in the "Escuela Nacional de Jurisprudencia" and 

thereafter became a veritable father to hundreds of future 

lawyers who held him in great esteem: "contribuyo mucho a 

fortalecer nuestras relaciones, el cueto y la admiracion que 

3 7 tenfamos por don Emilio Rabasa." Though no exact date is 

listed as to when he began teaching, a picture taken in 1905 
o o 

of students and faculty establishes Rabasa's presence. 

36 Emilio Rabasa, Lfnea general divisoria entre los 
estados de Chiapas y Tabasco, propuesto por el delegado 
chiapaneco (Mexico City , 1908). 

37 ^ Nemesio Garcia Naranjo, Memori as; III, La vie.1a 
Escuela de Jurisprudencia (Monterrey, Mexico, 196?) , 179• 

38Ibid., 138. 
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The picture confirms the physical description of Rabasa by 

Pas quel. 

Fue un hombre de aventajada estatura, bastante 
delgado, de buena presencia, de porte y andar severo 
y arrogante. Su figura aparecia muy seria, casi 
austera con el mirar de sus ojos cafes, penetrantes, 
guarnecidos de anteojos, el ceffo marcado, la frente 
regular, el cabello lacio, completo, apenas canoso 
en el ocaso de su vida, asf como el bigote; aislado 
casi de toda sociedad, pulcro, correcto en el 
vestir.39 

Rabasa belonged or was elected to many scientific 

and honorary societies. Serra Rojas lists them: 

Fue Correspondiente de las Reales Academias 
Espaiiola y de Jurisprudencia; as 1 como miembro de 
diversas agrupaciones cientificas como la Barra 
Mexicana de Abogados, el Ilustre y Nacional Colegio 
de Abogados, la Academia de Derecho y Jurisprudencia 
y otras importantes. 

Among these other important societies was the Liceo 

Ul Mexicano Cientifico y Literario. However, there was some 

question as to whether he was a member of the Real Academia 

Espaiiola. On May 18, 1908, Rabasa was named to the Real 

Academia Mexicana, occupying chair number one until his 

h2 death. But in one of the Anuarios, it was noted that Ra

basa was "individuo de numero de la Academia Mexicana que no 

^Pasquel, "Don Emilio," 15. 

^Serra Rojas, Antologia. II, 179-

Ul Alicia Perales Ojeda, Asociaciones literarias 
mexicanas—Siglo XIX (Mexico City, 1957)> 165. 

lip 
Alberto Maria Carrerio , Memorias de la Academia 

Mexicana Correspondiente de la Espaiiola, VII-VIII (Mexico 
City, I9U5), 70, 27k. 
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fue Correspond!ente de la Espafiola por no haber presentado 

U 3 
el discurso reglamentario . " Carrefio seems to feel that 

Rabasa was a member, although there is no documentation to 

confirm his acceptance. 

In order to keep up with all these activities, Ra

basa had a very rigorous schedule. Rising very early in the 

morning, he would go to his office to take care of his ad

ministrative and judicial responsibilities. From there he 

would proceed to the Escuela Nacional de Jurisprudencia to 

teach his classes. He would return home to preside over 

dinner, then spend the rest of the evening reading, writing, 

and studying, usually retiring around ten at night. On other 

occasions, accompanied by his wife and daughters, he attended 

the theater to enjoy either drama, high comedy or opera. 

He also enjoyed concerts—Bach, Beethoven and Chopin being 

UU 
his favorites. Seemingly serious at work, he was regarded 

at home and among his friends as very jovial and took 

pleasure in playing harmless pranks. His grandson related 

that he enjoyed reading Nietzsche aloud at the table to 

li 5 
shock his religious aunts. 

2^ 3 
Academia Mexicana, Anuario (Mexico City, 1932), 2h. 

^Pasquel, "Don Emilio," l6. 

U 5 Personal interview with Emilio 0. Rabasa at his 
home, May 26, 19&9 
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In 1906, accompanied by his family, he visited 

Europe, thoroughly touring France, Spain, England and Italy 

to acquaint himself with the culture and history in these 

countries; he repeated this trip in 1919 to observe 

social conditions after World War I. 

Returning to history, we note that by 1900 a change 

in life and politics was desired by more people, a result 

of a change in attitude toward General Diaz. His ideas of 

order and peace at any cost were beginning to stifle many 

thinkers, and though the economy was booming, so was the 

cost of living. Workers' wages were not enough to cover 

these rising costs. Land was only being distributed to the 

wealthy and many of the poor could not get it. Mexicans in 

general were also getting tired of General Diaz. He had 

been in power since 1876, having promised when first elected 

that there would be no second term. He was getting old and 

it was time for a change: "La sucesion presidencial se 

bl 
hizo sentir como problema inquietante desde 1901. 

Elena Margarita Madero Herrera, Los aspectos 
politico, social y literario en las novelas de don Emilio 
Rabasa, Thesis Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico 1965> 
31. Serra Rojas, Antologia, I, 2^9, says he took only his 
daughter on this trip. 

U7 ^ ^ 
Manuel Gonzalez Ramirez, La revolucion social de 

Mexico; I, Las ideas--la violencia (MexicoCity, I960),27• 
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As the years passed, the opposition grew more 

vociferous and more critical; they added the complaint that 

the government, especially in the states and provincial 

regions, was completely corrupt and evil. Among the more 

declamatory were the Flores Magon brothers. An example of 

the type of dissent published can be seen in this example: 

El General Diaz ha querido que haya paz y progreso. 
Excelente la idea, solo que los medios para lograr 
su realizacion han resultado pesimos. . . los medios 
empleados no fueron producto de un conjunto de ver-
dades cientificas, ha sido el resultado de una 
voluntad dictatorial. . . 

Basta con decir que no hay un solo Estado de la 
Republica en que haya justicia y que los gobernantes 
cumplan con su deber, pues todos estos, sin excep-
cion, son instrumentos ciegos del centro. ° 

Though under heavy attack, the positivists and the 

"cientfficos" continued to bring out the progress being 

made: "Los positivistas al servicio del regimen del general 

Diaz continuamente exaltaron la obra material, el equilibrio 

de los presupuestos , la riqueza del Tesoro Publico y el cre-

dito que el pais habfa obtenido en la banca internacional. 

Eran las preseas de un periodo dilatado de orden y de paz."^ 

But these materialistic ideas were soon to fall before the 

new intuitive ideas of change and reaction: "En el 

j. 8 ^ 
Ricardo y Jesus Flores Magon, Batalla a la dicta-

dura (Mexico City, 19^8), 68, 73. 

^Manuel Gonzalez Ramirez , ed. Fuentes para la 
historia de la Revolucion Mexicana; IV, Manifiestos Politi-
cos (Mexico City, 1955), 32. 
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constante devenir de la vida, el positivismo cayo a los 

golpes de la filosofia de la intuicion y de la accion; el 

evolucionismo fue reemplazado por la impaciente, fecunda 

concepcion de los ciclos revolucionarios, que apresuran las 

trans formac iones."^ 

Rabasa was caught in the middle. He knew changes 

had to be made; he had constantly proposed reforms that 

covered most of the complaints by the new revolutionaries. 

But he had also seen the country before Diaz, when the rule 

of the day was violence and destruction, and feared that a 

violent overthrow of the government would again bring this 

atmosphere to Mexico. This he wanted to avoid and felt it 

would be better to try to work within the system to try to 

bring about a peaceful change rather than joining the swell

ing ranks of those who were demanding the expulsion of Diaz 

at any cost. In 1903 he belonged to a movement to create a 

presidential successor in case that Diaz died,^"*" thereby 

assuring the continuation of peace and order. Yet he also 

52 signed a document backing General Diaz for re-election. 

As the country began to boil politically, Rabasa 

pursued his many activities and also continued to watch the 

^Gonz&lez Ramirez, 

^Gonzalez Ramirez, 

52Ibid. , 32. 

"Prologo," xxxii. 

Fuent es, IV, 20. 



telling signs for trouble. The climax reached its zenith 

when in 1908 Porfirio Diaz gave his famous interview to 

James Creelman, wherein he stated that he would not be up 

for re-election because Mexico was now ready for a demo

cratic form of government. This intensified the already-

turbulent scene. Social problems were becoming more and 

more unbearable. Most of the men in Diaz's cabinet were in 

their seventies, and the President was almost eighty. 

One of the most popular of the opposing leaders was 

Francisco I. Madero who had idealistic visions of a new 

democratic country, united in its ability to make new growth 

and attain new heights. Though there was much talk before 

the elections about a change in the presidency, Diaz was 

easily re-elected in 1910. In Mexico, the party in power 

at the time of the elections has never been beaten; however, 

the results have often caused warfare. Combined with all 

the other complaints against the Diaz regime, this 

re-election was the culmination point. The long hoped-for 

or feared Revolution began and was to last off and on for 

the next several years; its avowed purpose was to obtain 

land, liberty and no re-elections. 

By 1911 Diaz was beaten. Madero was installed as 

the new President but the hostilities increased. The major

ity of these new revolutionaries had not seen the revolts 

and uprisings of the middle l800's; and, living under the 
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strict peace and order imposed in previous years, they did 

not fear the consequences of civil strife. As the Revolu

tion gained in power, its followers multiplied. The name 

Porfirio Diaz was scorned, and many were to deny that he had 

contributed anything at all to the good of the country. 

Some Mexicans felt that they owed a debt of grati

tude to Diaz for the positive things he had accomplished; 

Rabasa was one of these. Because he did not favor the 

tactics used by the revolutionaries to accomplish their pur

poses, Emilio became one of the spokesmen to remind people 

of the achievements of the Diaz government. Though loyal to 

Diaz, he was not in favor of a dictatorial form of govern

ment; these factors combined and inspired the work that has 

brought the most fame to Rabasa. He called his book La 

constitucion y la dictadura. Briefly stated, it was a 

scientific study of the Mexican people, the political and 

social factors behind the Constitution and a strict analysis 

of it. Rabasa did not hide his admiration for Diaz, but he 

did not justify his actions as a dictator, pointing out how 

the Constitution had helped to create this type of govern

ment. The book ended with the conclusion that Mexico was 

not ready to move forward to a new democratic type of 

government. 

The first phase of the Revolution did not affect the 

outward appearances of Rabasa's life. He kept on with his 
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activities as senator, lawyer and professor. In the Senate, 

he was very active in eliminating many of the constitutional 

principles which were objectionable to the revolutionaries. 

In December of 1911, he proposed that the constitutional 

amendment allowing re-elections be discarded and further 

recommended a law making it mandatory that a state represent

ative in the national government be a resident of said state. 

He introduced an amendment that would allow direct election 

of the President, helping to overcome the apathy and abuses 

caused by the electoral system. 

In 1912 and 1913 he was at his busiest as a lawyer. 

5 3 Many of his cases were written up and published, further 

testifying to his ability to interpret and understand law. 

Politics were beginning to cause problems in the 

Law School; being State supported, the government wanted to 

dictate courses and materials. On July 12, 1912, a group of 

law students protested against the strict and unfair treat

ment they were receiving from their director and the 

national government. They dropped out, vowing never to re

turn. Somehow, the idea evolved that they should start a 

private law school, free to study and not be subjected to 

the whims of the government. They approached some of their 

professors and asked for their guidance. Rabasa was glad to 

53 , _ Emilio Rabasa, La acusacion de Jose Ramos (Mexico 
City, 1912); Memorandum que en el amparo pedido por dona 
Carmen Estopier (Mexico City, 1913). 



accept their proposition and became one of the directors in 

the new school. The students showed their faith in Rabasa 

by asking him to word the objectives and the statutes for 

their new school, the "Escuela Libre de Derecho." On 

July 2h, 1912, the new school was inaugurated, 

en la ciudad de Mexico, a los 2b dias del mes de 
Julio de 1912, reunidos en casa. . . los senores 
. . . Macedo, Rodriguez, Rabasa. . . dio principio 
el acto de inauguracion de este establecimiento, 
con la lectura de la Exposicion de motivos del 
Estatuto Provisional de la Escuela Libre de Derecho 
redactada por el senor licenciado don Emilio 
Rabasa. 5^ 

Rabasa and other senators presented a petition to 

Congress to accept this school as a valid one to award a 

degree in law, and approval was given in November, 1912.^^ 

Rabasa was also asked to become a professor of Constitutional 

Law, and so taught there for two years before a call to a 

diplomatic mission caused him to take a six-year leave of 

absence. One of Emilio's first students in the new school 

was Emilio Portes Gil, a future president of Mexico. 

Meanwhile, historically, the destructive epoch of 

the Revolution was in full force; there were new uprisings 

throughout the country as ambitious men contended for power. 

While these civil struggles were alarming, there was 

5^ Escuela Libre de Derecho, Decimo aniversario de su 
fundaci5n, 1912-1922 (Mexico City, 1922) , 25. 

^^Diario de los Debates. . . Senadores (November 12, 
1912), Reproduced in Andres Serra Rojas, Antologia de Emilio 
Rabas a, II, 13. 



widespread fear when Mexico felt that the United States was 

threatening to invade. Criticism of Madero was widespread; 

he was blamed for not uniting the country. Though he was a 

fervent patriot, Madero was not a good administrator, and 

revolutionists and Diaz1 followers alike were disillusioned. 

They felt that Madero was too small for the big job before 

him and hoped to force his resignation: "By February, 1913 

the prestige of Madero had fallen to low depths. He could 

not re-establish order. . . In the eyes of many liberals, 

Madero had not demonstrated qualities of liberal states

manship. Revolutionaries and reactionaries alike wanted 
r ̂  

Madero out of the way." 

This was to involve Rabasa in a very touchy politi 

cal situation that is still having its repercussions today. 

On February 1^, 1913, a group of senators were called to th 

house of Seflor Camacho to discuss the imminent American 

danger and propose solutions. Many administrators had re

ceived unofficial word that if political order was not 

restored, they would be invaded. The fear this caused 

brought drastic measures: "Que lo que mas preocupaba al 

Senado era el temor de que fuera a surgir una intervencion 

extranjera si se prolongaba el combate, y para evitarla, 

"^Frank Brandenburg, The Making of Modern Mexico 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J., I96U), 50. 



5 7 estaban resueltos a hacer cualquier sacrificio." As a 

group, they agreed to go and ask Madero to resign. Follow

ing this, we have the only documented words that Rabasa 

spoke during that time--he asked that Senator Enriquez be 
c O 

the spokesman. Upon hearing their request, Madero emphat

ically refused, whereupon Victoriano Huerta, Secretary of 

War, appeared before the Senators to say he was at their 

service. It was as if Huerta were ready to mobilize to 

force Madero out. At this time the senators refused to join 

with Huerta; they wanted to speak with Madero. At Madero's 

stubborn refusal, Huerta's name again came forth as a possi

ble choice for President--he was a military man like General 

Diaz and had a reputation for being tough. Somehow, he 

convinced the Senate that he could be the man to stop the 

imminent invasion and restore peace. After this coalition, 

the forced resignations of President Madero and Vice-

President Pino Suarez were read before the Senate and ap

proved by a vote of 119 to 9» and Huerta was installed as 

provisional President by approximately the same count. 

Though the Senate gave approval to Huerta, their role in the 

overthrow is minor; military dissidents had been planning 

for months a takeover and Huerta took advantage of his 

opportunity. It is very possible that the Senate gave their 

^Prida, De la dictadura, 1+ 82. 
r Q 
Serra Rojas, Antologia, I, U00. 



approval to Huerta so that the outside world would see a 

completely united force facing them. Huerta's, first speech 

before the Senate sounded like a combination of Juarez, 

Diaz and Madero: "La paz es el bien necesario para la con-

servacion de la Patria; por ella y para ella todo cuanto sea 

necesario; . . . y para lograrlo nada tan preciso como la 

voz serena de los representantes de la Ley y de la 

59 Justicia. It was unfortunate that Huerta's words were 

completely divorced from his actions. This speech was from 

the lips of the man who only the night before had caused the 

deaths of Madero and Pino Suarez. This type of activity was 

to be the mark of the regime of Victoriano Huerta. Promi

nent men accepted positions in his cabinet only to become 

completely disillusioned; assassination was to come to many 

who spoke out against him; those who had expected to see a 

strong yet peace-loving man were shocked. Huerta was a bad 

choi ce. 

Rabasa's exact position in all of this is hard to 

define. Considering what he thought of Madero in his book 

La constitucion y la dictadura, he most likely wanted him 

out. He was with the group that asked for the resignation 

of Madero and also voted to approve Huerta as provisional 

president. His underlying motive for this was the danger 

^Leander Jan de Bekker, De como vino Huerta y c6mo 
se fue (Mexico City, 191*0, 171. 



of United States intervention. In later years, it has been 

easy to point out the wrong choices made; but, at the time, 

the situation appeared extremely urgent. One legislator 

pointed out his reason for approving Huerta, which probably 

synthesizes the thoughts of many others: "Creo que al ha-

cerlo asi, contribuyo a salvar la existencia de los dos 

altos funcionarios dimitentes, y por librar a mi pais de una 

intervencion extranjera que es inminente y en estos momentos 

seria la muerte de nuestra independencia."^ Rabasa in

sisted that he could never be in favor of the methods of 

government of Victoriano Huerta,^ but many enemies, because 

of his participation in the events of that time, have 

6 2 accused him of treason and worse. 

General Huerta, recognizing the judicial talents of 

Rabasa, offered him positions in his government. In a 

speech given by Rabasa in 1913, the publisher said he had 

go 
"been named Ambassador to the United States. There are no 

^Serra Rojas, Antologia, I, U03. 

^Personal interview with Oscar Rabasa at his home 
in June of 19&9 • 

6 2 
Alberto Bremauntz, Panorama social de las revolu-

ciones de Mexico (Mexico City, i960), l6j. 

6 3 Emilio Rabasa, Cuestiones constitucionales. El 
Senado y la Comision Permanente. Discurso de Emilio Rabasa, 
nombrado emba.lador de Mexico en Estados Unidos (Mexi co City, 
1913). 



records as to whether he was or was not appointed. Perhaps 

the publisher was slightly confused because in May of 1913 

Rabasa went to Washington to try to work out an agreement 

with the United States on the strip of land known as the 

Charaizal. It is reported that Rabasa was not received 

6k 
officially and, thus, nothing was done. It is possible 

that the publisher was referring to this incident when he 

called Rabasa ambassador, or it is possible that at some 

time Rabasa was offered the position. One thing is certain: 

Rabasa was never Ambassador to the United States. 

On September 16, 1913, Rabasa was named as the sena

tor that would receive General Huerta when Congress opened 

for the year.^ Four days later he was appointed Rector 

of the National University: 

El Presidente de la Republica se ha servido 
conferirme el nombramiento de Rector de la Univer-
sidad Nacional; pero en virtud de la. . . 
Constitucion, no puedo aceptar aquel cargo. En 
tales condiciones y en el concepto de que mi deber 
y mi deseo son continuar en el ejercicio de mis 
funciones de Senador.°" 

This refusal confirms Rabasa's word that he did not serve in 

the administration of the Huerta government. 

19^2), U5. 

6k , Luis Lara Pardo, Matchs de dictadores (Mexico City, 

^Serra Rojas, Antologf a, I, lil8, 

Ibid. 
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Three weeks after Rabasa was offered this position, 

Huerta dissolved the Senate and put a number of senators in 

jail. Rabasa, serving as spokesman for a group of senators, 

called on Huerta to question his motives--a visit which 

6 7 
proved fruitless. 

The story is told that Rabasa saved the life of a 

man being arrested and put to death by saying that he knew 

6 8 
the man and would vouch for him. 

For some time before the dismantling of the Senate, 

Rabasa had been thinking of retiring from active politics to 

dedicate himself completely to his teaching and his private 

69 law practice. There is no proof that he was involved in 

any type of politics during the next six months; and, had it 

not been for the United States' intervention of Vera Cruz, 

this might have been his last active participation in poli

tics. However, in April, 19lU, when the United States 

occupied this port town, Rabasa's name was to come into the 

limelight again. Mexico was very upset at this invasion and 

again feared that the United States would try to take over 

the country and become its ruler. The situation was tense 

and growing more so each day. 

6TBekker, 392. 

68 
Isidoro Fab el a, ed. Documentos bis tori cos de la 

Revolucion Mexicana, III (Mexico City, 1962), 3^0. 

^Pasquel, "Don Emilio," 18. 
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Argentina, Brazil and Chile agreed to mediate a 

conference between the United States and Mexico. For her 

representatives Mexico chose three prominent lawyers: 

Emilio Rabasa, Luis Elguero and Agustin Ramirez. Emilio's 

son, Oscar, then a boy, remembers opening the door to admit 

70 
the Secretario de Hacienda, Adolfo de la Lama. He and 

Emilio retired to the study. Some three hours later, Rabasa 

emerged to announce that he had accepted the commission to 

head the Mexican delegation at the Conferences at Niagara 

Falls. Rabasa, remember, had refused to accept other posi

tions offered him and took this one only because of his 

patriotism. The choice was a logical one; it was applauded 

by all of his friends and many of the opposition. 

Escogieron tres personalidades del mas alto 
relieve de entre los abogados mexicanos para que 
fueran sus delegados en las conferencias de 
Niagara Falls. . . el licenciado Emilio Rabasa, 
jurista eminente, autor de obras valiosas en el 
campo del Derecho, magnffico escritor y hombre 
respetado no solo por esas prendas de su inte-
lecto lucido y culto, sino por la pulcritud moral, 
q.ue lo habia colocado en la sociedad de su epoca 
como un personaje ejemplar.fl 

As a condition for accepting the nomination, Rabasa 

asked for the promise that Huerta would step down upon 

70 Personal interview with Oscar Rabasa at his home 
in June of 1969. 

^Fabela, Documentos t III, 60. 
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settlement of the difficulties, which is confirmed in the 

report that Rabasa gave to the American delegates on May 23, 

191^•72 

The conference was in many ways considered a failure; 

the Americans seemed only preoccupied with the downfall of 

Huerta and the assurance of the election of Carranza; 

Carranza and his followers accused the Mexican delegation of 

trying to keep Huerta in power. After a month of fruitless 

meetings, a paper was signed saying that both countries 

would try to work, things out , and the conference came to a 

close. 

Though many unfavorable things have been said about 

the delegates and the conference by the partisans of 

Carranza, it did succeed in halting the United States' occu

pation of Mexican territory. The failure was not because 

the delegates were unprepared but because of the situation 

itself: 

No previo su inevitable fracaso Rabasa, porque 
en aquellos momentos descuido de analizar detalla-
damente las condiciones prevalecientes alia y las 
condiciones prevalecientes en la Revolucion. Pero 
obro por y con patriotismo. Fracaso. pero no por 
torpeza ni por omision de es fuer zos . ' -5 

Another observer has noted: "Estoy personal e fntimamente 

convencido de que siempre sirvio en la cabal dimension de 

72 U. S. Department of State, Papers Relating to the 
Foreign Relations of United States: 191** (May 23,191^) » 
50U-6. 

7^"Don Emilio Rabasa," 8. 
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sus posibilidades , que eran muy amplias, a los altos intere-

7U ses de Mexico." As we read the presentation of the 

Mexican delegation, it appears that Rabasa was serving 

well: "Los mediadores surgieron: que Huerta nombrase a un 

constitucionalista como embajador en los Estados Unidos, que 

75 Huerta se retirase, y que hubiese elecciones pronto." 

Disappointed in the results of the conference and in 

the Revolution in Mexico, Rabasa decided not to return and 

voluntarily exiled himself in the city of New York, where he 

lived with his family for the next six years. While in 

exile, Emilio received one of the biggest triumphs of his 

life. When the revolutionary Constitutional Congress met to 

form a new constitution, Rabasa's book La constitucion y la 

dictadura was one of the main influences. Rabasa's name was 

not popular during the sessions. If it was brought up, it 

was met with ridicule and rejection because of his accep-

76 
tance of a position in the Huerta regime. But many of his 

precepts were followed, especially the legal wording of many 

articles, enough of them that: "lo que de el tomo el 

714.  ̂  ̂
Antonio Martinez Baez, "Emilio Rabasa, su gran 

obra y su pensamiento," La Justicia XXVII (August, 1956), 
12590. 

75 
Fabela, Documentos, III, 389 

76 
Diario de los debates 

II (Mexico City, 1917), 509-20. 

76 
Diario de los debates del' Congreso Constituyente, 
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Constituyente es bastante para honrar su memoria y proponer-

7 7 lo al respeto de la posteridad." 

Rabasa also took time in New York to write two more 

scientific works. El Juicio Constitucional, written in 1919> 

was dedicated to the law students in Mexico and was an am

plification of his book El Articulo lU. The two prominent 

themes were the "juicio de amparo" and the importance of the 

Supreme Court. His second book was inspired by a trip to 

Europe in 1919 and the ideas he found in the world concern

ing the ignorance that most people displayed when discussing 

Mexican history; he titled the book La evolucion historica 

de Mexico. Rabasa felt that the passion of the Revolution 

had caused everyone to forget the rest of Mexican history, 

and this book showed the evolvement of the Mexican people 

through their history. It is also considered an apology for 

the reign of General Diaz. 

There was also the supposition that Rabasa returned 

to journalism during his years in New York. Previous to 

this writing, it has never been mentioned in any of his bio

graphies, and due to the unavailability of the sources 

mentioned, it is not completely conclusive. Nemesio Garcia 

Naranjo, a law student of Rabasa and a cabinet member in the 

Huerta government, was also exiled in the United States. He 

Hilario Medina, "Emilio Rabasa y la Constitucion 
de 1917," Historia Mexicana, X (October-December, i960), 
I9I+. 
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started to publish a weekly magazine titled Revista Mexicana, 

printed in San Antonio, Texas during the years 1915-1919. 

Garcia Naranjo is sure that Ratasa contributed many articles 

to this magazine under an assumed name. 

Dije en renglones anteriores que don Emilio 
Rabasa escribio en Revista Mexicana; pero me per-
mito agregar con orgullo que a ningun otro 
periodico envio en su vida, tantas ni tan selectas 
colaboraciones. Sin embargo, no firmo uno solo de 
sus articulos. Por lo contrario, se ocultaba 
misteriosamente no tan solo de los lectores, sino 
tambien de mi. . . ̂ 

Entre las muchas colaboraciones que me envio, 
sobresalen tres series; la que dedico al libro de 
Bulnes; otra de semblanzas que yo bautice con el 
nombre colectivo de "Galeria Revolucionaria"; y 
cinco articulos sobre el movimiento legalista que 
inicio don Jose Maria Iglesias en 1876.^9 

Garcia Naranjo claims to have known immediately that 

Rabasa was the author--so sure that he wrote a letter to the 

friend who had contributed the article telling him that he 

knew the draft was the work of Rabasa and not the friend, 

Qq 
Carlos Castillo. He then added: "la carta habia causado 

una magnxfica impresion en el seflor Rabasa y en todos sus 

amigos. . . y fue confirmada por el sefior Castillo por 

8x carta." Still Rabasa never admitted it, and Garcia 

^8Nemesio Garcia Naranjo, Memori as, VIII (Monterrey, 
Mexico, n. d.), 229. 

79Ibid., 2^0. 

80Ibid. , 230. 

8lIbid., 239. 
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Naranjo left a note for future bipgraphers: "El quiso con-

servar la mascara hasta frente a mi, para estar seguro de 

que yo no podia probarle que el era el remitente. Asi era 

82 
el hombre y tomen note de ello sus futuros biografos." 

This certainly was not out of character for Rabasa. 

Two of Rabasa's friends from Chiapas told Garcia Naranjo 

8 3 that he had always been that way. He used a pseudonym when 

8h 
he wrote his novels and feared the public reaction. He 

never published his poetry; only through a friend's insistent 
Q r 

persuasion did he once think about it. The poem he wrote 

to his wife included a request that it was to be shown to no 

86 
one. Emilio kept no diary of his life and did not con

serve information about himself. It appeared that he was 

reluctant to have his life and works associated in any way, 

feeling, perhaps, that the merit of his works should lie solely 

in the truths expounded and not in who he was or what people 

thought him to be. This was especially true after the Consti

tutional Congress of 1916, where his name was scorned at the 

82tv.„ Ibi d. 

83Ibid.. , 2U2. 

81* 
Angel Pola, "En casa de las celebridades; Emilio 

Rabasa," El Diario del Hogar (September 20, 1888), 1. 

85rbid. 

86 , Rabasa, Memorias: A Mercedes, in Andres Serra Rojas 
Antologfa de Emilio Rabasa, I (Mexico City, 1969). 65. 



same time his book was receiving high praise from some 

delegates. Yet there were many who rejected the book, not 

because of what it said, but because the author belonged to 

an opposing political faction. 

As the years passed and the political tension eased, 

Rabasa decided to move back to Mexico and, accompanied by his 

family, arrived in May, 1920. For the next ten years, until 

his death, he dedicated himself to doing the two things he 

loved--teaching and writing. He continued to write for 

professional journals, but also began to contribute his 

knowledge to the common people by submitting various arti

cles to the newspapers. By doing so he hoped to convince 

people to develop a respect for the law; it was also his 

ambition to elevate the laws so that they could be respected 

by the people. The themes were the same as those of earlier 

years, though he was to constantly worry about the fate of 

the Supreme Court. Time and time again he was to stress 

that the judges be nominated for life and not elected. As 

elected officials, they might become politically oriented, 

and this was not a function of the Courts. The newspaper 

articles were written in a very plain language: "sustituya 

el lenguaje de la ciencia con este m£o, que peca de llaneza 

mas que nunca, y que se esta empleando en aclaraciones que 
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Q  r j  

los abogados no necesitan." Soon after Rabasa warned what 

would happen to the Supreme Court if reforms were not made, 

his prophesy came true: "las intrigas politicas se estan 

poniendo en juego para que los candidatos propuestos sean 

8 8 los que vayan a la Suprema Corte." Though Rabasa was 

never to form part of the Supreme Court in Mexico, he was to 

fight harder for its rights than any other man. Rabasa's 

last newspaper article appeared on April ^, 1930, just three 

weeks before his death. 

In 1921 and 192k s he was to participate actively in 

the Juridical Congresses held in Mexico City. The papers he 

presented in these Congresses showed a strong desire to ele

vate the prestige of the Courts. He never apologized for 

the things in which he believed and his strong convictions 

backed by his impeccable logic made him a very popular par

ticipant; often the meetings at which he spoke had to be 

89 moved to a larger area. Some objected that the principal 

90 purpose of these meetings was to canonize Rabasa. 

Rabasa's first wife had passed away in 1910 and the 

next years were extremely lonely for him. Though often sick 

Q 
Emilio Rabasa, "Sobre la inamovilidad de la Su

prema Corte," Excelsior (May 19, 1923), 3. 

^Excelsior (May 2k, 1923), 1. 

'^El Universal (January 8, 1921), 2. 

^°Querido Moheno, as quoted by Serra Rojas, Antolo-
£ia, II, 180. 
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during his later years, he refused to have a nurse or a 

servant wait on him, and in 192U, at the age of sixty-eight, 

he married Maria Luisa Massieu, who would be his constant 

companion until his death. He began losing his sight and 

was almost totally blind from the middle 1920's, but he 

never slowed down. Regardless of his physical condition, 

Rabasa never lost his sense of humor. One day a student 

came to his office to exchange ideas with him. Rabasa re

plied: "de ninguna manera, amigo, porque el que sale 

91 perdiendo soy yo." 

Notwithstanding his many activities, most of his 

time between his return to Mexico and his death was in con

nection with the Escuela Libre de Derecho, of which he had 

been one of the founders. Immediately upon his return he 

began where he left off as a professor of Constitutional 

Law. A year later he was named to the Board of Directors, 

and in 192k he became the Director of the school for the 

following year. Again in 1929 he was called to direct the 

school's activities, a position he held until his death. 

The majority of his students, regardless of his 

scientific and moral achievements, considered him, above all 

else, a professor and an educator. A speech given by Rabasa 

on the thirteenth anniversary of the Escuela Libre de Dere

cho gives us some idea of why he was so highly revered as an 

91 Serra Rojas, Antologia, II, 182. 
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educator: 

Ensefiar no es ya imponer principios como normas in-
conmovibles., ni prohibir el examen de especiales 
doctrinas porque pueden producir escandalo. . . no 
es tampoco inculcar doctrinas para forjar con ellas 
entendimientos subordinados a los prejuicios reinan-
tes. ... La ensenanza abierta que exige sinceridad 
para los neofitos y que es un deber de justicia, no 
admite emboscadas para los espiritus nuevos.92 

Rabasa's students responded because he treated them 

as individuals, showing for each a fatherly concern. Some 

felt that his kindness and patience inspired many of them to 

93 continue their studies. Another felt that Rabasa's best 

lesson was the teaching of tolerance: "lo que tenia en sus 

clases y no habia en sus libros , era la tolerancia. . . Su 

mejor leccion fue aquella en que elevo a norma de educacion 

la regla de la tolerancia. Era su mejor actitud, en que a-

- 9 1| 
firmo sus ideas y respeto las ajenas. But Rabasa's most 

sterling quality was his ability to communicate his ideas to 

the students. He had great faith in the rising generation 

of law students and worked to give them his ideals of a true 

and lasting justice for the Mexican people. His pupils were 

few but his disciples have become a legion. 

92 
Emilio Rabasa, "Discurso. . . XIII Aniversario de 

la fundacion de la Escuela Libre de Derecho," Boletin de la 
Sociedad de Alumnos de la Escuela Libre de Derecho (May, 
1956) , 15-16. 

93 J. J. Gonzalez Bustamante, "El signo de Rabasa," 
El Universal Grafico (May 1^,1951)» 7-

^Tena Ramirez, Silueta, 38-UO. 



Two projects that he had hoped to finish before he 

died were never completed. He always felt the necessity of 

a good textbook for Constitutional Law, one that would serve 

for classroom purposes. Many of the things he had hoped to 

include in his textbook are scattered throughout his juridi

cal writings; most of what he had hoped to say have been 

conserved through notes taken from his class of 1928.^ The 

book itself was never written. 

His second plan was proposed to a friend from the 

days of Porfirio Diaz. Rabasa felt it a shame to leave the 

world without composing a book on Mexican history from 1885 

to 1910, feeling that the students of the time were not 

aware of historical truth. 

Estoy admirado de ver como se adulteran los 
hechos y se desfiguran los hombres al correr del 
tiempo. La juventud actual no nos conoce, esta 
equivocada; no somos lo que cree. Ni conoce al 
pasado tal como fue. Hace falta destruir errores, 
rectificar hechos, enderezar juicios, hacer histo-
ria, en una palabra.9" 

Unfortunately, this book was never written because 

one month after revealing his intentions to write it, Rabasa 

became very ill and on April 25» 1930, passed away at the 

age of seventy-four. 

^Serra Rojas, "Prologo," xii. These notes were 
taken by J. J. Gonzalez Bustamente and are published in 
Serra Rojas' Antologxa, II, 331-619-

^Carlos Diaz Dufoo, "El ultimo pensamiento de 
Emilio Rabasa," Exeelsior (May 2, 1930), 3. 



Most of his life was dedicated to the betterment of 

the country he loved. He was a teacher: "ensefiar es romper 

las ligaduras de las inteligencias y animarlas a ejercitar 

9 7 
sus fuerzas propias, confiando en ellas y amandolas . 

He was a novelist: "como ninguno, sabe contar las 

peripecias de la anecdota; asimismo, sabe explicar con mali-

• i, i 7 • »9 ® cia y humor el porque de las acciones. 

He was a scientific writer on many juridical sub

jects: "su prosa didactica ni igualada en el area toda en-

tera de la lengua de Cas tilla. 

He was a patriot: "amo intensamente a su patria, a 

i ** . - ,,100 la que consagro sus mejores esfuerzos. 

He was conscious of man's responsibilities: "vivir 

es m£s que un derecho, es una imposicion, es el imperativo 

supremo. Above all, he was a man who fulfilled his 

responsibility to life: he dedicated himself to the better

ment of the social, cultural and juridical institutions of 

Mexico. 

Q T 
Rabasa, "Discurso. . . XIII Aniversario16. 

^Emmanuel Carballo, "Emilio Rabasa: 110 anos des-
pues," La Cultura en Mexico (June 1, 1966), xix. 

^Felipe Tena Ramirez, "Emilio Rabasa," El Universal 
(May 22, 1956), clipping. 

^"^Jorge Ferrer, "Semblanzas mexicanas —don Emilio 
Rabasa," Excelsior (April 15, 1951)> ?• 

101Emilio Rabasa, La libertad de trabajo (Mexico City, 
1922), 4U. 



CHAPTER k 

JURIDICAL WORKS 

Though the main part of this dissertation deals with 

the literary contributions of Emilio Rabasa, a commentary of 

his judicial writings is helpful in understanding his 

literature. Although considered by some as the best Mexican 

novelist of the nineteenth century / he is much better known 

for his distinguished juridical works. "One of the outstand

ing names in the realistic novel is Emilio Rabasa, but he 

is far more distinguished as a writer on political science." 

Rabasa stopped producing literary works in 1891 to dedicate 

himself exclusively to his political, sociological and 

juridical career. 

He began collaborating and helping edit the journal 

of Mexican lawyers,Revista de Legislacion y Jurisprudencia, 

en I889 and continued all through his life contributing to 

this and other scientific journals. Of his early writings 

on law, a distinguished student of his—now the Chief Justice 

^"Emmanuel Carballo, "Emilio Rabasa: 110 afios des-
pues," La Cultura en Mexico (June 1, 1966), xix. 

• p 
Pedro Henriquez Ureiia, Literary Currents in His

panic America (Cambridge, 19^5)» 271-

75 
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of the Supreme Court--found nothing of transcendental value 

in them: "Aunque, por mi, debo confesar que, de lo por 

mi conocido, nada hay en esas paginas que revele al gran 

 ̂ 3 jurista de aflos despues." 

A positivistic and liberal education, along with 

ideas for true justice in Mexico, led him into a criticism 

of the Constitution of l857» and he proposed reforms continu

ally that would help the country to progress. In this he 

followed the precept set by many of the scientific men of 

the time, but until Rabasa began to write, law and other 

scientific treatises could only be understood by the members 

of that profession. His fame resulted from an ability to 

expound technical points of law without sacrificing the con

tent and the scientific importance in a logical, clear 

language that all could comprehend.^ Aware of this recogni

tion, he continually worked to polish his style: "El estilo 

es sangre y nervio en la obra. . . por eso su prosa magnffica 

3 Felipe Tena Ramirez, Silueta de Emilio Rabasa 
(Mexico City, 1935), 21-22. 

lj 
Jose Maria Lozano, Tratado de los derechos del 

hombre, 1876; Ignacio L. Vallarta, El juicio de amparo y el 
writ de habeas corpus, l88l; Miguel Mejia, Errores constitu-
cionales, 1886; Silvestre Moreno Cora, Tratado del juicio de 
amparo, 1902. There are many others, including the works of 
the well-known Justo Sierra, whose works are often compared 
wi th .Rab as a' s , but these books give us a sampling of the 
studies done during the period. 

^Andres Serra Rojas, "Prologo," in Emilio Rabasa La 
constitucign y la dictadura, Uth ed. (Mexico City, 1968), xx. 
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es prosa de fuerza y vida, de salud y duracion. . . fue 

maestro en transformar los balbuceos en obras de arte."^ 

Though he brought an understanding of law to the layman, 

the scientific men of his profession considered him as the 

most intelligent expositor of Constitutional Law in Mexico. 

Two quotes will suffice to give an idea of his fame. 

Rabasa no podra desaparecer de la historia de 
nuestro derecho constitucional, porque llena toda 
una epoca. Hoy es Rabasa insustituible, es guia 
y maestro en todos los cursos de constitucional de 
la Republica.^ 

Siempre cuando nos referimos a temas constitu-
cionales, traemos a colocacion alguna cita del 
ilustre maestro Emilio Rabasa. Nadie como el estu-
dio nuestro Derecho Constitucional." 

His novelistic training helped give added interest 

to his scientific works. In his analysis and interpretation 

of the feeling of the epoch, political figures and ideas 

moved through these works as figures in a novel. Considered 

a true realist in his novels, he also thought himself to be a 

realist in these works and individualistic in his interpre

tation: "Por mi parte, aunque no me acomodo a todos los 

principios de esta, soy francamente individualista; creo 

en lanecesidad de los metodos positivos para la investiga-

cion y trato, ademas, de ser siempre y principalmente 

^Manuel Gonzalez Ramirez, "Pr6logo," in Emilio Rabasa 
Retratos y estudios (Mexico City, 19^5)» v. 

J Tena Ramirez, Silueta, 28. 

0 Bernardo Ponce, "Perspectiva. . . Rabasa y la 
Constituci6n," El Universal (February 5» 1957), 8. 
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9 realista en materia de ciencia politica." To better under

stand these works and Rabasa's thought, this chapter will be 

divided into four parts to study his four main books 

individually. 

El artfculo lU 

At the age of fifty, when many men have contributed 

their best works and rest upon their laurels, Rabasa came 

forth with his first juridical work, El articulo llt.^"^ It 

was inspired by a polemic that had been waged for many years 

on the interpretation of his article of the Mexican Consti

tution of 1857* This precept deals with the "juicio de am-

paro," the Spanish wording for the constitutional principle 

that protects an individual's rights for life, liberty and 

the pursuit of happiness. Hector Fix Zamudio, current 

director of Judicial Research at the National Autonomous 

University of Mexico, has written: 

El objeto del juicio de amparo esta constituido por 
todas las leyes o actos de cualquier autoridad que 
violen las garantias individuales. . . tiene por 
objeto todos los actos de autoridad que afecten los 
derechos constitucionales u ordinarios de todos los 
habitantes del pafs.H 

^Emilio Rabasa, La libertad de traba.lo (Mexico City, 
1922), 22. 

^Rabasa, El artfculo lU (Mexico City, 1906). 

^Hector Fix Zamudio, Panorama del derecho mexicano; 
Sfntesis del derecho de amparo (Mexico City, 1965) , 33. 



The polemic in Rabasa's time was based on exactly 

how broad an area the principle should cover. Was it to be 

restricted to its original meaning to protect the individual 

against the abuses of his rights, or to be amplified to in

clude the abuses of all rights, even to the wrong application 

of judgment by the courts? 

The wording of the article was the first point of 

discussion. The Mexican constitutionalists borrowed from the 

United States the idea that only through due process of law 

could a person's individual rights be taken away, but the 

wording "due process of law" was changed to read "exact 

12 application of the law." This led to the mispractice that 

any judgment given by any judge might not have been exactly 

applied; thus, the sentenced person could appeal to the 

higher courts and ultimately to the Supreme Court for an 

exact application. This restricted the power of the Supreme 

Court, for rather than being the ultimate authority of the 

national Constitution, it became the interpreter of every 

local law construed as not having been correctly applied. 

Rabasa pointed out the improbability that any decision be 

exactly applied because in every case it is a human being 

13 making the judgment. This broad interpretation made the 

12 
Emilio Rabasa, El artfculo lfr y El Juicio constitu-

cional 3rd ed. (Mexico City, 19^9)> 52.Quotes from these 
books are from this edition. 

13 
Rabasa, El articulo lU, 61. 



Supreme Court's task almost impossible. So liberal a meaning 

is given the "amparo" that "tiene tal importancia en nuestra 

vida juridica que. . . no existe ningun problema en el 

derecho mexicano que no puede significar una cuestion con-

stitucional a traves del juicio de amparo. 

Rabasa's study began with an historical study of the 

evolvement of the idea of individual liberties in Mexico. 

Then he dedicated three chapters to examine the poor lan

guage of the Constitution: "Lo cierto es que el lenguaje es 

malo por metaforico, por ampuloso e hinchado; porque es 

negligente en el valor propio de las palabras y porque se 

aparta de la correccion gramatical.^ This interest in 

language usage and meaning played a big part in all the 

studies by Rabasa; in fact, it was one of the main points 

that guided him in the material reforms he presented. A 

large part of his criticism of the Constitution dealt with 

the very fact that the writers who drafted it were unaware 

of legal language. 

El articulo lU's next chapters were devoted to the 

usage and the application of this article in Mexico since 

its adoption. His main thesis was that because of a 

Antonio Martinez Baez, 
Mexico en la Cultura (clipping, 

^Rabasa, El articulo 1^ 

"El derecho constitucional," 
n. d.), 951. 

, 2k. 
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misunderstanding of language, different interpretations were 

continually being applied, always enlarging the power of 

the "amparo." To conclude, Rabasa proposed his ideas, which 

basically were not to try to interpret the law as it was 

worded in the Constitution, but to rewrite the article so 

that it could serve justice: 

Cuando una ley resulta mala debe ser modi 
o suprimida; hacerla buena por una falsa inte 
tacion es prostituir a los magistrados. . . . 
nos fuerza a sostener el articulo como las se 
religiosas sostienen los dogmas de fe a que e 
ligada su existencia; lo que nos importa es c 
cerlo a fondo, analizarlo sin escrupulo y 
desecharlo sin pena.-^° 

Because of his preoccupation with this problem, 

Rabasa has been called "el apostol de la pureza del juicio 

17 de amparo"; yet, his book did not solve the problem, nor 

did it convince all the Mexican lawyers of the necessity of 

restricting the scope of the "amparo." Though modifications 

to the article dealing with "juicio de amparo" were made in 

1917> 1935 and 1951 trying to resolve part of the problem 

that Rabasa foresaw, it still is a frequently discussed prin

ciple in Mexican legal circles. Mariano Azuela, Jr. agrees 

with Rabasa: "el ideal del amparo exige energicamente una 

ficada 
rpre-
N ada 

ct as 
sta 
ono-

l6Ibid., 58, 76. 

17 Alfonso Noriega, Jr., "Conferencias dictadas en la 
sesion solemne en homenaje al maestro Emilio Rabasa, organi-
zada por la Facultad de Derecho ," El Foro, Uth epoch (July-
December, 1956), 5^-

1 
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restauracion radical del juicio a su forma y pureza primiti-

18 
vas, como requirieran Rabasa y Macedo." Another lawyer, 

Hilario Medina, disagrees: "Dicha institucion (el amparo) 

como garantia de la justicia, forma parte de la conciencia 

juridica de nuestro pais, y que suprimirlo por viejos escru-

pulos es privar al pueblo de un elemento de justicia.""'"^ 

The conclusion today in the legal world is that the 

20 
"amparo" has helped guarantee and protect individual rights, 

although Kelso also notes: "this conclusion is not invali

dated by the fact that numerous amparo proceedings represent 

more an abuse of the right of amparo than of individual 

guarantees . 

Even for those who disagreed with his solution, the 

book is considered a masterpiece: "no puede caber duda que 

el problema de la pureza de nuestro juicio constitucional 

. ... fue planteado por el en su justo termino. . . el mal 

+ 22 se habia diagnosticado." 

18 
Mariano Azuela, Jr., "Trayectoria y destino del 

Juicio de amparo," El Foro, Uth epoch (April-December, 195*0 > 
138. 

19 Hilario Medina, "Emilio Rabasa y la Constitucion de 
1917»" Historia Mexicana, X (October-December, i960), 186. 

20 
Paul Kelso, "A Developing Democracy," in Russell 

Ewing, ed. Six Faces of Mexico (Tucson, 1966), 188. 

21t. . , Ibi d. 

22 Juventino V. Castro, "La justicia. . . en Rabasa," 
Boletfn de la sociedad. . . de la Escuela Libre de Derecho, 
I (May, 1956), 12. 
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El juicio constitucional 

Though he dealt at length with the problem of the 

"amparo," Rabasa had more to say on the subject. While 

living in the United States for six years, he had ample time 

to study the judicial system and felt that it was this 

system that Mexico should adopt. El juicio constitucional 

was dedicated to the future law students of Mexico, hoping 

to convince them to work for necessary constitutional 

changes: 

Hay que encomendar la reparacion que restituya los 
principios, las doctrinas y las leyes , a los espiri-
tus nuevos, libres y limpios, aun no contaminados 
por el prejuicio, ni sojuzgados por el afan de lucro, 
ni domesticados por el duro servicio de la vida 
practi ca.23 

At this time, Rabasa was the widely recognized 

specialist in Constitutional Law and had thirteen years to 

reflect on his writings of El articulo 1^. Now he was even 

more convinced of the necessity of revising the "amparo" so 

that the Supreme Court could function as it properly should. 

The first half of the book is a study of the judicial system 

of the United States; the second half is another explanation 

of the "amparo" and the Supreme Court. He condensed and 

revised what he had previously written on these subjects. A 

complete analysis of this book would be superfluous, as it 

is not our purpose to fully expound Constitutional Law. 

131*. 

2 o 
Rabasa, El articulo lU y El juicio constitucional, 



Rabasa had no hesitation to continue to hammer away 

at what he felt to be an urgent problem in Mexican Law. His 

concern for the Supreme Court, and its loss of prestige, 

worried him more and more: "No es extrano que despues de 

echar en olvido lo que es el juicio de amparo, acabemos por 

olvidar tambien lo que es la Corte Suprema que lo adminis-

2 ̂ tra"; one of Rabasa's students felt that this problem was 

his chief concern in later years: 

Hay razones para creer, inclusive, que su mas alta 
preocupacion en los ultimos anos de su fertil vida, 
fue el de lograr para el Poder Judicial de nuestra 
patria toda la majestad y la augusta protestad que 
vefa en peligro. . . por la desviacion del juicio 
de amparo de su primera pureza.^5 

This book has received the highest plaudits that can 

be offered. One critic esteemed it so highly that for him 

"esta obra de don Emilio debe considerarse como la Biblia 

2 6 
del juicio de amparo." Another wished to "asegurar sin 

incurrir en exageracion que contiene las mejores paginas 

27 escritas sobre el mismo tema." Rabasa had studied for a 

2b ^ 
Emilio Rabasa, "Reformas a la Constitucion con el 

fin de garantizar la rapidez en las resoluciones de la Su
prema Corte de Justicia," Revista de Ciencias Sociales, V 
(December-January, 1928), 6l8. 

^Castro, "La justicia," 11. 

2 6 F. Jorge Gaxiola, "Prologo," in Emilio Rabasa El 
articulo lU y El juicio constitucional, 3rd ed. (Mexico City, 
1969), xx. 

2 7 Cayetano Ruiz Garcia, "El juicio constitucional de 
don Emilio Rabasa," El Universal (March 17» 1937)» clipping. 



long time before he was to put forth this book; he knew what 

he wanted to say and said it well. 

La constitucion y la dictadura 

Rabasa's next book is considered by most to be his 

best legal work. He titled it La constitucion y la dicta-

28 dura, with a subtitle of La organizacion politica de Mexico. 

It is a study of the political evolution in Mexico from I82U 

to 1856 and shows how this evolution caused the executive 

leaders to become dictators. 

Many reasons have been stated as the inspiration for 

this study. One is the declaration of General Porfirio Diaz 

to American newspaperman James J. Creelman, assuring him 

that Mexico was ready to live a normal political life free 

29 from the strong dictators of before. Rabasa himself 

stated that his purpose was to study the Constitution and 

propose remedies that would help solve the political prob

lems facing Mexico. As a patriotic citizen and an outspoken 

critic of the Constitution, he feared that if it were not 

changed, Mexico would have to suffer through another regime 

of new dictators. 

2 8 Emilio Rabasa, La constitucion y la dictadura. 
Estudio sobre la organizacion politica de Mexico (Mexico City, 
1912).Thesecond editionreversed the titles. Emilio Ra-
b as a, La organizacion politica de Mexico. La constitucion y 
la dictadura, 2nd ed. (Madrid, 1917). 

29 „ James J. Creelman, "President Diaz, Hero of the 
Americas," Pearsons Magazine, XIX (March, 1908), 231-277* 
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Si la dictadura fue necesaria en la historia, 
en lo porvenir no sera sino un peligro; si fue 
inevitable para sostener el Gobierno, que no puede 
vivir con la organizacion constitucional, es ur-
gente despojarla de sus fueros de necesidad, 
poniendo a la Constitucion en condiciones de 
garantizar la estabilidad de un gobierno util, 
activo y fuerte, dentro de un cfrculo amplio, pero 
infranqueable. 

A more personal reason for writing is that he wanted 

to be able to give General Diaz a copy of the book before 

31 Diaz left the country. Although Rabasa never denied the 

justification for a change in government, he never abandoned 

his loyalty to Diaz. It seems ironical that Rabasa wished 

to give a copy of this book to Diaz when its main point was 

to define and explain dictatorships and to propose judicial 

and constitutional means to destroy them. Rabasa believed 

in progressive political evolution from anarchy to the de

velopment of democracy. Critics have noted his adherence to 

the philosophy of Spencer: 

Rabasa. . . pudo descifrar la vida juridica de 
Mexico: su medio lo constituyo la doctrine evolu-
cionista. No, desde luego el proceso comtiano de 
los estados, . . sino el propalado por Spencer, 
que pensaba--y de sus obras se infiere--que la vida 
es una continua adaptacion de las condiciones inte-
riores a las exteriores, y hace posible pensar 
anticipadamente que, si en un momento dado no es 
completa esa adaptacion, sin embargo es factible 

Emilio Rabasa, La constitucion y la dictadura, Uth 
ed. (Mexico City, 1968), llU. 

Ol # 
Oscar Rabasa, quoted by Daniel Cosio Villegas, 

"Rabasa entre dos constituciones," Revista Mexicana de 
Literatura (May-June, 1956), h65. 
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que algun dia pueda realizarse. Con lo cual quiero 
decir que las ideas de evolucion y progreso rigieron 
e inspiraron el pensamiento rabasiano.32 

La constitucion y la dictadura gave him the means to 

explore and define this evolution, which consisted of three 

stages. 

The first was usurpation, a common practice in nine

teenth century politics, resulting in chaos. This period of 

Mexican history was represented by Santa Annawho was in and 

out of the presidency eleven different times from 1833 to 

1855, and whose governments were notorious for their mockery 

of laws, government and justice. 

The second state of this advancement were the presi

dencies of Benito Juarez and Porfirio Diaz, who demonstrated 

to Mexico that respect of laws would bring progress and 

peace. The reaction to the tyranny of Santa Annawas in

dicated in the Constitution of 1857; many individual liber

ties were restored, freedom of speech, press and religion 

reinstated, but the power of the Executive was severely 

limited and delegated to Congress. Juarez was to have many 

difficulties with Congress as he tried to broaden the power 

of the President in order to give him the needed balance of 

powers to effectively run his administration. Under the rule 

of Juarez, Mexicans were able to enjoy a feeling of solidar

ity, taste of peace and begin the road to financial 

O O 
Gonzalez Ramirez, "Prologo," xx-xxi. 



prosperity. Diaz continued this line of progress, but be

cause of the great limitations set upon the executive, Diaz 

finally overrode and ignored the Congress and thus formed a 

dictatorship. While Diaz was striving to bring material and 

economic gains to Mexico, many talented and patriotic men 

were working to overcome the errors in the Mexican political 

system. The unification of Mexico to overthrow Diaz was the 

commencement of the third and final step which was the 

ability of a country to enjoy peace and prosperity through 

free elections by its citizens. 

Rabasa explained these as the necessary stages of 

political development. Though he was not in favor of dicta

torial forms of governments, he considered them an unavoidable 

step in this evolvement and for this reason, he continued his 

loyalty to Diaz for all Diaz had contributed to Mexico's 

growth, and yet worked to reform the political institutions 

of Mexico to eliminate dictators from ever rising again. 

There is no doubt that Rabasa's ability to synthesize 

has aided the book's popularity; in many cases a few words 

were sufficient to express his thought completely: "admira

ble precision para configurar una epoca, una institucion o 

3 3 un personaje politico." As he felt that dictators were a 

necessary step in political evolution in Mexico, he also 

33 
Serra Rojas, "Prologo," xv. 



thought that Mexico was lucky to have had dictators of the 

caliber of Juarez and Diaz. Of Diaz, who brought Mexico the 

things she needed at the time—order, internal peace and 

material progress—Rabasa declared: "Mexico vivio bajo la 

dictadura mas facil, mas benevola y mas fecunda de que haya 

3U ejemplo en la historia del Continente americano"; but he 

stressed that dictators could not continue. The ideal of 

national organizations, permanent peace and assured order 

could only be enjoyed under a democratic form of 

35 government. 

Serra Rojas feels that this first part has as its 

fundamental goal "preparar el conocimiento de los hechos 

historicos, definir la evolucion de las ideas politicas, 

analizar circunstancias y personajes que se ofrecen como 

3 6 antecedentes de la Constitucion de 1857-" 

The second part of the book was subtitled "La 

dictadura en las instituciones." Here Rabasa delved into 

the problems of elections, the Legislature, the Veto, and 

the Supreme Court. It is in this second part where he 

specifically mentions parts of the Constitution which must 

be changed. Rabasa's main concern was that the Constitution 

did not permit a just balance of power among the Executive, 

3 It x Rabasa, La constitucion, 109. 

35Ibid,. , 113 . 

Serra Rojas, "Prologo," xxi. 
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Legislative and Judicial branches of government. It had 

stripped the President of almost all powers (Santa Anna was 

still fresh in their minds), giving them instead to Congress. 

A strong president, trying to carry out his ideas but having 

no power, would then have to have complete control of 

Congress who had all the power. This was exactly what Por-

firio Diaz had done; he assumed the presidency, took control 

of the country, and caused his supporters to be elected to 

Congress. He then governed within the Constitutional 

framework. 

The Judicial Branch, represented by the Supreme 

Court, was not established as an impartial judiciary body; 

they were political plums and, as such, eliminated. 

Though Rabasa went into much detail, his main thesis 

was that there be an equitable balance within the three main 

branches of the government. This would prevent Congression

al anarchy, politically-minded judges and dictatorial 

presidents. These were the problems that had to be resolved 

through Constitutional means; then and only then could the 

Mexican political system advance to a true democracy. 

Through the expression of these ideas, Rabasa became the 

spokesman and synthesis of all the critics of this 

Constitution. 

Con pensamiento certero y valiente sefiala los 
vicios de los regimenes politicos, los aciertos y 
disparates de las Constituciones, las influencias 
extraflas en su redaccion y el desvfo o modificacion 
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del pensamiento originario, perfila y analiza 
hombres, epocas y estructuras en las tres grandes 
etapas de la evolucion sucesional del poder; 
'la usurpacion por la fuerza, la designacion por 
la ley, la eleccion por el pueblo.'37 

Conclusion 

This work of Rabasa is not only important for the 

political and historical truths it presents, but also because 

it is one of the principal works used in shaping the new 

Constitution that now governs Mexico, the Constitution of 

1917. With the definite triumph of the Revolution, the lead

ers formed a new Constitutional Congress to rewrite the laws 

of Mexico. At this time, Rabasa was in exile in New York as 

a result of having represented the Huerta government at the 

ABC Conferences in Niagara Falls. Because he had accepted 

this position from the government of Huerta and because he 

served under Porfirio Diaz, Rabasa's name was not a popular 

one at the Congress; however, his ideas were respected and 
0 Q 

many of them followed as the Constitution was written. 

The scope of Rabasa's influence has often been de

bated. There are those who feel the book La constitucidn y 

la dictadura to be the most important single work in the 

formation of the Constitution: "Ya la carta de Queretaro, 

^Ibid. , xxiii. 

38 
Diario de los debates del Congreso Constituyente, 

II (Mexico City, 1917), 509-20. 
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39 en lo mejor de su contenido, era obra de Rabasa"; and there 

are those who insist that he had very little to do with the 

content: "Tampoco estan de acuerdo en considerarlo como 

autor de lo mas importante de la Constitucion de 1917> pues 

ninguna de sus obras abordo los preceptos que mas tipifican 

la orientacion social de nuestra ultima Carta Magna.The 

exact extent of Rabasa's influence has been summed up well 

by this statement: 

(hay). . . un acuerdo general en cuanto a que La 
constitucion y la dictadura de Rabasa ejercio una 
influencia decisiva, tanto en el proyecto de 
Constitucion presentado por Carranza al Congreso 
de Queretaro como en las modificaciones que en el 
sufrio. Debe entenderse por supuesto, que esta 
influencid se limito a la forma de gobierno, y no 
a lo que se ha dado en llamar la parte social;^-'-

and the highest praise given the book was by an avowed polit

ical adversary of Rabasa who admitted: 

Me habian dividido de su autor toda suerte de con-
vicciones pollticas; mi radicalismo de siempre. . . 
encontro en este libro una gran rectificacion, y 
se rindio ante la magistral exposicidn que contienen 
sus paginas , las mejores que sobre la materia se 
han escrito en Mexico.^ 

39 Manuel Herrera y Lasso, "Presencia de Rabasa en la 
Constituci6n," El Foro, ̂ th epoch (January-June, 1956), 192. 

1̂ 0 
"Editorial: Homenaje a Emilio Rabasa," La Justicia, 

XXVII (August, 1956), 12575. 

1̂ 1 „ 
Daniel Cosio Villegas, "Rabasa entre dos constitu-

ciones," Revista Mexicana de Literatura (May-June, 1956), U 6 6 .  

U2 ^ 
Rodolfo Reyes, "Prologo," in Emilio Rabasa La organi-

zacion politica de Mexico. La constitucion y la dictadura, 
2nd ed. (Madrid, 1917)* ix. 
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La evolucion historica de Mexico 

Rabasa's last work, written while he was in exile in 

the United States, was an interpretative history of Mexico. 

His purpose in writing the book was to correct the general 

ignorance of the true history of Mexico which he had ob-

1J3 
served in the United States and Europe. 

The first part was entitled "Las evoluciones violen-

tasas Rabasa explained the country of Mexico, the 

formation of the people and the history from 1810 to 1876. 

Patriotism showed through from the very first: "la condi-

cion primera y dominante de Mexico es la belleza. . . si 

Mexico quedara sola en el planeta, ninguna materia faltaria 

11 ̂  U para que el hombre continuara su vida normal. Then he 

interpreted the history of Mexico's first years. He ad

mitted that it was chaotic and bloody, yet a necessary step 

in the evolution of national recognition among the people. 

In a period of forty years, Mexico passed from an unorgan

ized, unformed mass of individuals into an organized nation 

with a definite national system of government. It finally 

had a Constitution that was accepted by the majority of the 

people, proclaiming individual rights and liberty of con

science. But the errors in this Constitution led to 

^Emilio Rabasa, La evolucion historica de Mexico, 
2nd ed. (Mexico City, 1956), 2. 

H U ^ 
Rabasa, La evolucion, 9-
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di ct atorship: 

como consecuencia de este procedimiento vienen la 
dictadura a que incita la perpetuidad del gobierno, 
la revolucion que la dictadura incuba, la anarquia 
que la revolucion derrama y de nuevo la dictadura 
como freno de la anarquia, para volver a comenzar 
el ciclo de los pueblos sin regimen legal.^5 

Notwithstanding the Constitution which prohibited 

re-election, each president was re-elected, invariably lead

ing to an uprising among the different factions. The leader 

of the winning faction was then declared president, a cycle 

that consistently repeated itself. 

With the complete triumph over the French in l867» 

political progress and partial stability was finally 

possible. Juarez started it and in 1876 when Porfirio Diaz 

was elected, Mexico was ready for the Era of Order and 

Peace: "al comenzar la era constitucional, el pais sentfa 

ansia de orden, de trabajo y de paz, y todas las circunstan-

cias parecian propias para obtener esos bienes y comenzar la 

„U6 tarea. 

Part II of Rabasa's book was headed "La evolucion 

paclfica," and its theme was the progress that Mexico real

ized under the leadership of Porfirio Diaz. During the 

twenty years from 1880 to 1900, Rabasa believed that Mexico 

made its move to take its place among the great nations of 

**5Ibid. , 57. 

lt6Ibid. , 75. 



the world. He continually applauded the ability and the 

patriotism of Diaz as Mexico made great advances materially 

and industrially. Railroads, telegraph lines, industry and 

schools grew and flourished. The basis of all this progress 

was peace: "y la base de esta evolucion era la paz mantenida 

^ U T por una voluntad energica, toda consagrada a mantenerla." 

Rabasa felt that Diaz had finished his work by 1900. 

Mexico was progressing rapidly, but Diaz was still the same: 

"en 1900 su obra habia concluido; encaminado el desarrollo 

de la nacion por el sistema del gobierno fuerte, otro hombre 

podia continuarlo, dando acceso a las aspiraciones de liber-

it 8 
tad politica que sentian los pueblos." 

As previously mentioned, Diaz stated in 1908 that 

Mexico was ready to govern herself democratically. This 

opened the doors for all the political opportunists, which 

in turn caused the armed revolution of 1910. Rabasa was in 

agreement with political advancement, but he did not feel 

that an armed revolution was the correct way to procure prog

ress; instead it was a step backwards as armed revolution 

led to anarchy, violence and destruction--defects that 

Juarez and Diaz had worked forty years to overcome: "Los 

Jefes de la revolucion no querxan ya libertades, sino despo-

Jos, y el pueblo bajo, por su parte, no pensaba ni en 

^Ibid. , 106. 

lt8Ibid. , 126. 
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tierras, ni en justicia, ni en reformas politicas que ni 

solicitaba ni entendia. 

Rabasa ended the second part of his book again tak

ing the defense of Porfirio Diaz. It was a reaction, 

perhaps even a bit of an over-reaction, against those who 

proclaimed Diaz as the author of every evil existing in 

Mexico. As Pereyra has noted: "Hoy, la logica de la mez-

quindad humana pide que D. Porfirio sea el antiheroe de las 

tinieblas, puesto que es el antiheroe de la opresion. 

The third part of this book was titled "Los pro-

blemas nacionales"; it contained Rabasa's thought on the 

Indian problem, land reform and education. This part of 

his sociological thought has been most thoroughly denounced 

by the revolutionaries, then and now. They claim that 

Rabasa could not see the problems because he did not under

stand them. For example, Rabasa felt that the Indian should 

be redeemed from his social status as a beast of burden, 

taught to become a useful member of society and then taught 

to read: "antes de ensefiarle a leer, es necesario libertar 

al indio de sus propias miserias. But it would take time 

to bring about this change, and the revolutionaries felt 

^Ibid. , 177. 

^Carlos Pereyra, "De como no existio Justo Sierra," 
El Universal CApril 17» 1929)> 3. 

^Rabasa, La evolucion, 22k. 
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that they had waited long enough. It was the same with the 

land reforms. Rabasa said there was enough land for those 

who wanted to farm without forcefully taking it from the rich 

land owners. As governor in Chiapas years before, he had 

distributed many acres of farm land to those poor people who 

wanted it. But the revolutionaries were not to listen to 

ideas of gradual change, feeling that those people who thought 

as Rabasa could never comprehend needed reforms, and it is 

very possible that Rabasa did not fully see the inequality 

of the land reforms before the Revolution. Whatever the 

case, he was definitely not in favor of the forced methods 

used to distribute land, and one of his cases as a lawyer 

in 1922 defended a large landowner from the forcible division 

of his property as enforced by the Agrarian Reform Board. 

Though the book was not completely an apology for 

the reign of Diaz, some critics have felt it tried too hard 

to justify his regime: "Su interpretacion historica de los 

{iltimos afios del siglo XIX esta deformada por su actitud de 

admiracion ante el regimen de Porfirio Diaz. . . lo llega a 

tratar de justificarlo historicamente, acomodando los hechos 

52 de manera artificiosa." 

52 Maria del Carmen Velasquez, "Rabasa, y su vision 
porfiriana de la historia," Historia Mexicana (October-
December, 1956), 280. 



Others have accepted it as Rabasa intended, an 

interpretation of Mexican historical evolution: 

ella contiene una revision historica, en forma mono-
grafica y brillante que incluye los hechos mas 
relevantes de nuestra evolucion, situando personajes 
y acontecimientos en forma verxdica y desapasionada 
y contribuyendo con ello al esclarecimiento del 
registro de la vida de Mexico.53 

Shortly after publication, and during the presidency of 

Alvaro Obregon, it was recommended for the public schools b 

5I1 
the Secretary of Education. The three outstanding fea

tures that Rabasa's book offered are: an historical 

interpretation of Mexican history from 1810-1910, an expla

nation of the administration of Porfirio Diaz, and a 

sociological essay on national problems. 

Conclus ion 

With these four juridical writings, Rabasa finished 

his work as an author and for the next ten years dedicated 

himself to teaching; however, these four works have left 

their mark in Mexican history and have been very important 

in their respective fields. El articulo lU and Juicio 

constitucional dealt with problems faced by the government 

trying to interpret the Constitution of l857» especially th 

article on the "juicio de amparo." Rabasa felt that if the 

CO 
Ramiro Aguirre, "Emilio Rabasa, su vida y su 

obra," El Libro y el Pueblo, XIX (January-February, 1957), 
90. 

^Pereyra, 3. 
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amparo could be restricted to its original meaning, much of 

the pressure could be taken from the Supreme Court. 

His next book, La constitucion y la dictadura, had 

the double distinction of being the best history of the 

Constitutional Congress and the Constitution of 1857 and the 

book that greatly influenced the revision of this Constitu

tion to help form the one of 1917- It pointed out the 

errors made by the Congress of 1857 and proposed changes 

that would lead away from dictatorship and toward democracy. 

It was the culmination of thought of Mexico's great thinkers 

and politicians of the nineteenth century and will be 

honored as a book that proposed the ideal structure for 

political and juridical institutions in Mexico. 

His last book, La evolucion historica de Mexico, 

served as a reference book to the Diaz reign and to the prog

ress that Mexico made during that time. But more than that, 

it was an interpretive history of Mexico from the time of 

the Independence to the end of the Diaz government and the 

beginning of the Revolution of 1910. 

Rabasa never apologized for what he wrote; he always 

adhered to his writing philosophy of "mal se puede juzgar lo 

q.ue no se conoce bien. . . por mi parte, me impuse como 

regla estudiar sin prejuicios y escribir sin preocupa-

ciones.11^^ The power in these works are not only in his 

55 Rabasa, El artfculo lU, 2 
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ideas, tut also in the way they are expressed. Scientific 

in nature, they are clear and concise in thought and 

exposition. Each hook has received praise for being the 

best in its field and has helped Mexico to make progress in 

political and judicial institutions. They have fulfilled 

their purpose as they helped Rabasa to fulfill his lifetime 

goal of ideal justice for all men. 



CHAPTER 5 

MINOR LITERARY WORKS 

This literary part of Rabasa's production as a 

writer has been passed over. Rabasa never emphasized it and 

did not bother to collect or conserve it; yet, it is a 

necessary and important part of his development. Except for 

the short novel La guerra de tres anos and some of his 

poetry, the rest has remained unpublished and ignored. Most 

of his poetry was written before l88l while he attended 

school in Oaxaca. Then, during the three years he was ac

tive as a newspaperman, 1888-I89I, he contributed the 

totality of his literary criticism and short stories with 

the majority of those writings coming in 1888. As he became 

more active in politics and more involved in juridical 

writings, he became literarily unproductive; and, therefore, 

after being named governor of Chiapas in 1891, he dropped 

completely from the literary field. Later he was to refer 

to his literary production as a "pecado juvenil."''' Consid

ering his novels as his major literary works, we can 

^"Carlos Gonzalez Pena, Historia de la literatura 
mexicana, 8th ed. (Mexico City, 1963) , 3^3. 

101 
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classify and study separately his minor vorks—poetry, lit

erary criticism and short stories. 

Poetry 

Rabasa started writing poetry at an early age. He 

told a reporter that during the time he was in elementary 

school an older brother began writing poetry imitating Lord 

2 
By ron, and he taught Emilio the rules for versification. 

Between the ages of ten and twelve, Rabasa wrote many poems, 

distributing them among the members of his family. All that 

he would ever say about this early poetry, none of which was 

kept, was that "los media y experimentaba su bondad al oido, 

j »3 y nada mas. 

While attending school in Oaxaca, he began to read 

all the classic works in Spanish and developed a genuine 

liking for the pastoral and amorous poetry of the Golden Age, 

especially that of Rioja and Herrera. He and his friends 

passed many of their leisure moments away from school writ

ing and reading to each other their own poetic compositions: 

Pasaron cinco aflos , . . . 

Yo a fuerza extraHa sin querer cedia, ^ 
Haciendo estrofas e hilvanando versos. 

2 Angel Pola, "En casa de las celebridades; Emilio 
Rabasa," El Diario del Hogar (September 20, 1888), 1. 

3Ihid. 

^Emilio Rabasa, Memorias: A Mercedes, in Andres 
Serra Rojas, Antologia de Emilio Rabasa, I, 60. 
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He also sent many of these back home to his family; 

his father showed one of them to a friend who could not re

sist the temptation to take it and have it published in the 

official newspaper of Chiapas, La Iberia, where it appeared 

in print in 1872 when Emilio was only sixteen.^ When he was 

twenty, Rabasa read one of his original poems on the anni

versary of one of the national holidays but refused to 

publish it.^ 

During his first year in Law school, he met a fellow 

student, Antonio Vigil, who read his poetry. He liked it, 

memorized it, and frequently recited it. He kept encourag

ing Emilio to publish these poems, but Rabasa was very 

reluctant, believing his poetry to be of insufficient 

quality. Finally, in 1880, he was persuaded by Vigil to 

publish; Vigil began the editing and revising but early in 

l88l accidentally killed himself while cleaning a gun. 

Therefore, the poetry never reached publication. The shock 

of the death of his good friend Vigil, the stimulus for the 

timidity of Rabasa, ended any desire that he might have had 

to see his poems in print. Also the story is told that at 

this same time Rabasa became acquainted with some poems of 

Salvador Diaz Miron, a young Mexican poet from Veracruz. 

^Pola, "En casa," 1. 

6Ibid. 

7Ibid. 
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After reading these compositions, Emilio is said to have 

declared that he would never write poetry again "because his 

Q 
verses could never attain the same lyrical beauty. 

From l88l to 188^ Rabasa did not compose any poetry 

that we have been able to find; most of his writing was 

dedicated to law journals of Oaxaca and Chiapas, and the 

content was strictly judicial. But in 183U he did write 

poetry again, a long poem dedicated to his wife and titled 

"Memorias: A Mercedes." It was written in fifty-six sextets 

with consonantal rhyme of aabccb and lines of seven or 

eleven syllables. It gave an autobiographical account of 

his life from the time he left his parents' home at the age 

of twelve until 1881*, when the poem was written. It was in

spired by his wife's request: "He allx la historia que 

escuchar quisiste."^ Most of the material of the poem has 

been incorporated into his biography; as poetry, it is 

nothing exceptional. One critic has described it: 

versos sencillos, bien rimados, muy de la epoca, a 
veces se encuentran sacrificados a la forma para 
conseguir la consonancia, la musicalidad, el giro 
poetico no siempre logrado; se nota la emocion y la 
delicadeza espiritual del autor; pero dejan la im-
presion de que el no fue precisamente un poeta.^-® 

Q 
Eva Guillen Castanon, Vida y obra literaria de 

Emilio Rabasa, Thesis Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 
Mexico, 19^7, 138-9. 

^Rabasa, Memorias , 65 

'^Leonardo Pasque 
Chiapas (May, 195&), 12. 

^Leonardo Pasquel, "Don Emilio Rabasa," Ateneo, 
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However, the poem does reveal the strong character and yet 

the sensitivity of the personality of Rabasa; it also indi

cates a very happy home life as a child, the feelings of 

loneliness while attending school, the joy of meeting and 

falling in love with Mercedes, the happiness on his wedding 

day combined with the tragedy of the news of his parents' 

death, and the anticipation of becoming a father. His 

indomitable will is manifest at the end as he exhorted his 

vife to forget the sadnesses of the past: 

JVen conmigo y dejando tus dolores, 
Crucemos sin temores ^ 
El valle doloroso de la vida.' 

Related to a different theme was a poem that di

rectly referred to his prologue of La musa oaxaquefia wherein 

he complained that Mexican poets were imitating others need

lessly by not using the natural Mexican surroundings and 

environment. 

El defecto de la mayor parte de nuestros poetas 
consiste en despreciar el elemento propio con que 
contamos: la naturaleza. Su primavera tiene 
ruisenores y alondras, y casi nunca zenzontles ni 
clarines; crecen en sus bosques las hayas y los 
olmos, y parecen en ellos exoticos los cedros, las 
caobas y los ocotes ; en sus sembrados hay mas trigo 
que maizales. . . nos presentan un mundo que nos es 
extrano y que poco o nada mueve nuestros afectos 
fntimos.^ 

^Rabasa, Mem'orias , 66. 

1 9 
Emilio Rabasa, La musa oaxaquefia (Mexico City, 

1886), iv. 
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Rabasa entitled the poem "Alia," and it dealt with those 

natural elements he had accused the Mexican poets of 

ignoring. Written in 1886, it was not published until 

October of 1888 in the newspaper El Universal; a few lines 

from this poem will suffice to show how Rabasa has 

attempted to use familiar surroundings: 

Alia donde hay verdes bosques 
De fresco seno sombrio 
En donde el zenzontle canta 
Libre sus alegres trinos; 
En donde sus ramas juntan 
Caobas y granadillos, . . . 
Y en la noche la azucena 
Esparce aroma purisimo; 
Alia esta mi dulce hogar. 

His last known poem, called "Cain," was written for 

l4 the first issue of El Universal. Emilio was the possible 

author of another poem, "Historia de un amor,"^^ which was 

signed with the name "Gil;" as Rabasa wrote under the 

pseudonym "Pio Gil," and for El Universal, this poem may 

have been his. 

As a literary critic, Rabasa was strict with other 

would-be poets, but even more severe in the judgment of his 

own work. While criticizing the poetry of Ramon Valle, he 

^Emilio Rabasa, "Alia," El Universal, I (October 
18, 1888), 5. 

^Emilio Rabasa, "Cain," El Universal, I (July 1, 
1888), 3. 

1^Emilio Rabasa, (Gil, pseud.), "Historia de un amor," 
El Universal, I (September 19, 1888), 5. 
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said of his own: "Y advierto tambien que se me puede criti-

car a mi, pues tambien he pecado, es decir, tambien he hecho 

versos; y no asi como quiera, sino malos y quiza peores.""*"^ 

With this lack of confidence in his ability as a poet, it is 

not surprising that Emilio was reluctant to have his poems 

in print. 

It was in 1955» twenty-five years after the death of 

Emilio Rabasa, that his early poetry was found. While en

gaged in editing Rabasa's short novel, Emmanuel Carballo 

found some poems in a Oaxacan library among some books that 

17 had been given to the library. They formed part of an 

album that a certain Manuel Ramirez Valera and some friends 

composed for Miss Ynes Grandinson. Following these poems, 

one of them written by Emilio Rabasa, is a group of miscel

laneous poetry with this penciled note at the front: 

"Veinte paginas de los versos que comenzaba a publicar en 

18 
Oajaca D. Emilio Rabasa." Carballo initially supposed 

these poems to be part of the poem that Rabasa wrote and 

published in l881|, but he was aware that it was written in 

sextets and published in a limited edition; the poetry he 

•^Emilio Rabasa, "La inundacion de don Ramon Valle," 
El Universal, I (July 22, 1888), 3. 

IT ^ Emmanuel Carballo, "Prologo," in Emilio Rabasa La 
guerra de tres aflos y Poemas ineditos (Mexico City, 1955) > 
13. 

l8Ibid., lU. 
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had found filled neither qualification. Carballo was 

unacquainted with the poetry that Rabasa had started to 

publish in l88l under the direction of Antonio Vigil and, 

therefore, did not realize that this was the poetry he had 

found. 

The poems carried as a heading "Rimas," and are 

worth further analysis and discussion. There are thirty 

short poems, though Carballo classified them as thirty parts 

19 of an extensive, incomplete one; they are similar in tone 

as the poet expressed to his beloved his sufferings and 

Joys of being in love. At times he rejoiced in his love for 

her, and at times he lamented the cruelness in her heart. It 

was the typical romantic poetry in which the poet anguished, 

but the suffering was sweet: 

tDesdenes! £Que importa sufrir tus desdenes? 
ITan dulce es que duela por ti el corazon!^ 

The only reason for his poetry was based on one 

single object—the woman he loved. Poems XI and XV express 

this : 

IQue hay reglas para los versos! 
IQue un arte los cantos son! 
IQue es fuerza aprender la poetica 
en este y el otro autor! 
Es verdad; tambien yo tengo 

19Ibid. , 13. 

on 
Emilio Rabasa, La guerra de tres anos y Poemas m-

editos (Mexico City, 1955), 95- The subsequent quotes from 
Rabasa's poems titled "Rimas" are from this edition and are 
included in the body of the text, and are indicated by a P. 
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reglas que sigue mi voz. . . 
ISus lagrimas y sus risas 
sus desdenes y su amor! (P_. 92) 

lAy, es fuerza, es preciso que en mis versos 
haya algo del amor que lloro y canto. . . ! 
lAlgo del dulce fuego de tus ojos! 
lAlgo del suave aroma de tus labios! (P.. 9*0 

The heart played a very important part. As poetry 

was feeling, the heart was the dictator of what poetry would 

be written. Rabasa called poetry "la florecencia del 

espiritu. . . en el hombre despierta antes el corazon al 

21 sentimiento." Over half of the thirty poems contained 

some reference to the heart; usually it was a traitor, as it 

directed his actions even if rationally he did not want to 

act in that particular way: 

IHablo ella al fin. . .! Brillaban en sus ojos 
tiernos reproches, lagrimas de amor; 
el todo entonces lo olvido por ella. . . 
IMaldito corazon! (P. 98) 

Si alguien me lo dijera me reiria 
si lo dijeras tu lo creeria suerio, 
si lo vieran mis ojos dudaria, 
mi corazon lo dice, ly ya lo creo! (P. 102) 

On other occasions, his heart was wounded and produced great 

anguish: 

Mana la sangre a torrentes 
de mi corazon herido; 
mas no he lanzado un gemido 
de dolor. (P. 98) 

iacaso el dolor siente 
que mata al corazon? (P.. 91) 

21 Rabasa, La musa, 1. 
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His beloved was a typical romantic heroine, combin

ing all the qualities of beauty, aloofness, pride and yet 

retaining that angelical element that captured and subjected 

the poet; her eyes were "ojos celestiales" (P. 88) that con

tained "dulce fuego" (P.. 9*0; her forehead, "orgullosa, la 

estrella que guia mi marcha penosa y alienta mi ser" (£. 95); 

her voice, "tierna y doliente. . . tus palabras me volveran 

la paz" (P_. 90) i her lips contained "suave aroma" (P. 9*0, 

and outwardly she tolerated him "tu sufriendo mi amor" 

(P. 91). 

The form of these short "Rimas" was asonantal verse 

generally composed of seven, eleven, combination of seven 

and eleven, and eight syllables; the versification was gen

erally correct. They were short--of the thirty poems, 

thirteen contained eight lines or less. Rabasa favored the 

quatrain, seventeen of the poems being divided into stro-

phies of four lines. In nineteen of his poems, he used the 

seven and eleven syllable verses, and it was the combination 

of seven and eleven syllable verses in quatrains that Rabasa 

employed to write exactly half his rhymes. His longest poem, 

still relatively short, was a "romance" of twenty lines. 

Rabasa's biographers and critics have almost com

pletely ignored his poetry. An early interviewer called him 

22 "un poeta de primer orden" without having read the poetry; 

^Pola, "En casa," 1. 



Rabasa supposedly offered it to him, then at the last min-

23 . ute declined. For the next seventy years it was impossible 

to comment on the poetry of Rabasa because no one had seen 

any of it. Even after discovery in 1955 > briefly commented 

on by Emmanuel Carballo, critics have not tried to examine 

it, usually commenting as F. Jorge Gaxiola: "Sus versos 

nunca fueron de gran calidad. El maestro no estaba llamado 

^ 2 U 
a apelar al sentimiento sino a la razon." Carballo also 

found the poetry to be inferior to his prose and classified 

it with the romantic poetry of the Spanish poets Espronceda, 

2 5 Zorrilla y Becquer. A complete study of the "Rimas" shows 

that Carballo had judged correctly in noting the relation

ship with Becquer but, perhaps, did not realize the extent 

of Becquer's influence on Rabasa. The opinion of this 

writer is that Rabasa had either memorized Becquer's poetry 

or had it in front of him when he wrote his own. There are 

a great number of striking similarities, both exterior and 

interior. The exterior appearance is so alike that the 

poems could be interchanged and would appear to be the work 

of only one man. It was noted above that Rabasa favored 

the quatrain. Becquer, in his seventy-six "Rimas," used the 

23 
Ibi d. 

2 H F. Jorge Gaxiola, "En el centenario de Emilio Raba
sa; el jurista y el hombre," La Justicia XXVII (August, 1956), 
12598. 

2^Carballo, "Prologo," lk 



quatrain in fifty-five of them. Where Rabasa employed lines 

of seven, eleven, or the combination of this meter for two-

thirds of his poetry, Becquer used this same combination for 

eighty percent of his poems. They both employed the 

combination of the quatrain and the seven-eleven syllable 

verse in half of their poetry; similarly, the majority of 

their poetic compositions were short, forty percent of each 

was eight lines or less. This does not suggest that Rabasa 

computed Becquer's poetry and then tried to compose the same 

percentage of his poetry in this form. The comparison is used 

only to point out the striking resemblance in form. 

The interior form, or theme, as found in Rabasa was 

also a reflection of Becquer. Carballo noted: "El tono es 

similar al del espafiol. Los elementos que integran el mundo 

de este son mas o menos los mismos que forman el de aquel. 

2 6 
Su actitud ante la vida se parece." What critics have 

said about the poetry of Becquer can be applied to that of 

Rabasa. For example: "Reserva el verso para el amor a la 

mujer, y con preferencia al amor doliente; la inspiracion 

poetica siempre ligada a la mujer; y analiza esta emoci6n 

amorosa para llegar a la conclusion que la poesfa es senti-

2 7 miento. . . que es la mujer." 

P 
Carballo, "Prologo," 15. 

^Juana de Ontaflon, "Prologo," in Gustavo Adolfo 
Becquer Rimas, leyendas y narraciones (Mexico City, 1968), 
xxvi. 
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Becquer defined poetry as "poesia eres tu, te he 

dicho, porque la poesia es el sentimiento y el sentimiento 

es la mujer. . . tu eres la mas bella personificacion del 

sentimiento. . . sonrisas, lagrimas, suspiros y deseos que 

formais el misterioso cortejo del amor. Vosotros sois la 

- , .28 
poesia. 

As we read Rabasa's poetry, the influence becomes 

more pronounced. Rabasa titled his collection of poetry 

"Rimas," the same title Becquer gave to his. Many of 

Rabasa's poems either quoted a line or responded to some

thing expressed by Becquer. The following passages will 

show the similarities and the direct influences of Becquer 

in certain poems. The poetry of Becquer is listed first, 

followed by the expressions of Rabasa as they explore 

identical themes. 

A) Poetry and woman: 

Becquer 

Llora, y es cada lagrima 
un poema.29 

Con alma, suefios , rotos 
risas, lagrimas 
hice mis versos yo.30 

2 8 Gustavo Adolfo Becquer, "Cartas literarias a una 
mujer," Obras, II, 2nd ed. (Madrid, 1877)> 336-k6. 

00 
Gustavo Adolfo Becquer, Rimas, leyendas y narra-

ciones (Mexico City, 1968), 31. Subsequent quotes are from 
this e"dition. 

3°Ibid., 35-
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Rabas a 

. . . tambien yo tengo 
reglas que sigue mi voz 
ISus lagrimas y sus risas , 
sus desdenes y su amor!31 

lAy, es fuerza, es preciso que en mis versos 
haya algo del amor que lloro y canto. . . 
lAlgo del dulce fuego de tus ojosl 
JAlgo del suave aroma de tus labios. 

B) Language: 

Becquer 

Yo quisiera esc.ribirlo, del hombre 
donando elrebelde, mezquino idioma, 
con palabras que fuesen a un tiempo 
suspiros y risas, colores y notas. 

Pero en vano es luchar; que no hay cifra 
capaz de encerrarlo, y apenas, loh, hermosa! 
si, teniendo en mis manos las tuyas 
pudiera al oldo cantartelo a solas.33 

Rabas a 

IQuien pudiera escribir lo que tus ojos 
al corazon le dicen! . . . 

IQuien pudiera escribir lo que mi pecho 
de afan 1 at i en do siente.' . . . 

IQuien pudiera escribir el dulce encanto 
que mi mente trastorna! . . . 

lAh! IQuien diera a mi voz ese lenguaje 
que solo el alma entiende.' 

^1Rabasa, "Poemas ineditos" in La guerra de tres 
aflos y Poemas ineditos , 92. 

32Ibid., 9^• 

33 Becquer, Rimas» 3. 



Ildioma miserable, en tu riqueza 
nada tan grande tienes.'3h 

C) Sighs: 

Becquer 

Los suspiros son aire y van al aire 
Las lagrimas son agua y van al mar. 
Dime, mujer: cuando el amor se olvida 

Isabes tu adonde va?35 

Rab as a 

IQue seran los suspiros? preguntaba 
cuando rexa en mi primera edad; 
y en mi ciega ignorancia me decia: 

"son aire nada mas."36 

D) Forehead: 

Becquer 

Como en un libro puedo lo que callas 
En tu frente leer.37 

Por leer sobre tu frente 
El callado pensamiento 

Rab as a 

y es la luz de tu frente orgullosa 
la estrella que guia mi marcha penosa 
y alienta mi ser.39 

3U 
Rabas a, "Poemas 

35 Becquer, Rimas, 

36 
Rabasa, "Poemas 

37 Becquer, Rimas, 

38Ibid., 12. 

30 „ 
Rabasa, "Poemas 

inedi tos ,11 93 . 

17. 

ineditos," 88. 

2 k .  

i n e d i t o s 9 5  •  
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In stimulating Mexican poets to depend on their own 

inspiration and not have to imitate others, Rabasa declared: 

. . . disculpese a los vates oaxaquefios del vicio 
de imitacion de que pueden ser notados, y reconoz-
case cuan dignos son de elogio, cuando se muestran 
superiores a la necesidad de imitar, y llevados de 
su inspiracion y su ingenio, rompen sin esfuerzo 
las cadenas de su esclavitud intelectual.^ 

As Rabasa wrote very little poetry after finishing his 

"Rimas," it is very possible that he felt he could do no 

more than reflect the poetry of another. Rather than con

tinue and be known as a good imitator and not having the 

inspiration to compose and create his own style, he chose to 

abandon the field. Yet, the few poems that have reached 

publication are proof that Rabasa could and did write compe

tent poetry. 

Conclusion 

The poetry of Rabasa can be divided into three differ

ent stages. The first stage is his romantic poetry with 

Becquer as his guiding light. Their poetry is similar in 

length, meter and tone, and, although influenced by Becquer, 

Rabasa did show some signs of ingenuity and feeling as he 

added his own particular interpretation of the suffering 

lover. These poems were short in length, usually divided 

into quatrains with mixed lines of seven and eleven 

syllables. He started to publish them in l88l, but, upon 

Uo_ . 
Rabasa, La musa, IV-V. 
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the death of his friend and publisher, he decided not to do 

it. The poems remained unpublished for over seventy years 

until found by Carballo in 1955* 

The second stage of his poetry is one autobiographi

cal poem written to his wife and entitled Memorias: A 

Mercedes. This is a long poem of fifty-six sextets and 

accounts for his life between 1868-1881+. It was written at 

his wife's request, and a limited edition appeared in 1881+. 

The third and last stage of Rabasa's poetry are 

those few contributions he made to the newspaper El Univer-

sal in 1888. The first poem, written in 1886 , is an attempt 

to use Mexican environment and nature as inspiration for 

good poetry; the other two poems that appeared are insig

nificant. His final work in poetry was a translation of a 

poem by Alfred de Musset, which appeared in the Revista 

lj l 
Azul. Never considering himself as an outstanding poet, 

he did not bother to keep his works. If he did write more, 

they are either lost or lying unpublished. 

Literary Criticism 

During the four years that Rabasa was active as a 

newspaperman and a novelist, he also wrote some literary 

criticism. His first article was penned in 1886, introduc

ing an anthology of poems from the state of Oaxaca. Rabasa 

^Emilio Rabasa, trans., "Maria," by Alfred de 
Musset, Revista Azul, (July 1, 189*0 » 15« 
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had attended school there and in 1886 was working as secre

tary to the Governor. It was at this time that literature 

was beginning to interest him as a career. It might be a 

slight exaggeration to declare this prologue as literary 

criticism; the majority of it treated the history of the 

poets in an anthology and attempted to stimulate other poets 

k2 
from the provincial state of Mexico to write. The actual 

critical comments were few: "mi juicio nada importa; pero 

yo he querido formularlo en conciencia, tanto para hacer mi 

deber, como porque se que no hay opinion tan insignificante 

1+3 
que no pueda danar con la injusticia. It was a mild, al

most timid beginning. 

Upon moving to Mexico City, Rabasa began writing 

novels and in July of 1888 also helped found the newspaper 

El Univers al. The Thursday editions of this newspaper con

tained a literary section, and Rabasa was assigned by the 

kk 
editors as its literary critic. He took as a pseudonym 

"Pio Gil,"^ and began a short-lived task in this capacity. 

His opinions were much stronger than those expressed in La 

musa oaxaquena. He had indicated a need for poetry in 1886; 

k 2  .  .  
Rabasa, La musa, I-IV. 

U 3X, . , Ibid., xvil. 

^Emilio Rabasa, "La critica literaria en Mexico," 
El Univers al, I (August 16, 1888), 5. 

^^El Universal, I (July 22, 1888), 3. 
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now it appeared that there was too much poetry, most of it 

"bad. Strong criticism was urgently needed for national 

literature to make progress: "no es por cierto, la poesxa 

la que necesita, entre nosotros, indulgencia por estimulo. 

Poesia nos sobra; nos esta inundando, nos ahoga. Quien ne

cesita indulgencia es la critica, porque no la hay, y es 

fuerza que la haya; porque bien dirigida, es el estimulo que 

nuestra literatura ha menester."^ Then he listed the 

qualifications that a literary critic should and should not 

have: "El que se consagra a la critica, es preciso que 

tenga una gran vocacion para el martirio, y un gran senti-

miento de justicia. Dos graves defectos andan siempre soli-

citando y tratando de seducir al critico: la vanidad y la 

U 7 envidia." And with this promise for justice in his re

views, he also assured that he would attempt to review in 

Q 
such a way "que puedan los autores llevarlo en paciencia." 

In the three months that followed, he wrote five 

articles on literature: two to defend the novel Miau of 

Perez Galdos, one against the novel Maria of Jorge Issacs, 

and two articles on Mexican poetry. These articles showed 

him to be very well read in Spanish literature, his favor

ite, and indicated a further attempt to stimulate Mexican 

^Rabasa, "La critica," 5-

^Ibid. 

lt8Ibid. 
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literature to be as good: "Envidio a Espana su literatura, 

U 9 
y quisiera yo que la nuestra la igualara. He quoted 

frequently the literary criticism of Juan Valera and Leo-

poldo Alas "Clarin," two prominent Spanish critics of the 

period, and though there is nothing new or of transcendental 

value in these expositions, the ideas expressed are inter

esting as they present a more complete picture of the man as 

a creative artist. 

His articles on the novel proved him to be a realist 

in literary thought, therefore against the romantic novels 

of Chateaubriand, St. Pierre, Isaacs and others. As in his 

first novel, La bola, he condemned romantic novels: "no 

tema el lector de juicio que vaya a tomarme el trabajo de 

inventar, pintar y adornar una heroina con tuberculos, ni 

que quiera seguir, hilo por hilo y lamento por lamento, la 

historia triste de un amor escrofuloso."^ His article on 

the romantic novel Maria by Jorge Isaacs continued this 

attack.Romantic novels painted a false picture of 

reality and usually contained a type of incestuous relation

ship between the hero and the heroine. To back up his 

U9 Emilio Rabasa, "Otra vez, Mi au," El Universal, I 
(September 6, 1888), 

^Emilio Rabasa, La bola (Mexico City, 1887), 32. 

"^Emilio Rabasa, "La cosa juzgada--herejlas litera-
rias," El Universal, I (September 13, 1888), 5-
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arguments, he quoted Valera, who also condemned the esthetic 

5 2  judgments of these authors. A slight touch of irony mani

fested itself as the realist Rabasa judged these works. 

Estas perlas literarias tan acabaditas y completas, 
que hacen llorar, tienen por lo comun vicios de in-
moralidad que preceden del idealismo enfermiso de 
sus autores. En ellas el plan obedece al capricho 
del autor, como creador; en la novela moderna obe
dece a la fuerza de las cosas, al estudio del cora-
zon humano, y el autor es mas que creador; observador 
y artista. En aquellas, el hombre no esta pintado 
como es (realismo), ni como debe ser (idealismo de 
buena clase); sino como al autor le da la gana, o 
como le necesita para llegar al desenlace que tiene 
en el magin.53 

These remarks caused a considerable amount of discussion, 

* 5 ̂ from praise: "el bien fundado juicio de Pio Gil," to 

5 5 criticism: "ese Pio Gil es terrible y. . . merece palos." 

As the romantic authors were attacked for their falsity, Ra

basa praised Perez Galdos for his creativity of observed 

truth: 

Pues esto que todos vemos, el gran observador lo 
recoge, lo examina, y despues, embellecido por la 
forma nos lo da en un libro, que por fuerza res-
•ponde a sentimientos que llevamos en el alma quiza 
sin haberlo comprendido nunca. . . y es lo mejor, 

^Juan Valera, Obras completas, II (Madrid, 19^2), 
665-667. 

5 3 
Rabasa, "La cosa," 3-

^E1 Diario del Hogar (Sept. 20, 1888), 2. 

^Escobilla, "Sobre gustos nadie ha escrito," El 
Universal, I (Sept. 20, 1888), 5-
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porque es la verdad; porque no es invencion, sino 
observacion profunda y dolorosa.5° 

Miau was not a perfect novel. Rabasa quoted from 

Leopoldo Alas and agreed with him: 

Quiero decir que Galdos, como la mayor parte de los 
autores de novelas que producen con abundancia y 
con cierta regularidad de trabajo, escribe mas de 
lo necesario a veces. . . El autor se detiene a 
describir y narrar ciertos objetos y acontecimientos 
que importan poco y no anaden elemento alguno de 
belleza, ni siquiera de curiosidad a la obra 
artfstica.57 

These articles gave proof of Rabasa's preference for 

literary realism. As a novelist and later as a writer of 

scientific works on law, Rabasa tried to follow the criteria 

that he admired in Galdos; that is, to discover the truth 
r Q 

through profound observation and analysis. 

But where Rabasa strongly censured the prose of the 

romantics, he surprisingly defended romantic poetry, accept

ing two different criteria for his criticism. Prose was to 

be observed truth; poetry was to be feeling and imagination: 

"en la poesfa la florecencia del espiritu. . . en el hombre 

despierta antes el coraz<5n al sentimiento que la inteligen-

59 cia a la reflexion." In order for Rabasa to praise poetry, 

^Rabasa, "Otra vez," 5« 

57Leopoldo Alas, Galdos (Madrid, 1912), 171, 177-

5 8 
Emilio Rabasa, El articulo l^t y El Juicio constitu-

cional, 2nd ed. (Mexico City, 1969)> 133. 

59 Rabasa, La musa, i. 
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it had to include two things--sentiment and language; and 

the man who was to become a poet must have imagination and 

feeling. Above all, he must be able to communicate these 

things to the reader. In Rabasa's judgment don Ramon Valle 

had none of these attributes. 

El Sr. Valle no es poeta; no puede serlo. Con m&s 
numerosos y mas grandes defectos, podria serlo algun 
dia, si hubiera en el algo de ese fuego interior, 
algo de ese poder indefinible que es necesario para 
imaginar vigorosamente, sentir lo que se imagina, 
pintar lo que se siente, y comunicar al lector ese 
sentimiento con viveza, apoderandose de su corazon. 
. . . Sus versos tienen el peor defecto; no tener 
ninguna belleza.60 

For one who was going to criticize so the authors 

could accept it in good will,^ this is very strong language 

and Rabasa had even more to say. Not only did he reprimand 

the lack of imagination and feeling, he also attacked the 

language and grammar. A true poet, he felt, would employ a 

poetic language: "ni hace otra cosa que una lista de suce-

sos, fria cansada en malos versos, ripiosos y prosaicos. 

Valle's poetry was viewed with disfavor, but the 

poetry of another Mexican, Justo Sierra, was commended: "en 

toda ella hay bellezas de primer orden, en toda campea el 

genio, revelandose exhuberante, poderoso y magnifico; en toda 

^Rabasa, "La inundacion," 3. 

^Rabasa, "La critica," 5-

62„ . || t • •] • / tt-3 Rabasa, La inundacion, 3. 
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se descubre al poeta que va embelleciendo la forma sin des-

cuidar la elevacion del tono ni la grandeza del 

6 3 pensamiento." Yet Sierra did not escape completely from 

corrections as Rabasa accused him of inventing some words 

and misusing others: 

Tampoco puede pasar el que llame el cantor bucolista, 
porque esa palabra no es castellana, ni hay que para 
que inventarla teniendo bucolico, que es lo justo y 
bien hallado. . . . No le perdono que trasvase el 
alma, principalmente porque ese verbo no esta en los 
diccionarios autorizados y caso de aceptarse, seria 
solo como tecnico en Fisica, impropio siempre en la 
buena poes: 

As in his other article, Rabasa demanded a special language 

be used for poetry. 

The scope of Rabasa's thought can be summed up by 

stating that he looked for sentiment in poetry, observed 

truth in prose and correct utilization of language in every

thing. These few articles were the total output of Rabasa's 

literary criticism. Though he was to continue for three 

more years as a semi-active newspaperman, he never wrote 

another article as a literary critic. The newspaper gave no 

reason, nor did Rabasa ever explain the reason why. The 

most probable reason was that he found the literary world 

less stimulating than the juridical world; as he became more 

and more active in politics and law, he contributed less and 

Emilio Rabasa, "Los tercetos del Seflor Sierra," El 
Univers al, I (August 9» 1888), 5. 

Ibid. 
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less to literature. Yet, the outstanding feature of his 

literary criticism, his demand for accurate language usage 

and word meaning, became the cornerstone of his scientific 

and judicial writings. His first book on Constitutional 

procedures, El articulo 1^. was a study on how poor language 

and grammar caused the Constitution to be ineffective. As 

he gave rules for the use of words in poetry, he also gave 

them for use in law.^ Though he demanded that others exer

cise correct usage and proper language, he also required it 

in his own writings and speech. Two former students of 

Rabasa have commented on this: 

Habfa momentos en que suspendia la exposicion para 
encontrar el vocablo justo. Nos daba la impresion 
de que en espaHol no habia sinonimos, porque cada 
termino tiene un matiz espec 

moninjc 
i al. 

. . . en lugar de emplear la palabra gris buscaba 
dificil y ahincadamente la palabra selecta, la que, 
por precisa e inviolada, expresa la idea mejor que 
ninguna otra.°7 

In conclusion, we see Rabasa's literary criticism as 

a stepping stone to his monumental work as a critic of law. 

It began and ended within a five-month period and contained 

five articles which reflected the literary tastes of the 

^Rabasa, El articulo lU, 2^-25. 

^F. Jorge Gaxiola, "Prologo," in Emilio Rabasa El 
articulo Ik y El juicio constitucional, 2nd ed. (Mexico City, 
1969), x. 

6 7 Felipe Tena Ramirez, Silueta de Emilio Rabasa 
(Mexico City, 1935)» 38. 



time, especially those expressed by the Spanish critics Juan 

Valera and Leopoldo Alas, whom Rabasa quoted frequently. 

The purpose of his criticism was to improve the literary 

quality of Mexican literature, but the originality of his 

thought was his concern with language. And it was this pre

occupation that helped him make the change from literary 

critic to something he felt to be of much greater importance, 

that of making a better country. 

Short Stories 

The short story has been cultivated with great suc

cess in Mexico. Luis Leal says: "El hecho es que el cuento, 

6 8 
desde fines del siglo XIX, ha superado a la novela." Most 

of Rabasa's contemporaries wrote many short stories which 

were printed in newspapers and magazines, but Rabasa never 

really participated in its development. His short story 

production was even smaller than that as a literary critic, 

although Acevedo Escobedo says he produced "bastantes 

69 cuentos. If this is true, they have suffered the same 

fate as many other short stories, forgotten in some obscure 

newspaper. Leal notes this fact: "Hay que notar que todos 

estos cuentos, como es de esperarse no han sido recogidos 

68 
Luis Leal, Breve historia del cuento mexicano 

(Mexico City, 1956), 5 

^Antonio Acevei 
basa La bola y La gran ciencia, 2nd ed. (Mexico City, 1966), 

^Antonio Acevedo Escobedo, "Prologo," in Emilio Ra-
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en libros. La mayor parte de ellos han visto la luz publica 

en revistas y periodicos, sin haber sido recopilados en for-

70 ma mas permanente." We are aware of only three stories 

that Rabasa authored, although one biographer claims to have 

71 read a fourth. 

Politics was the dominant theme of these short 

stories, a topic that seemed to fascinate Rabasa. A thor

ough study and knowledge of Mexican politics and a 

penetrating observing eye gave life to the small scenes that 

were portrayed in his stories. Though there was a moral in 

every case, Rabasa did not have to preach. Action, words 

and descriptions effectively portrayed his opinion:. "No 

pretendio llenar cuartillas, sino hacer de cada pagina un 

depurado esfuerzo, en donde la observacion, la satira y el 

gracejo, serian los medios para exhibir las lacras que mucho 

72 hemos sufrido." 

70 Leal, Breve, 5« 

71 Elena Margarita Madero Herrera, Los aspectos politi
co, social y literario en las novelas de don Emilio Rabasa, 
Thesis Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 1965» 5^. 
In her bibliography she lists the following: Emilio Rabasa, 
"El clown," El Universal 21 enero 1893. Unfortunately, her 
data is incorrect. This writer and two employees of the 
Hemeroteca Nacional spent three days searching newspapers of 
the period without success. It definitely did not appear in 
El Universal of January 21, 1893. If it exists, its theme 
is "con fina ironia, se refiere al egoismo de nuestra socie-
dad ante el sufrimiento ajeno." 

72 Manuel Gonzalez Ramirez, "Glosas al pastor," Nove-
dades (January 9» 1958), 7-
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Rabasa's first short story was about a dry water 

73 fountain in the district of San Antonio. An alderman 

brought this to the attention of the Municipal President who 

promised to do something immediately. It was two months 

later when four convicts, ten soldiers and a lieutenant 

arrived to make the needed repairs. Under the wise super

vision of the lieutenant and the able hands of the prisoners, 

they were able to fix the pipe in such a way that it was im

possible to get any water at all. For the next eight years, 

the fountain served as a meeting place for teenagers and as a 

urinal. One day the fountain of Camarones, where the good 

people of San Antonio had been getting water for these many 

years, also dried up. Alderman don Juan Silenciario Perez 

directed all his efforts into getting the fountain of San 

Antonio repaired. Almost at the end of his year on the 

council, permission was received to have it restored. Soon, 

four convicts, fifteen guards and a supervisor arrived. This 

time, Perez himself took charge of the detail, and within 

five days the job had been completed and the district had 

water again. The dedication was a splendid ceremony; 

speeches were given praising everyone in the country except 

Juan Silenciario Perez. The governor listed it in his re

port to Congress as one of his completed projects for the 

"^Emilio Rabasa, "Mejoras materiales," El Universal, 

I (August 23, 1888), 5. 
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year, and all the newspapers praised his hard-working, pro

gressive government. Footnoted at the end is the fact that 

the fountain dried up two years later. Two years after that, 

it had almost been repaired again, with the new inauguration 

set for the sixteenth of the following month. 

The irony and satire were very much in evidence as 

Rabasa poked fun at a typically ineffective municipal 

government. First, we have to note the means of repair-

four convicts do the work and ten guards watch them. They 

succeeded only in completely ruining the fountain. Second, 

after ignoring the needs of San Antonio for ten years, the 

fountain was repaired and the government praised for its 

quick and effective management. Third, everyone else re

ceived credit for the repairs except the man who did all the 

work. And fourth, the cycle was completed as the fountain 

dried up again to allow the process to repeat itself. Gon

zalez de Mendoza notes "el lindo cuento 'Mejoras materiales' 

. . . es de la misma vena ironica que fluye en las novelas 

de Sancho Polo (Rabasa's other pseudonym). Censura con in-

genio la inercia y la incompetencia administrative, la 

. 7 ^  abulia individual para la mejoria colectiva." 

Rabasa's second short story was inspired by an arti

cle which appeared in El Universal some three days before. 

J. M. Gonzalez de Mendoza, "Las obras menores de 
Emilio Rabasa," El Universal (May 23, 1956), 3. 
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7 5 This article was titled "Los tinterillos," and spoke of a 

plague of underhanded, sneaky shysters who,finding loopholes 

in the law, used them to cheat honest people out of money 

and lands. Rabasa's story dealt with a barber who wanted 

7 6 
his son to find his true vocation in the world. The son 

tried his hand at many things, failing as a barber, a 

teacher, a musician and a writer. But then he began to find 

those jobs that suited his talents and his personality. 

First, he became a fast-talking salesman in a carnival, then 

an even faster-talking, double-dealing horse trader. This 

led him into card playing, and he became so skillful he 

turned into a professional gambler. Still he was not 

satisfied. One day, by chance, he bought a book on being a 

wise litigant. In a very short time, he had cheated his 

father-in-law out of his inheritance and later obtained his 

neighbor's land. As people in the area began to recognize 

his obvious talent, he gained a clientele and became a great 

success; the district was in constant turmoil because of all 

the trumped-up lawsuits, and the shyster, now content, lived 

happily and successfully, growing both fat and rich. He had 

found his niche in life. 

^"Los t int eri llos , " El Uni vers al , I (Oct. 27, 1888), 
2. The style of this article is similar to Rabasa's; since 
Rabasa was working for El Universal at this time, it is pos
sible that he contributed the article. 

7 6 
Emilio Rabasa, "La vocacion," El Universal, I 

(Nov. 1, 1888), 5. 
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Rabasa's intention in this story was also evident; 

any man who became a "tinterillo" showed the same talents as 

carnival salesmen, horse traders and professional gamblers. 

Obviously, any person who employed a "tinterillo" would have 

to expect to be cheated and robbed, as the people who 

functioned in this position only obstructed justice. Raba

sa's caricature of this profession again effectively used 

irony and satire which Gonzalez de Mendoza has summed up: 

El parasitismo del tinterillo, que a ello se dedica 
con exito despues de multiples fracasos en mas utiles 
actividades, al amparo de una legislacion que dejaba 
mil recodos en donde se agazapaban facilmente la 
intriga y la mala fe, y permitia que la argucia 
triunfase del derecho, esta satirizado en otro ameno 
cuento.77 

After this story, there is a three-year pause as Pio 

Gil, newspaperman, contributed nothing. But in September of 

*7 8 
1891 another story appeared, although Madero Herrera re-

79 fers to it as an article. It was about a man who appeared 

before a government official to ask for a job. He had known 

the man for many years because his father had given this 

official his first public employment. The man, Juan B. 

Perez, was out of work; as an honest lawyer, he received no 

business. Haltingly and stumbling over his words, he tried 

77 Gonzalez de Mendoza, 3. 

*7 A 
Emilio Rabasa, "Copias simples de documentos vivos; 

Juan B. Perez," El Universal VI (September 6, 1891), 1. 

79 Madero Herrera, 55. 
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to strike a chord of compassion in his old acquaintance, but 

as he finished his passionate plea for employment, the 

official dismissed him indifferently with the unconvincing 

promise that he would do something at the first opportunity. 

Again Rabasa added an epilogue, noting that there had just 

appeared an announcement for a hardworking man who would be 

able to earn at least one thousand pesos a year farming un

occupied, fertile land. 

The story is in the form of a monologue, and is the 

most objective of Rabasa's stories for we see neither the 

satire nor the irony of his first two. He presented the 

dilemma of a man who sought a government position—of which 

there were too many and which depended on favoritism—rather 

than return to the provinces to make a good living by doing 

manual labor. This story is similar to a novel by Perez 

Galdos, wherein he related the constant efforts of Villamil 

to regain employment in a government office. Rabasa had 

80 
written two articles on this novel, and his story also 

effectively portrayed the job-seeker. 

From the same gallery of the political arena that 

produced the characters for Rabasa's novels came the inspi

ration for these short stories. It has been commented that 

Rabasa's personages are types and have no life of their own: 

"Su debilidad consiste en construir tipos genericos con sus 

80 
Emilio Rabasa, "Miau," El Universal, I (August 30, 

1888), 5 > and "Otra vez, Mi au," El Universal, I (September 6, 
1888), 5. 
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personajes. . . si como tipos tienen importancia, como 

8l 
criaturas humanas carecen de vitalidad y dinamismo." 

Other critics feel that these types are very alive and very 

real'; if one were to die, another exactly like him will 

8 2 
appear to fill the void. 

Because Rabasa wrote only three stories, we met only 

a few of these political personalities — the indifferent 

government official, the poor, honest Job-seeking lawyer, 

and the fast-talking, cheating shyster. There was no need 

to delve into the interior of these personages when their 

words and actions so completely revealed their characters. 

But the best part of these stories are not the characters; 

rather, the knowledge and realistic portrayal of the politi

cal and social situation in Mexico. Although Azuela did not 

like the characterization, he recognized the talent of 

Rabasa in this field: "El merito indiscutible consiste en 

8 3 la autenticidad del medio que esta descrito." This authen

ticity is a vital part of realist literature of which Rabasa 

was an integral part. His interest as a sociologist and his 

positivistic education made him particularly suitable to 

represent a school of thought that aspired to picture life 

8l 
Mariano Azuela, Cien aflos de novela mexicana 

(Mexico City, 19^7)» 175. 

02 Enrique Gonzalez Martinez, "Prologo," in Emilio Ra
basa La bola, 3rd ed. (Mexico City, 1919)» xii. 

Q o 
Azuela, Ci en aflos , 176. 
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as it really was: 

En la literatura el positivismo posee sus represen-
tantes en los escritores que tratan de pintar la 
vida tal cual es, dando cabida en sus cuentos a si-
tuaciones y personajes reales, tornados de la vida 
cotidiana y vistos con objetividad. A dichos escri
tores, que en el estilo imitan a los realistas y 
regionalistas espanoles, no les interesa la emocion 
individual, sino retratar fielmente la vida social, 
sin permitir que su propia personalidad se sobre-
ponga a la de los personajes creados. 

This faithful imitation of society is enhanced by 

Rabasa's ability to temper his writings with humor. Acevedo 

Escobedo has proclaimed it as a virtue, and then truly cap

tures the whole essence of Rabasa's writings in these words: 

"Posee una gracia sin quiebra en lo que dice, pero mucha mas 

• * *. • "85 en lo que intenta sugerir. 

Though many examples of this humor abound, one will 

suffice for this section of his works; it is the description 

of the repairing of the broken fountain: 

En efecto, a los dos o tres meses la Obreria Mayor 
mando cuatro presos , con la custodia de diez sol-
dados y un teniente de infanteria, los cuales presos 
segun su leal saber y entender, abrieron un agujero 
aqui , otro mas alia, rompieron la cafieria metieron 
por ella adentro largas varas flexibles , y despues 
de remendar la caneria, rellenaron los agujeros, 
repusieron el empedrado y se volvieron a la carcel. 
A1 dxa siguiente la fuente de San Antonio no tenfa 
gota de agua, materialmente ni una gota.86 

8U 
Leal, Breve, 72. 

Q t" 
Acevedo Escobedo, x. 

86 Rabasa, "Mejoras materiales," 5« 
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This closes the phase of another stage in Rabasa's 

developing career. He now turned his attention from 

politics through literature to politics through active 

participation and judicial writings. Where the "tinterillos" 

served as a topic for a short story, his juridical works go 

behind the reason for these people and make a conscious 

effort to reform the Constitution and the laws, thus ridding 

the country of this and other similar plagues. Language 

served as the foundation of his literary criticism, and it 

would be carried forth into his judicial works, becoming one 

of his most respected qualities. 

Rabasa's first writings were the sentimental poetry 

of youth, but his positivistic education and belief in ob

served truth would soon draw him from this type of 

literature. Although he would always admit that romantic 

poetry had its place in the world, romantic novels were se

verely condemned. Prose was to be the mirror of man's 

intelligence to observe; poetry would express the sentimental 

side. 

This literature was written at the same time he 

wrote his novels, and in theme and tone the prose works are 

closely related. As we progress into his development as a 

novelist, there will be occasion to amplify the explanation 

of some of the techniques that Rabasa employed in his criti

cism and short stories. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE NOVELS 

The development of the novel in 19th century Mexico 

vas very similar to that of other countries in Latin America. 

First, romanticism, with historical and adventure stories 

written for the newspapers; second, a transitional period as 

the romantic novel became more costumbristic and national

istic; and third, the native theme portrayed through the 

observational technique of realism. 

Soon after the devastating strifes for Reform, the 

Three-Year War, and the fight against French intervention, 

political stability led to a new development in literature 

during the latter third of the century. Many of Mexico's 

intellectuals met in various literary academies. Though some 

vete Romantic disciples and others had realist intentions, 

there were no doctrinal battles as they all combined their 

talents in an attempt to create a national literature. 

Leadership and inspiration was provided by Ignacio Manuel 

Altamirano. This.period is one of reawakening to what 

Lizardi had started some fifty years earlier; artistic 

creativity was encouraged and budding authors were urged to 

136 
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find inspiration in the Mexican environment and, thus, pro

duce a national literature. 

At the time Rabasa appeared on the literary scene, 

romanticism was slowly fading as a literary school. The 

novel, stimulated by certain intellectuals, began to acquire 

artistic characteristics although the tendency to moralize 

was still very noticeable. The techniques of the literary 

school of realism were beginning to show their influence in 

Mexico, especially through the novels of customs of the 

Spanish authors of the time. Rabasa and his contemporaries, 

Jose Lopez-Portillo y Rojas and Rafael Delgado were to become 

the new names in Mexican literature. 

f 

History 

The first point about Rabasa's novels is that, with 

no formal training in the literary field, these initial 

efforts produced notable works. Although a novice at writ

ing, Rabasa was well acquainted with literature. During his 

high school and university years, he had become very inter

ested in it. An avid reader, he perused many novels in 

French and Spanish literature, preferring nineteenth century 

novels and, especially, those of the Spaniard Perez Galdos. 

Rabasa toyed with the idea of writing novels. soon 

after graduating from law school, while working in San 

Cristobal las Casas. The projected novel was to be based on 

recent Mexican history, especially the years of political 
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turbulence and civil strife; it would deal with the ease and 

manner by which ambitious young men rose to power in the 

local skirmishes so common to those times. Though he con

ceived the idea in l88l or 1882, no writing was done until 

he arrived at the capital of Mexico in 1886. One of his 

reasons for moving to Mexico was to pursue his literary 

interests. 

Whether or not Eabasa had forgotten about his novel 

is not revealed, but a friend from law school, Rafael Reyes 

Spfndola, now involved in journalism, reminded him of his 

project and encouraged him to begin immediately. Rabasa be

gan work on what he had meant to entitle El general, where 

an innocent bystander in a political dispute would get in

volved in the battles and become a general on the winning 

side. But after writing a few pages, Rabasa felt it neces

sary to make a title change. In his descriptions of the 

uprisings, he had found the word "bola" to be very signifi

cant and symbolic. Thus, he changed the plot and purpose of 

the novel to fit the title of La bola. The word "bola" has 

taken on a special meaning in Mexico and has the connotation 

of a local uprising, usually without ideals or purpose, that 

brings no benefit to the majority of the people. 

Upon terminating his work, Rabasa, fearful of public 

reaction, was hesitant to publish it. Finally, with the 

encouragement of Reyes Spindola, La bola was published 
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sometime in the spring or early summer of 1887 under the 

pseudonym of Sancho Polo. It vas an immediate success, far 

surpassing Rabasa's hopes: "Me conformaba con que no me 

llamaran bruto.Many of the intellectuals were surprised 

at his success. Altamirano had been the man to encourage 

and stimulate production, but Rabasa was not one of his 

disciples; rather, he was one of the first to begin his 

literary career free of his influence. Manuel Gutierrez 

Najera, the famous Mexican poet and critic, was the first to 

comment on the popularity and the excellence of the novel: 

"No tengo la honra de conocer a Sancho Polo y aun presumo 

que no existe. . . Es buen novelista, esta cualidad, rara en 

todas partes, es en Mexico extraordinaria." And Lopez-

Portillo, another novelist, was very encouraged about the 

destiny of Mexican letters with novels such as La bola: 

Loado sea Dios que hay entre nosotros quien asi escriba, 
con estilo facil y ameno, quien pueda desarrollar un 
plan sin torpeza. . . Observase en general, garbo y 
desembarazo para manejar el enredo. . . en el autor 
verdadera intuiciSn artfstica para desarrollar sus 
argumentos. En resumen, La bola es en nuestro con-
cepto, novela de merito indiscutible. Observamos 
. . . sfntomas favorables, que se abre una era nueva 
para nuestra literatura, mucho mas rica y floreciente.3 

^Angel Pola, "En casa de las celebridades; Emilio 
Rabasa," El Diario del Hogar (September 20, 1888), 1. 

O ^ 
Manuel Gutierrez Najera, "Humoradas dominicales," 

El Partido Liberal (July 31, 1887), 2. 

Jose Lopez-Portillo y Rojas, "La novela en Mexico, 
La bola por Sancho Polo," La Republica Literaria, Guadala
jara, III (March 1887-March 1888) , 1*39 > ^3. 
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Taking seriously the counsel of the critics, Rabasa 

immediately started work on his second novel, and it was 

written and published within a month after the first. The 

scene transferred the winner of La bola to the state capital 

as a legislator, and Rabasa examined politics in La gran 

ciencia; "En polftica no hay escrupulos que valgan y la gran 

ciencia es no perder, no caer.So popular were these first 

two novels that Rabasa would soon finish his third novel; it 

appears to have been written in the month of February, 1888.^ 

Again, the title was very significant to the meaning of the 

novel. El cuarto poder, a name often given to the press, 

gave Rabasa the opportunity to examine the newspaper empire. 

As in the two previous novels, he had a first-hand opportu

nity to have primary knowledge of what he was writing. La 

bola, and many others like it, had been witnessed by Rabasa 

while growing up. He had observed the falseness and hypocri

sy of politics in the five years he served in the state 

congresses of Oaxaca and Chiapas. At the time he was writing 

his two novels exposing the press, he was in the company of 

Reyes Spfndola and others who were working to found a new 

newspaper, El Universal. 

Emilio Rabasa, La bola y La gran ciencia, Coleccion 
de Escritores Mexicanos, No. 50 (Mexico City, 19^8), 308. 
Subsequent quotes from La bola and La gran ciencia are 
taken from this edition and are included in the body of t?-e 
text with the initials B_ and GC. 

5Eva Guillen Castanon, Vida y obra literaria de Emilio 
Rabasa, Thesis Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico,19^7, 9 
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The first issue of El Universal, July 1, 1888, 

announced a fourth novel for this series vould soon be ready 

for publication. But Rabasa was not to finish this work 

with the facility he had his other novels. Each of the other 

novels had been written within a month after starting; this 

last novel was to take almost five months. It is not known 

whether Rabasa felt lack of inspiration or whether he was so 

busy he did not have time to finish it. Whatever it was, 

during the next four months, the theme is frequently mention

ed in the columns of El Universal, first by the publishers 

who assured the readers that the novel would be ready soon, 

and second by the readers as they encouraged Rabasa to 

finish his work: "Con impaciencia esperan los admiradores 

de Sancho Polo su ultima novela. En esta se cree que las 

multiples ocupaciones de tan inspirado literato, le habran 

impedido dar la ultima mano a la novelita aludida. Por favor, 

D. Sancho, termine su obra. 

Finally on October 31» 1888, there is a full page 

advertisement announcing that Moneda falsa, the last of the 

first series of novels by Emilio Rabasa, was on sale. The 

now useless pseudonym was included in parenthesis under his 

name. The popularity of Rabasa as an author was still evi

dent as more than one thousand copies were sold within the 

^"Correspondencia de Oaxaca," El Universal (August lG^ 
1888), U. 
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first week after printing. During this same period in 1888, 

a second edition of his first two novels was issued. 

At the time of the publication of Moneda falsa, 

Rabasa quit the newspaper business and the literary world to 

dedicate himself exclusively to the juridical and political 

work. The next three years kept Rabasa busy with these new 

responsibilities, and he seemingly had retired from active 

literary production almost as suddenly as he had burst on the 

scene. Yet, he was to allow himself one more "fling" at the 

world of fiction. In July of 1891, soon after Rabasa was 

elected governor of Chiapas, El Universal made known that 

they had purchased the rights for his new novel which would 

be printed in the newspaper for the benefit of the readers. 

Also, it was revealed that they had paid Rabasa a consider

able sum for this privilege, asserting that the novel was 

Q 
worth the price. It was published as promised in £1 

Universal in daily installments from September 22 to October 

3 of 1891. Titled La guerra de tres afios , probably the most 

objective of his novels, the story deals with the conflict 

between the Liberals and Conservatives in a small town soon 

after the Three-Year War in Mexico from 1857-1860. Though 

considered by many critics to be Rabasa's best work, it lay 

unpublished in book form until a year after Rabasa's death 

^E1 Universal (November 1-8, 1888) , 1+. 

^E1 Universal (September 10, 1891), 2. 
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when a friend and admirer of Rabasa's talent brought it 

forth from obscurity and published it. 

This was the definite end of Rabasa, the novelist, 

though one biographer tells that Rabasa closed out his 

o 
literary production with works in 1908 and 1910. 

In 1897 one newspaper still felt Rabasa to be the 

outstanding Mexican novelist of the nineteenth century,"^ but 

Rabasa's lack of interest in his latest novel and in litera

ture in general, was soon to cost him his place in literary 

history. The first thirty years of the twentieth century 

brought very little recognition to his novelistic talent. 

Short essays on the novel, and even the complete histories of 

Mexican literature, do not even mention Rabasa as a nine

teenth century novelist. When a third edition of his 

novels was made in 1919s they were received with general in

difference, amidst some scorn and some praise. The scornful 

condemned Rabasa for his political views and participation in 

both the governments of General Diaz and Huerta. Because he 

o ^ 
Jose Fernandez Arias-Campoamor, Novelistas de Mexico 

(Mexico City, 1952), 77. These supposed works are Cuentos y 
narraciones (1908), and Nobles y plebeyos , 1910. This is ob
viously an error, as no other biographer mentioned these 
works, nor has any edition ever been found. 

"Fotografxas inst ant aneas , " Gil Bias (January 17> 
1897), 2. 

^"*"Federico Gamboa, La novela mexicana (Mexico City, 
191*0; Luis G. Urbina, La vida literaria en Mexico (Madrid, 
1917); Julio Jimenez Rueda, Historia de la literatura mexi
cana (Mexico City, 1928); Rabasa appears in later editions. 
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was not popular with the new revolutionaries, his works were 

not judged on literary content, but on personal antagonism. 

Only a select few were to find the new editions worthwhile: 

Cuando de nuevo intente leerlas, tuve un movimiento 
de vacilacion. Es peligroso repasar lo que ha dejado 
en el espiritu un aroma de belleza. . . Pero el sen-
tirme desorientado fue cosa de un momento, porque 
apenas comenzo el desfile de los personajes, todos 
me parecieron cosa familiar, se me presentaron con 
aspecto de viejos conocidos, cuyos rostros no se 
habian borrado de mi memoria, y cuya presencia me 
regocij aba. 

The first true reawakening to Rabasa's novels came 

at the time of his death in 1930; newspapermen began to 

remember the many things he had accomplished—including his 

contributions as a novelist. This was the impetus that de

cided Salado Alvarez to publish Rabasa's novelette, La guerra 

de tres aflos. Prom this time forward, Rabasa began to figure 

again in the literary histories and was given credit for the 

things he had contributed to the literary tradition. As 

early as 1906 he was considered as the pioneer of literary 

13 realism in Mexico, but it was not until 1930 that he 

was reawarded the honor generally conceded to him from 

ill 
that time. And though he was to continue to receive 

12 + Enrique Gonzalez Martinez, "Prologo," in Emilio 
Rabasa La bola, 3rd ed. (Mexico City, 1919), xi . 

TO 
Jose Ferrel, "Prologo. La novela nacional," in 

Heriberto Frias , Tomochic (Mexico City, 1906), 2-h. 

^Carlos Gonzalez Pena, "Rabasa y sus novelas," 
El Universal (May 1+, 19 30), 3. 
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acknowledgment and plaudits, writings of the 1950's still 

showed that less had been written about Rabasa than any of 

his contemporaries. The centennial celebration of his birth 

brought new articles and publicity, mainly superficial, but 

did begin to restore Rabasa to his rightful place in Mexican 

literature. Arias-Campoamor has summed it thus: 

Un novelista a quien hoy se da mayor importancia que 
la que en su tiempo tuvo como novelista y, desde 
luego, mayor importancia que la que el creyo tener 
es Emilio Rabasa. . . tendencia a revalorizar la 
significacion literaria de Rabasa, dandole en el 
cuadro del realismo mejicano un lugar mas distin-
guido, que ni el mismo sofio merecer.^5 

Plots 

Rabasa's first novels were classifed as a series, and 

it must be kept in mind that none of the four stands alone 

but each as a part of the continuing adventures of certain 

main characters as they progress from small town politics and 

uprisings to the local capital and, finally, to the capital 

of Mexico, achieving a certain importance in their respective 

fields only to be broken by their ambitions and pride and by 

the hate they have for one another. 

La bola takes place in the fictitious town of San 

Martfn. The protagonist is Juan Quinones, now an old man who 

is telling the story of his life when he was twenty years 

old. In love with the niece of don Mateo Cabezudo, a domi

neering, gruff, ignorant, ambitious man, Juan fails to marry 

^Fernandez Arias-Campoamor, 77< 
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Remedios because of the uncle's opposition, who scorns Juan 

as a nobody. The trials and tribulations of this love affair 

and the political ascension of Mateo Cabezudo tie the novels 

together and give them cohesion. Cabezudo's political am

bitions lead him to join forces against the government and 

he sets out to establish himself as the new boss. Juan is 

threatened by the government and so joins the Cabezudo 

faction as a scribe. An idealistic and somewhat naive lad, 

Quifiones writes the numerous resolutions and petitions, al

though he does not understand what the whole rebellion is 

about. 

Discovering that his mother has been jailed because 

of his participation in the uprising, he loses all his 

timidity and self-control and joins the fighting forces, 

the majority of whom have no idea why they are fighting. The 

battles rage back and forth, each side gaining a small advan

tage only to lose it later. Finally, Juan is able to sneak 

through enemy lines to the town to organize a resistance 

group and when Cabezudo attacks from the outside, Juan and 

his small band liberate the prisoners from jail and attack 

from the inside, bringing defeat to the government's forces. 

The next day, Cabezudo has installed himself as the 

new political head of San Martin. Juan Quiflones enters the 

office and is shocked to see the old Secretary still func

tioning as Secretary, and the other men in the office, who 
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only days before had made the former leader the object of 

their flattery, transferring this false praise to the new-

hero and, thus, being awarded positions in his administra

tion. Juan's idealism is shattered; everything is the same 

as before except for the change of political leaders. As 

Cabezudo is bragging about his prowess and strategy in the 

victory, someone enters the office and, seeing Juan, loudly 

proclaims him as the hero of the last encounter. This com

pletely alienates Cabezudo who gets even more angry at Juan 

and ousts him from the office. The novel ends with a long 

soliloquy by Juan on the stupidity of the "bola:" 

La bola no exige principios ni los tiene jamas, nace 
y muere en corto espacio material y moral, y necesita 
ignorantes; es hija de la ignorancia y castigo inevi
table de los pueblos atrasados. IMiserable bola, si! 
Y sin embargo, el pueblo, cuando reaparece este mons-
truo favorito a que da vida, corre tras el, gritando 
entusiasmado y loco: 'IBola.' IBola.'' (B, 168) 

La gran ciencia transfers the main characters to the 

state capital, where the winner of La bola, Mateo Cabezudo, 

has been elected as a local representative to the state 

government. Cabezudo is the personification of the man who 

through sheer force and brutality has risen to a position of 

influence in state government. Because of his new position, 

he is invited to all the social functions and gains a certain 

amount of culture, although he frequently commits humorous 

errors of etiquette. His hate for Juan and this new 

social position continue to delay the engagement of Juan 

and Remedios. 
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Juan also has moved to the state capital in search of 

a career where his penmanship can gain him employment as 

Secretary £n the office of the Secretary to the Governor. 

Here he learns about the way that politics works, marvelling 

at the manipulations, blackmail, promises, lies and flattery 

that politicians use to keep their positions of power. At 

first unable to comprehend these things, he discovers their 

truth through his roommate—a perennial law student, Pepe 

Rojo--whose political insight, objectivity and candid com

ments quickly teach Juan the politicians' way of life. Pepe's 

role in this and other novels, is that of a type of guide for 

Juan, informing him about life when Juan's innocence gets 

him into trouble, and presenting him with level, cool-

headed advice when Juan's pride and vanity carry him to 

extreme actions. 

Two other important characters in this novel are the 

governor don Sixto Liborio Vaqueril and his ambitious secre

tary Miguel Labarca. The governor is always giving advice 

to Labarca on what the successful politician must do, much 

of this within earshot of Juan. Most of the discussions 

finally lead to the "great science" of playing politics and 

winning: ". . . esta gran ciencia, la gran ciencia de ganar 

siempre, que en mi tierra se llama la politica." (G£, 286) 

As the tides change and new political fires burn, a 

movement starts to overthrow the governor; playing on Juan's 

naivete, the leader of the opposition learns many of the 
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secrets of Governor Vaqueril. Soon Juan willingly volunteers 

information because he feels that, in overthrowing the gover

nor, he will ruin the career of Mateo Cabezudo. Much to his 

chagrin, he discovers that he is only a pawn of the opposi

tion. Mateo Cabezudo is also part of the revolt, having 

joined because of a promise to promote him to general. Juan 

is further enraged when he discovers that Miguel Labarca has 

tried to seduce Remedios. He challenges Labarca to a duel 

and, when refused, hits him on the head with a bottle and 

flees the city on Pepe's horse. Later, he learns in a 

letter from Pepe that Labarca not only had not died but had 

sufficiently recovered to go to a meeting to cast the decid

ing vote to overthrow the governor. Labarca had learned his 

political survival lessons too well. Other politicians--

the astute and the cunning--had foreseen the result and had 

made beforehand their plans to change parties , sharing in 

the overthrow of the old and the christening of the new. 

They were the followers in word and deed of the great and 

grand science of successful politics. 

With Rabasa's third novel, El cuarto poder, the 

scene shifts again, this time to the capital city of Mexico; 

though the plot continues to deal with Juan's attempts to 

vin Remedios and the hostility between Juan and Cabezudo, the 

main theme of this novel is an expose of how newspaper 

empires are related to and work with politics. 



Mateo Cabezudo, now a full-fledged general, has been 

named representative in the national government. He lives in 

a new fancy house with servants, new coaches, new clothes 

and all the other trimmings of an affluent man on the rise. 

On the other hand, Juan's fortunes have dropped so low that 

he can't even pay his rent at a second-rate boarding house. 

A former acquaintance, remembering Juan's manifestoes of La 

bola encourages him to become a journalist. Very reluctant 

at first because of his preconceived ideas of all the study 

and effort it must take to be a writer, he finally accepts 

the job. 

He quickly discovers that most of his fellow jour

nalists know very little about writing; even worse he finds 

out that much of the news is invented or distorted in an 

effort to stimulate sales. Newspapers that praise the 

government are subsidized by it but so are many of the so-

called opposition. The successful journalist is not the 

one who knows his subject and treats it impartially; on the 

contrary, the famous and popular newspapermen are those who 

cause scandal and create polemics. 

Failing in his efforts to overcome the resistance of 

don Mateo, Juan becomes more bitter and more susceptible to 

worldly temptations. He believes that life, like the news

paper business and politics, is corrupt, perverse and 

dishonest. The bitterness is manifest in his articles for 

the newspaper as he vehemently attacks the government for 
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its vices. Flattered by reports of the power of his pen, 

Juan's vanity leads him to think of himself as one of the 

world's greatest living writers. Pepe Rojo, his friend and 

counselor in La gran ciencia, and now working as a newspaper

man with Juan, unsuccessfully warns Juan of his moral decay. 

Thus, Juan begins to avoid Pepe, believing him jealous. 

At just about the time Juan is to go off the deep 

end, a girl from his home town, to whom Juan is a sort of 

foster-brother and guardian, arranges for him to meet 

Remedios. In the midst of one of their secret meetings, the 

landlord's daughter bursts into the room and reveals that 

Juan (in a moment of folly) had promised to marry her. The 

next day, Juan discovers that his newspaper, El cuarto poder, 

will again be defending the government instead of opposing 

it. On these two bitter notes, the novel ends. 

Moneda falsa again is a figurative title for the plot 

that follows. This term is from a popular article by Juan's 

old friend Pepe Rojo which symbolizes, without mentioning 

names, the people who show a brilliant luster and glow on the 

outside, while inside they are corrupt and useless. 

Juan Quifiones is now a feared journalist. The poison 

in his heart flows also in his articles. He has changed 

newspapers so he can oppose the government and Mateo Cabezudo, 

who has now risen to even greater heights of political 

success—being named frequently as a possible successor 

for the position of Secretary of War. 
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With Remedios having discovered his infatuation with 

Jacinta and now rejecting any type of communication with him, 

Juan begins to "pal around" with some local riffraff who 

spend their time drinking and carousing. He also renews his 

relationship with Jacinta, but not with honorable intentions; 

he plans to convince her to run off with him. As he becomes 

more and more degenerate, Juan's vanity and pride cause him 

to lose his good judgment completely. Surprised upon learn

ing that his salary has been paid by the government he has 

so ruthlessly attacked, he confronts his boss, declaring he 

will quit if the situation is not remedied. This rash move 

seals his fate and he is dismissed. The next day, in the 

same paper, Juan's complete story is related to the world. 

At the same time, Mateo Cabezudo is ruined. Believ

ing too much in his own importance and power, he realizes too 

late that he has been discredited by the newspaper articles 

of Juan Quiiiones and robbed financially by a disloyal 

associate. Pepe Rojo tries to make the two men see that they 

have ruined each other and urges them to become friends, but 

his attempt causes a quarrel that ends in gunshots. No one 

is hurt, but Remedios, who has been sick for some time, 

rushes outside and becomes deathly ill. Her sickness brings 

Juan and Mateo together; and when she is past her crisis, 

they all return home to San Martin, where Juan finally 

marries Remedios. The last chapter tells of Remedios' death 
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and Juan's purpose for telling his story--a confession of 

vhat ambition, pride, vanity and hate can do. 

The action of La guerra de tres arios is placed in 

El Salado, a small town with most of the same characteristics 

as San Martin; it is governed by a political boss who gained 

his position through brutality and force. After Juarez's 

troops won the War of Reform, they declared a separation of 

church and state. This is the background for this novelette 

in which Rabasa effectively portrays the feelings of the two 

sides. The conflict is between the Liberals, or supporters 

of Juarez, headed by the political boss, and the Conservatives 

or the supporters of the Church, headed by a woman--a former 

lover of the political boss--and a multitude of lady 

followers. In the middle of the two groups, and knowing well 

the lesson of "la gran ciencia de no perder," was Hernandez, 

the Secretary to the political chief. 

Camacho, the political leader, observes a religious 

holiday by holding cockfights with a politician from a 

neighboring town. The religious ceremonies include a street 

procession, strictly prohibited by the Laws of Reform. Upon 

learning of the street procession, Camacho storms back into 

th.e town and throws the priest in jail, fining him a hundred 

pesos. The devout and faithful collect the money, and dofia 

Nazaria writes a letter to her friend, the governor's wife. 

Hernandez, the astute Secretary, foreseeing trouble, also 

writes to a friend in the state offices. Two days later, don 
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Santos Camacho receives orders to move to the capital, 

where he is congratulated for complying with the Reform Laws, 

and is given a position in the state government, supposedly 

a promotion. At the same time, the people of El Salado are 

happy for having rid themselves of a political menace. 

The plot is not involved or complicated and merely 

provides the setting for Rabasa to examine political and 

social life of Mexico. With a more refined technique, the 

novel camouflages both the depiction of customs and moral 

preaching rampant in previous novels. This was due partly 

to Rabasa's artistic ability and partly to the literary 

movements and men who influenced him. 

Literary Influences 

The work of detecting which authors had an influence 

on others is always an interesting task. Because of the 

different capabilities of individual critics, each is apt to 

express very distinct and contradictory opinions; this causes 

some problems in trying to establish a true picture of any 

given writer's inspiration and motivation. 

Emilio Rabasa is a case in point. Sir Walter Scott, 

Charles Dickens, Gustave Flaubert, Honore Balzac, Emile Zola, 

Emilia Pardo Bazan, Benito Perez Galdos, Jose Maria de Pereda 

and the Mexican authors Jose Joaquin Fernandez de Lizardi, 

Luis G. Inclan and Jose Tomas de Cuellar, all have at one 

time or another'been cited either singly or collectively as 
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having exercised some direct influence on Rabasa's work. It 

is to his credit that he received this type of comparison; 

for a man whose literary works consisted of such a small part 

of his total work, his novels have been favorably compared 

to some of the finest writing talent of the nineteenth 

century. 

After the publication of Rabasa's novels, the first 

critics felt that the main influences had been the Spanish 

authors Perez Galdos and Pereda: "El plan o la traza de la 

serie de novelas que anuncia, recuerda el de los Episodios 

nacionales de Galdos. El estilo trae necesariamente a la 

memoria los sabrosos relatos del montafies Pereda. . . pero no 

imita servilmente; aplica un metodo."^^ Another noted: "Es 

.» 17 
una cosa notable; se parece a Galdos." 

These were the only influences noted until the 1930's; 

after Rabasa's death, there was a renewed interest in his 

work. The few who wrote critical articles and works on 

Rabasa then shunned the Spanish comparisons to find his work 

more similar to that of Dickens and Flaubert. Although most 

of the articles dealing with Rabasa's works mentioned the 

fidelity of his environmental descriptions and his national

ism, it was Manuel Pedro Gonzalez who pointed out Rabasa's 

"^Gutierrez Najera, 2. 

17Pola, 1. 
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great debt to Mexican novelists and, in particular, to Jose 

3.8 
Joaquin Fernandez de Lizardi. This interpretation has 

gained followers, and most critics now agree that Rabasa's 

work has been inspired by the Spanish realists and the 

Mexican authors Lizardi, Inclan and Cuellar. 

The Spanish Influence 

The majority of Rabasa's early critics felt that 

Benito Perez Galdos and to a lesser extent, Jose Maria de 

Pereda, served as the main inspiration for Rabasa, both in 

style and topics. Nevertheless, after citing Galdos as an 

influence, different reasons were given. One suggested it 

y 19 was in "composieion y estilo." Another stated that Rabasa 

was "igual en su intencion de formar un cuadro historico de 

20 
su epoca y por el realismo." Still another noted: "La 

observacion del ambiente y la critica de los personajes es 

21 
dura y acerada, de indudable influencia galdosiana." 

Reading almost any book of criticism on Galdos, one feels that 

the majority of interpretations of his style, his inspira

tion, his techniques and his intention could easily be 

X 8 Manuel Pedro Gonzalez, Trayectoria de la novela en 
Mexi co (Mexico City, 195l)» 65-

19 ^ Carlos Gonzalez Pefla, Historia de la literatura 
mexicana, 8th ed. (Mexico City, 1963), 3^. 

20 
Madero Herrera, 123. 

21 ^ Benjamin Jarnes , Enciclopedia de la literatura, V 
(Mexico City, 19b8), 296. 
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applied to Rabasa, such is the conformity of the two authors. 

Critics' interpretation of Galdos and Rabasa oftentimes 

parallel one another in their comments. One example, refer

ring to the author's intent, helps prove this point: 

Hast-a Galdos, ningun novelista espanol habia pene-
trado de veras en las entranas de nuestro cuerpo 
social, . . . con qjijg en vano procura remediar males 
secretos apestosos. 

(Rabasa) . . . es el primero que se enfrenta con 
problemas politicos y sociales. . . exhibe valero-
samente muchas lacras que nos afligen desde tiempo 
inmemorial; el caciquismo topo y voraz, el milita-
rismo insolente, la burocracia corrompida.23 

There are other points in common. Galdos was not a painter 

of landscapes, neither was Rabasa. The humor and irony that 

Galdos used so effectively was also one of Rabasa's strong 

points. Both were aware of and used the literary techniques 

in vogue at the time. The observation of society and customs 

with accompanying lengthy descriptions, and the familiar 

and colloquial language were all dogmas of the realistic 

school of literature. Another parallel is that neither 

author believed in the revolution as a way for social change, 

but rather in a change in individual personality. 

This does not suggest that Rabasa copied Galdos. With 

all the similarities, there are also differences. Rabasa did 

not have the capacity to create personages as did Galdos, 

22Leopoldo Alas, Galdos (Madrid, 1912), 139. 

23 Mariano Azuela, Cien aflos de novela mexicana 
(Mexico City, 19^7)» 169• 

I 
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and was especially weak in a study of psychology; also, he 

never discussed religion, a theme frequently used by Galdos. 

It is probably safe to say that all these influences and 

differences could and should be broken down to the basic 

denominator, that is, both Rab as a and Galdos followed the 

literary ideas then in vogue. The intention and goal of 

these two men were the same, and so the resemblances were to 

result from this, and not from Rabasa's servility to Galdos. 

Yet Rabasa was deeply indebted to Galdos; it was through his 

novels that Rabasa acquainted himself with new literary tech

niques—he had read some of the Episodios naclonales, Miau, 

and Marianela. After finishing Mi au, Rabasa was to state 

that he envied the talent of the Spanish authors, especially 

2k 
Galdos, and wished Mexico could do as well. Rabasa himself 

in part fulfilled that hope. 

Rabasa's debt to Pereda again is one of similarities 

and not of plagiarism, although one can note thematic paral

lels in La bola and Don Gonzalo Gonzalez de la Gonzalera by 

Pereda. The background of both is set on a local political 

revolt, with a parallel theme of a love story interspersed. 

The portrait of the valley by Pereda and that of the provin

cial town by Rabasa appear to be quite similar, even to the 

division of each by a small river. Rabasa's first description 

2h Emilio Rabasa, "Otra vez, Mi au," El Universal, I 
(September 6, 1888), 5 
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of his heroine, Remedios, resembles Pereda's, both insisting 

that their women are of flesh and blood and not romantic 

imaginat ions. 

Si digo que Remedios era una muchacha timida, dulce 
y delicada, no por ello tema el lector de juicio 
que vaya a tomarme el trabajo de inventar, pintar y 
adornar una heroina con tuberculos, ni que quiera 
seguir, hilo por hilo, y lamento por lamento, la 
historia triste de un amor escrofuloso. . . No haya 
temor de que, ignorados sus padres, resulte luego 
hija del sultan de Marruecos en la penultima pagina 
de este libro. (B, 32) 

Y no se asuste el lector por esto del piano, y por 
tratarse de una doncella, hija de un labrador rico, 
que borda y medita en una noche de invierno en un 
caseron de aldea. No voy a hablarle, Ilibreme Dios 
de ello! de esos lirios del valle, ridiculamente 
sensibles, que se escapan con el primer duque dis-
frazado de cazador, que las sorprende triscando con 
los borregos o apagando la sed en el cristal de la 
fuente.^5 

Another similarity is in the failure of the man from 

the country to adapt to city life, and the consequences that 

ambition and vanity brought to that attempted adaptation is 

seen in Rabasa's novels and in Los hombres de pro by Pereda. 

Resemblances of a technical or stylistic nature are due more 

to the realistic principles than to any direct influence. 

The Mexican Influence 

The other -well-founded comparison showing influences 

and similarities in Rabasa's works is embodied in those 

studies that find him to be a direct descendant of the 

2 5 ^ Jose M. de Pereda, Don Gonzalo Gonzalez de la 
Gonzalera (Buenos Aires, 19^8),26. 
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previous Mexican novelists of his century. Practically all 

the critics dealing with Rabasa's novels have acknowledged 

his true Mexicanism, his accurate portrayal of customs. In 

doing this , they have often given credit to authors who had 

cultivated this very thing, starting with Fernandez de 

Li zardi. 

Rabasa's novels have several things in common with 

the novel El Periquillo Sarniento by Lizardi. They are both 

the autobiographical account of an old man who is remembering 

his early adventures and follies, and serve as a confession 

to cleanse his soul. Where Lizardi emphasizes time and time 

again that it is his purpose to point up these faults so that 

his children will not follow in his footsteps, Rabasa only 

hints at this didactic purpose in the final pages of his last 

novel. The protagonist of La bola confesses having read El 

Periquillo several times, and some of the adventures are 

similar. Both had teachers who taught in the old style: "La 

2 6 letra con sangre entra;" both allowed themselves, because 

of their vanity, to be led into embarrassing situations; and 

Pelayo of El Periquillo, is like Sabas Carrasco of El cuarto 

poder: "Hacen mal, aun cuando ellos piensan que hacen 

2 7 bien." Gonzalez believes Lizardi's influence to be of such 

2 6 Jose Joaquin Fernandez de Lizardi , El Periquillo 
Sarniento (Mexico City, 1968), 22. 

27Ibid., 80. 
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magnitude that Rabasa included a fourth volume (as had 

Lizardi), even though his creative genius and message had 

28 
ended with the third. This tendency to moralize, a quality 

Rabasa had avoided through the first three novels, is more 

evident in the fourth volume as Rabasa shows the follies of 

pride and ambition. Costumbristic descriptions and sermons 

on moral betterment were two of the lasting qualities that 

Lizardi contributed to Mexican novelists; Rabasa was one of 

the few that did not follow his example, for in his por

trayal he concealed and subjugated these characteristics to 

fit his artistic intentions. 

Both Gonzalez and Brushwood note the picaresque 

29 nature of these two authors; however, this is somewhat an 

overstatement. Rabasa's protagonist is not a "picaro," nor 

is his life a series of serving many masters in order to 

criticize society; in fact, the hero has none of the usual 

characteristics of the typical rogue: lack of morality, mis-

chievousness, troublemaking, etc. The casualness that ap

pears in Rabasa's novels is not picaresque, but an artistic 

effort to show familiarity with the characters and the 

surroundings. It is true that the purpose is to satirize; 

but, beyond that point, it is hard to classify the tone as 

picaresque. 

p D 
Ibid., 80. 

29 Gonzalez, 65. John S. Brushwood, Breve historia de 
la novela mexicana (Mexico City, 1959)» ^3. 
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Other Influences 

Commentary on the direct influence of such authors as 

Zola, Flaubert, and Dickens must be considered. The most 

logical statement regarding Rabasa and these authors is that 

certain themes and literary traits were the same, and, to 

that extent, an influence. 

By his own admission, Rabasa was well acquainted with 

30 
the novels and ideas of Emile Zola. In La bola, Rabasa 

says that though his heroine has a wide mouth, thus sensual 

according to Zola, she is sweet and innocent, not fiery and 

passionate. (B_, 32) Recalling that Naturalism and Realism 

were practically synonyms in Mexico, then it is possible to 

admit that Rabasa followed Zola; it must be understood that 

this resemblance is limited to observation of the human 

"being in his social conditions, under the influences of 

heredity and environment. Only in Rabasa's fourth novel, 

Moneda falsa, is the reader subjected to anything remotely 

resembling a novel of Zola. Even at its lowest point, 

Rabasa does not permit his personages to slip into the sordid 

and exhaustive details of the French author. Indeed, to have 

become truly Zolaesque, Rabasa could have taken the character 

Jacinta, who became a prostitute because of psychological 

problems, to study those environmental and hereditary reasons 

that led her to this life. This theme was treated by both 

30 J Pola, 1 
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Zola, in Nana, and one of his disciples in Mexico, Federico 

Gamboa, in his novel Santa. A reading of either of these 

novels would show that Rabasa did not introduce Zolaism in 

Mexi co. 

His affinity to Dickens was noted in the generally 

tolerant manner in which both, ingeniously and with touches 

31 of irony, portrayed social life and political chicanery. 

This again appears to be a generic influence, not an individ

ual one. It can be noted that Galdos, to whom Rabasa was 

deeply indebted, has very often been shown as receiving a 

32 direct influence from Dickens. One interesting parallel 

in Rabasa's work that may have been inspired by Dickens is 

found in the last chapter of Rabasa's short novel La guerra 

de tres afios, which ends with the following: "Esto es todo 

lo que paso en el Salado. Tal vez sea sosa esta relacion; 

pero yo no tengo la culpa que en el Salado no pasen cosas 

33 estupendas." Just a month before the publication of this 

novel, El Universal published a short story of Charles 

Dickens entitled The Clown, which begins with the following: 

31 Felipe Tena Ramirez, Silueta de Emilio Rabasa 
(Mexico City, 1935), 17-

oo 
Michael Nimetz, Humor in Galdos (New Haven, 1968), 

lU8-9> Vernon A. Chamberlin, "The Muletilla: An Important 
Facet of Galdos Characterization Technique," Hispanic Review, 
XXIX (October, 1961), 296-309-

33 Emilio Rabasa, La guerra de tres afios y Poemas 
ineditos (Mexico City, 19 5 5 ) » 83. Subsequent quotes are from 
this edition, in the body of the text, initialed (}. 
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"En los sucesos que voy a referiros no hay nada que pueda 

3h calificarse de notable. . Possibly these lines im

pressed Rabasa as he was finishing up his work on La guerra 

de tres anos. 

Rabasa's similarity to Flaubert can only be noted 

because Rabasa was trying to imitate the literary style of 

the realistic novels, a style started and popularized by 

Flaubert. Rabasa's novels never come close to achieving the 

objectivity of the Frenchman; on the other hand, they abound 

in good humor in opposition to Flaubert's dryness. One 

critic, however, claims that Rabasa's characters are defi

nitely Bovarian; she also denied that Galdos had any direct 

35 influence on Rabasa. 

Last, but not least, is the influence of Miguel de 

Cervantes on Rabasa. The Qui.1 ote was Rabasa's favorite read

ing, and there are various references to the novel throughout 

Rabasa's works. The most obvious is the episode in El cuarto 

poder when Pepe Rojo examines, praising or scorning, the 

many Mexican newspapers of the day. 

Conclusion 

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, 

after many years of stagnation, the novel in Mexico began to 

3U Charles Dickens, "Historia de un clown," El Univer-
sal (August 23, 1891), 3. 

^Guillen Castafion, 88-96. 
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acquire a certain maturity; and a period of political sta

bility gave added incentive to its development. At the time 

Rabasa began to write, principles of realism were beginning 

to influence new authors, although the romantic ideas were 

still very popular. Rabasa had read Zola and Perez Galdos 

and was well acquainted with their literary theories. His 

positivistic education had taught him to trust in the new 

laws of science as ultimate authority, and so he based his 

novels on the scientific ideas of observation and experience. 

Endowed with sufficient artistic talent in order not 

to have to rely on imitation of or plagiarism from any partic

ular author, he subscribed to the literary tendencies of 

realism and tried to follow them. The elements in his novels 

that compare to those of authors such as Dickens, Flaubert, 

Zola and Perez Galdos only attest to Rabasa's ability as an 

author. His works are definitely original in conception and 

are set realistically in their natural setting of Mexico. In 

so doing, he was following the standard set by Lizardi, later 

developed by Inclan and Cuellar who worked through the 

stimulus of Altamirano. 

This desire to find inspiration in and subject matter 

from Mexico was one of the factors that urged Rabasa to be

come a novelist. He had always liked literature, first as a 

student, then as a critic. To further pursue his renewed 

interest in Mexican literature, he moved to Mexico City. 
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Encouraged by an old friend, he set out to fulfill one of 

his school-day goals of becoming a novelist. So surprising 

was the success of his first novel that he decided to con

tinue his efforts, and in the space of one year produced 

four novels dealing with the Mexican political and social 

scene. 

At first a resounding success, his fame as a novelist 

dimmed when he left the literary world for legal and 

Juridical pursuits. Not until 1930, the year of his death, 

were his literary works re-evaluated; from that time on, 

critics have continued to place him in his rightful position 

as one of the finest Realistic authors of Nineteenth Century 

Mexico. 



CHAPTER 7 

ANALYSIS OF THE NOVELS 

The liberal education--emphasis on the positivistic 

philosophy and the natural sciences—was taught during 

Rabasa's high school and college years and would guide his 

thought and personal philosophy during the rest of his life. 

Taught that science and scientific methods were the ultimate 

authorities for discovering truth in any discipline, Rabasa 

utilized these theories to compose his novels. From the 

French authors who first combined novelistic techniques with 

scientific principles, he knew that the basic maxim was to 

depict life as it really was; vivid imagination was disdained 

and for it was substituted a thorough investigation and 

observation of all the exterior factors that influenced the 

actions of man. The world was the laboratory, the novelist 

was the scientist and man was the subject. Three points that 

became essential tenets of a realistic novel were: l) an 

observational, experimental and documentary study; 2) empha

sis on the Darwinian and Spencerian doctrines of heredity, 

evolution and environment; and, 3) a tendency to study the 

sick or maladjusted elements of man and society. This cul

tivation of the maladjusted, which developed into a literary 

school known as naturalism, never did take root in Latin 

167 
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America. Rabasa, one of the first to consciously apply re

alistic techniques to the novel in Latin America, found most 

of his:inspiration in the Spanish authors of the century. 

As the study of customs had become a very important 

topic of nineteenth century Spain, most of the realistic 

principles were easily adapted into the literary current; 

however, the strict objectivity by the novelist-scientist, 

and the emphasis on the abnormal fragments were not followed. 

The salient feature of this realism, as expounded by its 

leading novelist Perez Galdos, stressed authentic character

ization of the daily life of the middle class: "Es el gran 

modelo, la fuente inagotable. . . La novela moderna de 

costumbres ha de ser la expresion de cuanto bueno y malo 

existe en el fondo de esa clase."^ Galdos was to stress how 

this study should be done: 

Reproducir los caracteres humanos, las pasiones , 
las debilidades, lo grande y lo pequeno, las almas 
y las fisonomxas, todo lo espiritual y lo fisico 
que nos constituye y nos rodea, y el lenguage, que 
es la marca de raza. . . todo esto sin olvidar que 
debe existir perfecto fiel de balanza entre la 

P exactitud y la belleza de la reproduccion. 

An investigation of Rabasa's methods will demonstrate 

his fidelity to the above realist techniques. 

^"Benito Perez Galdos, "Observaciones sobre la novela 
contemporanea en Espafia," Revista de EspaRa, XV (December, 
1870), 163. 

2 - ^ Benito Perez Galdos, Discursos leidos ante la Real 
Academia Espafiola en las recepciones pfrblicas del 7 y 21 de 
febrero de 1897 (Madrid, 1897), 12. 
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An ti-Romanti cism 

One of the few times that Rabasa expounds literary-

theory, he does it for the purpose of condemning romantic 

novels and the principles that govern them: 

Estas perlas literarias tan acabaditas y completas, 
que hacen llorar, tienen por lo comun vicios de 
inmoralidad que proceden del idealismo enfermizo de 
sus autores. En ellas el plan obedece al capricho 
del autor, como creador; en la novela moderna 
obedece a la fuerza de las cosas , al estudio del 
corazon humano, y el autor es mas que creador: 
observador y artista.3 

Though he spoke against the romantics, the start of 

his first novel is very deceptive, appearing to be a sentimen

tal, imaginative novel: "Justo es que al recordar mis afios 

juveniles, la memoria se derrane sobre el campo de mis mas 

fntimos sentimientos, y la pluma escriba lo que con tanta 

viveza se presenta a mi imaginacion.This could be the 

first trace of satire against romanticism for Rabasa immedi

ately breaks the narrative to give a fourteen page 

description of the town, certain main characters and a 

satirical, humorous portrayal of a national holiday. It is 

soon established that this is a novel to be written in the 

realist manner: "que al fin no invento, sino refiero." (B, 25). 

o 
Rabasa, "La cosa juzgada—herejfas literarias," El 

Univers al, I (September 13 , 1888), 5-

14. 
Emilio Rabasa, La bola y La gran ciencia , Coleccion 

de Escritores Mexicanos, No. 50 (Mexico City, 19^8), 5- All 
subsequent quotes from these two novels are taken from this 
edition and are included in the body of the text, abbreviated 

for La bola and GC for La gran ciencia. 
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The picture of the heroine dissipates all thoughts of senti

mentality as Rabasa deliberately satirizes: "No voy a 

tomarme el trabajo de inventar una heroina con tuberculos, ni 

que quiera seguir la historia triste de un amor escrofuloso." 

(B, 32). 

Throughout his novels it is stressed that what is 

put down on paper is not imagined, but observed truth: "lo 

que copiado fielmente llevo." (B^, Ul). Referring to a scene 

that embarrassed him, the protagonist explains he would pre

fer not mentioning it but as an impartial historian he 

must (.GC, 259) > in another instance he excuses himself for 

not having more to say: "solo consta en mis apuntes." (GC, 

253). A means of pseudo-documentation and objective report

ing is the utilization of a documentary source, the 

newspaper. Historical and political events, people's 

actions , and any other news taken from a newspaper tend to 

put the author in the background and give the information 

reported a certain amount of authenticity. 

Detailed observation is not ignored, yet Rabasa has 

tried to choose only those elements which are necessary for 

the reader, and not burden him with the excessive detail that 

oftentimes accompanied both romantic and realistic novels. 

When describing his small ranch near San Martin, the protag

onist situates it in "tierra caliente," adding that those 

who know to what he is referring need no more description, 
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and those.who do not know would not understand even if it 

were described with the prolixity of a loose-tongued roman

tic serialist. (GCJ, 176). The exactness of certain 

descriptions, such as those of the three boys headed to ask 

the same girl to dance, that of a lady talking to her parrot, 

and many others attest to Rabasa's ability to express his 

obs ervati ons. 

Though the novels are serious studies and do suggest 

didacticism, Rabasa never lets the preaching show through, 

stressing that they are for entertainment: "algun entre-

tenimiento a los que tengan ratos de sobra en su vida." 

(GC, 176). The majority of the personages in Rabasa's 

novels who read novels do so because they have nothing excit

ing in their lives. An example is the ranchers, the Llamas, 

whose main diversion is the reading of such romantic novels 

as El judio errante and Los tres mosqueteros. When Juan 

decides to abandon the city, he is severely chastized by the 

man who has been learning political secrets through him, 

accusing him not only of being childish, stupid and idealis

tic but also of reading novels every night, which cause him 

to think foolishly. (GC, 272). Miguel Labarca, Juan's boss, 

though a young man, proclaims that he is substituting the 

real theories of life for the false romantic theories that he 

learned while reading novels as a child. (GC> 290). Masking 

the seriousness of his works behind this fagade of pure 

entertainment also constitutes a form of anti-romanticism 
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because by doing this Rabasa avoids sermonizing. Warner 

notes: "Mas importancia que sus ataques directos contra el 

romanticismo tiene el hecho de que reconociera la tendencia 

m£s funesta del romantico; la predicacion. Sin mencionarla, 

la evita escrupulosamente. En esto no le anticipa nadie."^ 

Romantic Elements 

Satirization of romanticism, through an attempt to 

portray life in its moving form, does not completely free 

the novels from romantic aspects. The entire thread of the 

love story between Juan and Remedios is a reflection of a 

romantic novel; the heroine is more idealized than real, and 

feeling is superior to reason as Juan strives to win his 

lady love. Much of the misfortune that befalls him is the 

result of those efforts to prove himself worthy. Certain 

episodes in La bola recall adventure stories. On one occa

sion, the protagonist, suspecting trouble, rides an entire 

day to find the heroine about to be kidnapped; he swoops her 

up in his arms and they travel by horseback to safety, stop-

pine only once to cure a slight wound in her shoulder. This 

scene prompted Lopez-Portillo y Rojas, a Mexican realist, to 

praise Rabasa's sensitivity: "Algunas escenas, como la de 

la curacion de la herida de Remedios. . . estan llenas de 

^Ralph E. Warner, Historia de la novela mexicana en 
el siglo XIX (Mexico City, 1953), 9^. 
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delicadeza y de encanto pudico y celeste."^ Nevertheless, 

such statements as "el corazon me anuncia tus peligros para 

que corra a defenderte," (B^, 82), and "puse mis labios y la 

di un beso que no oyeron ni los insectos del campo. Ni una 

sombra de impureza empano la limpidez de mi alma honrada," 

(IJ, 87) j seem a bit extreme for a complete realist. Rabasa 

even has two personages comment on the episode in which Juan 

saved Remedios; the first declares "parece novela" to which 

the other responds, "Pero es verdad." (GCL, 33U). During a 

battle, Juan stands in front of Remedios, defending her from 

four enemies until he is wounded and left for dead. (B, 103). 

Another recurring romantic element is the role of the 

woman as the salvation of the impure man. In numerous 

situations, Juan's weaknesses and evil thoughts are overcome 

by either a look, a word or even the name of Remedios: "Y 

como si al conjuro de aquel nombre todos mis sentimientos 

mezquinos cedieran el lugar a los mas nobles y puros, y se 

abrieran las fuentes de mis ojos, corrieron en abundancia mis 

lagrimas y ensanchose mi corazon como en mejores tiempos." 

(GC, 301). Don Mateo, a ruthless, ambitious man is also a 

lamb in the presence of Remedios, caring for her as a loving 

father. In the end it is her love that saves both Juan and 

Mateo after they have ruined themselves financially and 

^Jose Lopez-Portillo y Rojas, "La novela en Mexico; 
La bola por Sancho Polo," La Republica Literaria, Guadalajara, La bola por sancho foio, La Kepu 
III, (March 1887-March 1888), kk3 
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spiritually: "Es que me afligen las penas de usted y las 

. . . de Juan. Dicen que todos los desprecian, pero yo no 

soy ingrata; yo los quiero. . . ISi eso bastara para consolar-

los:. . . "T 

Yet, even in his romantic moments, Rabasa is aware 

of what he is trying to do. Although Remedios is idealized 

much "beyond any living "being, Rabasa does apply the realis

tic technique of pointing out flaws: "her mouth is a little 

too big (B, 32), and she makes spelling errors." (GC_, 2h6) . 

After a three-page sentimental speech on Remedios' charms, 

Rabasa apologizes to the reader: "Perdone el lector que as£ 

me detenga en bagatelas que no pueden interesarle. Esta 

visto que no puedo hablar de Remedios sin desbarrar lastimo-

samente." (GC_, 2hj). It must also be pointed out that this 

story of love and adventure never breaks the.limits of 

reality. Romantic because of the theme, it can also be 

classified as realistic to the extent that it truly repre

sents what a young man in love for the first time may feel 

towards his girlfriend. 

If Rabasa was aware, and it seems he was, of these 

romantic elements and still included them as part of his 

7 Emilio Rabasa, El cuarto poder y Moneda falsa, 
Coleccion de Escritores Mexicanos, No. 51 (Mexico City, 19^8), 
392. All subsequent quotes from these two novels are taken 
from this edition and are included in the body of the text, 
abbreviated CP and MF. 
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novels, there must have been a reason. He never explained 

it, but there are two logical assumptions. Novelists before 

Rabasa, such as Cuellar, were praised for their faithful 

observation, but were criticized for the lack of unity in 

their novels. The love story gave unity to Rabasa's works, 

making them novels instead of costumbrista descriptions; it 

also tied together the four novels, which were written and 

published separately. Also, as Rabasa avoided preaching 

and yet had certain didactic goals, the narrative offered 

him the means to camouflage his message. It is interesting 

to note that in his last novel, La guerra de tres agios . 

written three years later, Rabasa abandoned the idealistic 

love element as the plot and substituted for it the social 

conflict between liberals and conservatives. 

Personages 

In the realistic novel, characterization plays a very 

important part in the structure; the study of customs and 

environment should not neglect the most important factor, 

man. It must be a truthful portrayal and dominate the other 

details : 

The character—the most important element in the 
novel—must be depicted as an individual, not as 
a type, and with all of the special traits spring
ing from his rank and his environment; he must be 
typical only in the sense that he represents all 
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the traits of his class; naturally, he must b< 
contemporary and drawn from any social level. 

This attempt to create individuals with typical 

characteristics created a problem for the realist author, for 

it is the endowing of an individual with typical attributes 

that make him a type and not a person. Rabasa, following 

this principle, has been subject to both praise for his por

trayal of real people and criticism for creating only types. 

Azuela feels that Rabasa's weakest point was his attempt to 

create people: "El psicologo mediocre, que, al enfocar 

directamente su vision sobre sus personajes como tipos 

genericos, revelo su impotencia para infundirles vida per

sonal. . . si como tipos tienen importancia, como criaturas 

O 
humanas carecen de vitalidad y dinamismo." Valenzuela 

Rodarte gives him credit for almost achieving real people: 

"Son en su mayorfa tipos bien logrados y casi llegan algunos 

„10 a caracteres. 

Still another author indicates that Rabasa is the 

only novelist of the period to truly create people: 

La mayorfa. . . hablan solamente de tipos de hombres, 
de modelos, no se refieren a seres concretos de 
carne y hueso . . . Emilio Rabasa, por el contrario 

g 

Henri Thulie, as summarized by Bernard Weinburg, 
French Realism: The Critical Reaction, 1830-1870 (New York, 
1937) » 121*. 

Q 
Mariano Azuela, Cien aflos de novela mexicana (Mexico 

City, 19^7), 175. 

"^Alberto Valenzuela Rodarte, Historia de la literatu-
ra en Mexico (Mexico City, 1961), 356. 
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dificilmente tiene paralelo, entre los autores 
mexicanos de su epoca, en habilidad para sacar a 
luz las mas variadas reacciones a sus personajes 
y revelar asf, la multiplicidad de elementos que 
forman la rica humanidad de ellos mismos.H 

An early "biographer feels that the people were so real that 

12 
they appear with only their names changed. 

The technique that Rabasa employs to introduce his 

characters is one also common to the realistic author: pre

sentation of an external description of the physical being, 

a background of the person's upbringing and social position, 

and then he is observed in his daily routine. Though many 

of the minor characters enter and leave the novels so quickly 

it is impossible to determine if they are real or not, the 

majority of the main characters, especially the protagonist 

Juan Quiriones , are observed from different angles to help 

give a complete portrait; all descriptions and comments are 

limited to those actions and qualities that could be observed, 

an exhaustive analysis of all exterior factors. This exter-

nalization was a realist tenet, but also a common practice 

among Latin American novelists. 

Dentro de la veracidad de los caracteres , toda la 
narrativa territorialy realista sudamericana, exce-
lente siempre en la pintura ambiental, esta situada 
en el exterior y no el interior de sus personajes; 

^Victor Abid, "Emilio Rabasa, novelista del hombre," 
Universidad de Mexico, VIII (November, 1953), 10. 

^Leonardo Pasque 
Chiapas (May, 1956), 13. 

12 Leonardo Pasquel, "Don Emilio Rabasa," Ateneo, 
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nos los muestra en sus actitudes y reacciones 
visibles, pero no entra en ellos intuitivamente 
para darnos sus procesos psicologicos, para que 
los conozcamos xntimamente. La mejor narrativa 
alcanza a dar caracteres, pero no almas. 

Accusing Rabasa of not being a psychologist is use

less. As the discipline of studying the inner man was not 

yet a scientific reality for him, it was purposely avoided. 

When faced with a situation that required some analysis, 

Rabasa escaped the issue by declaring "cuyo estudio remito a 

psicologos novelistas." (B^, 3*0. However in the case of the 

protagonist, the inner man was not neglected; his dreams, 

interior monologues and thoughts are means by which Rabasa 

ties together the plot or transfers the action to another 

place, and to this extent Juan Quifiones becomes a true 

individual. Most of the other personages are observed suffi

ciently that a complete study of the inner man is not 

necessary; Casalduero's analysis of Galdos also applies 

directly to Rabasa: "No penetramos en el alma porque es un 

poco inutil. Tienen su alma tan a flor de piel, tan en los 

labios; expresa su exterior con tal exactitud lo que sienten 

.il1* y piensan. 

13 Alberto Zum Felde, La narrativa en Hispanoamerica 
(Madrid, 196*0, 21. 

1^ Joaquin Casalduero, Vida y obra de Galdos (.Buenos 
Aires, 19^3) , 82. 
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Male Personages 

As most of the male personages possess various de

grees of ambition, it is not surprising that Rabasa has 

involved them in the Mexican political scene: "En general, 

los mexicanos se interesan en la politica porque en ellos se 

encuentra exaltada la voluntad de poderio.In his analy

sis of the Mexican character, Ramos indicates the necessity 

of doing a strict self-criticism in order to discover the 

truth about oneself: 

Muchos sufrimientos que hoy padecemos se aliviaran 
el dia que nos curemos de la vanidad. . . . Solo 
podremos conocernos a nosotros mismos como indivi-
duales o como pueblo, cuando a nuestras pequeflas 
pasiones podamos oponer la gran pasion de la ver-
dad, dispondra de la fuerza moral indispensable 
para hacer una severa crltica de si mismo, sobre-
poniendose a las susceptibilidades que puedan 
impedir una vision limpida y objetiva de su mundo 
interno.16 

Juan Q.uiflones. Recognizing that Rabasa's novels were 

written some forty years before the above study, it is 

interesting to note that the personage of Juan Quifiones , 

within the limits of behavior observed by Rabasa, is a valid 

self-examination of some of the weaknesses in the Mexican 

character. Narrator of these novels, Quinones shows the 

consequences of vanity, egotism and envy in his own life and 

those of false ambition and hypocrisy in the life of his 

^Samuel Ramos, El perfil del hombre y la cultura en 
Mexico, 3rd ed. (Mexico City, 1968) , 125• 

l6Ibid., 92. 
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antagonist, don Mateo Cabezudo. An old man at the time of 

the writing, he relates his life between the ages of twenty 

and twenty-three, with, all its strengths and faults. 

Especially noticeable is his egotism, the basis for most of 

his actions: "Por la natural disposicion de mi caracter de 

atender a lo que personalmente me correspondia sin hacer 

caso de lo demas" (CP^, 67); "la conversacion me sedujo, 

halagando mi incurable vanidad" (C_P, 17*0 • He is an exact 

representation of what Ramos classifies as an introvert: 

"El joven se interesa, sobre todo, en si mismo, y el mundo 

que le rodea solo existe para el en cuanto que puede exaltar-

17 le sus sentimientos individuales." Frustrated in his 

endeavor to marry Remedios because of his lowly social 

position and the opposition of her uncle, Juan is obsessed by 

thoughts of becoming famous and/or ruining Mateo Cabezudo. 

This obsession, together with his vanity, lead him into a 

number of embarrassing situations: revealing government 

secrets; writing bitter, vitriolic articles; getting involved 

with a worldly, passionate woman; and almost converting into 

the typical "polio" who spends his time getting drunk and 

planning seductions. Only Remedios' grave illness brings him 

back to his senses, and helps restore him to his natural good 

self. 

17Ibid., 125. 
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Notwithstanding this emphasis on egotism and vanity, 

Juan is not a one-dimensional person representing these 

defects, but a true person dominated and afflicted by certain 

weaknesses. With the exception of the fiual half of Moneda 

falsa, the character of Juan reveals a basically moral, 

idealistic young man, although somewhat naive as to the 

reality of the cruel, materialistic world surrounding him. 

Expecting to find honesty and morality in politics , he is 

rudely shocked upon learning the chicanery involved; and he 

joins his voice to those who demand that politics become an 

honorable profession, headed by honest men. The hypocrisy, 

dishonesty and trickery of the world never rub off on him; 

his actions are directed toward the goal of proving himself 

worthy of his boyhood sweetheart, failing until he learns to 

control his self-pride, vanity and envy. Without sermoniz

ing, Rabasa has built a very strong case for the importance 

of personal discipline and self control, both necessary for 

the betterment of man and society. 

Pepe Ro.lo. The supporting personages appear with 

very human and personal characteristics, but they often por

tray representative types or have a symbolic mission in the 

novels. Pepe is the unpassionate, perceptive observer of 

man and society: "Hombre razonador y juicioso, generoso y 

sin egoismo" (CP^, Ul) , who is able to penetrate beneath the 

exterior layer to reveal the true picture and to appear 
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objective and impartial in his judgments, he masks his words 

behind a satirical front. 

He is responsible for much of Juan's political 

education, serving as a personal tutor, and perhaps, symboli

cally, as a guide for Mexico. Through opportune, and often 

humorous, interventions the reader is made aware of some of 

the profound truths of Mexican politics. To make sure that 

Pepe's comments would be heeded, Rabasa has the protagonist 

declare: "Cuanto Pepe escribia tenia el sabor agradable y 

extrano de la originalidad, como un dejo que yo no encontraba 

sino en sus escritos." (MF., 239). His first speech is an 

allegory explaining how a country makes a poor mother but an 

excellent wet nurse; a mother loves her children too much to 

correct them, so they become spoiled, whereas a wet nurse 

will teach them correct principles and conduct. (CJC, 1810 . 

He also teaches the difference in Mexico between minister 

and ex-minister: "Entre nosotros, ser es la ultima expresion 

de lo sublime y haber si do es buenamente una vergiienza" (GC, 

316), and is also responsible for the symbolic titles and 

explanations of El cuarto poder and Moneda falsa. 

Another mission is that of moral counselor for the 

quick-tempered and impulsive Juan. Normally satirical or 

festive in tone, when counseling Pepe becomes formal and 

serious: "Me dijo con el tono serio severo y tranquilo que 

muy pocas veces us6 en su vida" (CP., 62), a voice strikingly 
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similar to that of Juan's conscience: "una voz sombria, dura 

y severa" (B, 89). On two different occasions Pepe saves 

Juan from jail, and when in his presence Juan is not governed 

by his passions: "Por el saludable influjo que en mi con-

ducta podian ejercer. . . Casi me produjo ira, pero un 

oportuno discurso de Pepe. . .suficiente para calmarme." 

(CP, 110, 1+9). As Juan becomes more degenerate, he avoids 

any contact with Pepe--as he would with his conscience, and 

when his actions finally cause his downfall, it is Pepe who 

appears to tell him in plain language exactly what he has 

become. (MF, 318). Admirable in his loyalty to Juan, he is 

almost the only male personage not controlled by ambition or 

vanity. 

Mateo Cabezudo. The antagonist, and the target of 

Juan's hate is General Mateo Cabezudo, a personification of 

strong arm politics. Short, heavy set and endowed with ani

mal strength and mentality, he has no desire to do justice, 

preferring to dominate through sheer force and brutality, a 

quality not infrequent in the Mexican character: "JCual es 

el deseo mas fuerte y mas intimo del mexicano? Quisiera ser 

un hombre que predomina entre los demas por su valentfa y su 

l8 1 
poder." This desire to prevail draws him into different 

uprisings where he successfully names himself or is offi

cially named major, coronel, and finally, for betraying the 

l8_ 
Ramos, 60. 
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governor, general. These positions of influence further 

his career, advancing from political leader to local repre

sentative, and from that to national representative, and from 

there to consider himself worthy of the office of Secretary 

of War. To further propagate his name and qualifications, 

he subsidizes friendly newspapers and threatens opposing 

journalists: "ganando si no mas sustancia, si mas volumen 

que era lo necesario." (CP., 1^8). Much of this favorable 

publicity is due to Bueso, a smooth-working opportunist who 

befriends Mateo; he helps him to know the right people and 

to be seen in the right places, robbing him blind in the 

process, finally causing his downfall. 

Very briefly glimpsed is the other side of Mateo's 

personality, that of a generous, kind and loving uncle. It 

is Remedios' love for him and for Juan that save the both of 

them after their personal ambitions and passions have 

speeded their mutual ruination. 

Santos Camacho. Of the same mold as Mateo, even in 

appearance and methods of governing, Santos Camacho is the 

political leader of El Salado in La guerra de tres afios : 

"Que el distrito era suyo, primero; y segundo, que el Jefe 

politico manda a todo el mundo, y todo el mundo debe obede-

cer sin chistar." (G, 32). More completely portrayed than 

Mateo, Camacho is described by the omniscient author, his 

personal secretary, the governor, the devout women of the 
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church, and the liberal businessmen who honor the memory of 

Juarez. This many-sided view, within the limits of carica

ture, allow him to function as a true individual; he does not 

need to be viewed in three dimensions for he is a person of 

only one, domination. 

Minor political personages. The rest of the male 

characters represent different grades of ambition, hypocrisy 

and self-interest. 

Miguel Labarca, personal secretary to the governor, 

is a young lawyer learning the reality of politics. Flat

tered by those around him into believing himself to be more 

important and intelligent than he really is, his character 

gradually changes from idealist to opportunist, finally help

ing overthrow the boss who taught him this political 

philosophy. Don Liborio Sixto Vaqueril,"the unfortunate boss, 

is the exponent of practical politics; all his acts and 

decisions are based on keeping a stable administration of 

peace and order--with himself as governor: "Ya yo se que es 

mejor el orden, la moralidad, la ley, que dar pasos como 

estos ; pero es preciso atender a las circunstancias y obrar 

segtin lo quieran los tiempos" (GC., 230). Of a similar 

philosophy is Jose I. Perez Gavilan, who uses people as pawns 

in his scheming to reach the office of governor; he justifies 

all means if they are successful. (GC» 308). 
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The journalists project their ambitions in their 

writingsj making or breaking character, forming public 

opinion and influencing daily lives. Many delight in learn

ing scandalous news, for it makes them famous. . . and rich. 

Indeed, money is the god of the newspaper world. Albar y 

G6mez becomes wealthy through his timely creations and sus

pensions of his various newspapers. When it is to his 

profit, they support the government, but will back the 

opposition at the right price. He is pictured as the hard-

headed, practical businessman who lives to make money. 

Working under him is Escorroza, who, writing under different 

pseudonyms, creates heated debates and threatens duels with 

himself. Another type is Claveque, the blackmailer, who 

exchanges his silence for hard cash. 

Together,.these with other personages typical of 

Mexican society--the priest, the conservative landlord, the 

"polio," and others--are all artistically intermixed in the 

novelistic plot to present, if not a complete study of indi

viduals, a comprehensive look at typical men in action during 

this period of history. 

Female Personages 

Interested in studying the political side of man and 

society, Rabasa allows the opposite sex a small part in the 

novelistic structure; only three women intervene in the 

action of the first four novels, and each represents a 
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determined position and mission. It is difficult to capture 

a vision of Remedios. Traced early by Rabasa so she will not 

be compared to the typical romantic heroine, she is never 

subjected to the objective description that would allow her 

to function as a complete person. Rather than a real girl of 

flesh and blood, she represents the idealized love of a young 

man, wrapped up in the purity, innocence and sweetness of a 

provincial virgin. Her role as an angel of salvation makes 

her even less describable as a person, but easily recogniz

able as a symbol. 

In direct contrast to this sweet and innocent girl is 

the figure of Jacinta. Daughter of the owner of the boarding 

house where Juan lives, she is the product of a domineering 

father--thirty-two years old, unmarried, and just discovering 

herself as a woman. She symbolizes the materialistic world, 

the city and the temptation of the flesh: "No sacada de 

una egloga de Garcilaso, mas blanca que la leche y transpa-

rente como las aguas de un arroyo, sino llena de la fiebre 

de la vida y de las pasiones violentas del mundo." (CP., 15*0 • 

Passionate and jealous, she is courted by Juan when he is 

dominated by his vanity and envy--thus susceptible to 

worldly sins and temptations; she is rejected in Juan's 

rational moments, when thoughts of Remedios make Jacinta seem 

ugly and repugnant. Abandoned by Juan when Remedios falls 

sick, she later becomes a prostitute. When Juan learns this 
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fact, many years later, he feels himself to blame and quotes 

the example as a warning to those who put pride and vanity 

first in their lives. 

There is another symbolic relationship between Reme-

dios and Jacinta showing the virtues of the country opposed 

to the vices of the city. Juan often reflects on how the 

city will ruin peoples' lives, especially those who are used 

to the pure life of the country: 

Yo llegue con mi corazon honrado y puro a aquella 
ciudad, lleno de esperanzas, ajeno de envidias, 
exento de ambiciones. . . que si no llego a corrom-
perse irremediablemente, llego si, a enfermarse, 
y heridas recibio de que aun conserva las rugosas 
cicatrices. (GC^, 293). 

This comparison of the city and the country is brought on 

by his relationships with the two girls , or by thoughts of 

them. 

The third woman is Felicia, a friend to both Juan and 

Remedios who dedicates her entire life to their happiness. 

When she is orphaned at fourteen, Juan becomes her guardian, 

and she becomes a sister to him. Very sketchily described 

in the usual exterior descriptions, she is normally brought 

into the action through the use of indirect dialog, in which 

her speech is reproduced by the protagonist, and is worth 

hundreds of descriptive words of height and weight: 

IHuy, hijito!, si vieras que regafio me dio el tlo. 
lAh! Ya le mande decir a Remedios que aqu£ estfis; 
yo no la he visto porque no la dejan salir. Le 
mande decir que aquf es£a Azafranillo, y se puso 
muy contenta y te manda memorias y dice que te 
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cuides mucho. No te enojes por lo de Azafranillo: 
asf te llamabamos el 16 de septiembre, por el 
vestido que tenias. IY te veias muy guapo, no creasl 
Pero esta Remedios es muy tonta, y con solo verte, 
se pone colorada y se le encienden las orejas. Un 
dia le dije, al pasar tu: 'Mamacita, J Que tal 
cuando te cases.1' y me pego en la boca y le dio 
nucha risa. (B, 11^-115)« 

Customs and History 

Two essential qualities of realism according to 

Weinburg's study are: "truthful representation of the real 

19 world, and a study of contemporary life and manners." Gal-

d6s called the novel of his period "la novela moderna de 

20 costumbres." These realistic techniques, added to the 

desire to produce a literature based on national life and 

history, gave Rabasa the foundation on which to base his 

works, and have produced only favorable comments: "El merito 

indiscutible consiste en la autenticidad del medio que estS 

21 descrito;" "Es innegable el enorme valor documental de 

..22 
estas novelas. 

The settings for the novels closely parallel Rabasa's 

own personal life. After graduating from law school, he 

worked in local politics in Chiapas; soon after, he moved to 

19 
Weinburg, 19^. 

20 
Galdos, "Observaciones," l65« 

21 Azuela, Ci en afios , 176. 

p p 
Antonio Magafia Esquivel, La novela de la revoluci<5n 

(Mexico City, I96U), 27. 
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Oaxaca where he was a state representative and later served 

as personal secretary to the governor; moving to Mexico City, 

he helped organize and create a new newspaper. The novels 

"begin in the province and then move to the state capital; 

from there the characters are transported to Mexico City 

where the protagonist works as a journalist. For this reason 

Rabasa was able to add a more personal and real touch--

experience--to the realistic principles of observation and 

study. 

Customs 

Rabasa's perceptive eye was to uncover many interest

ing facts about the life and customs of the people, many of 

which are still in practice today. La bola opens with a 

depiction of an Independence Day celebration. The town is 

awakened by firecrackers, bells and the band marching through 

the streets, followed by all the young people of the town. 

Later, everyone proceeds to the central plaza, where the 

town dignataries have been preparing for the usual civic 

ceremonies featuring the inevitable speeches that insist on 

the necessity of following in the footsteps of the glorious 

forefathers who fought and gave their blood for life, liberty 

and happiness. Those in the back rows cannot hear because 

the children of the town are playing their favorite games 

and making too much noise. Games, picnics and dances add to 

the day, and the favorite pastime is the exciting fireworks 
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display at night. (B., 22-26). Excluding the novelistic 

plot and the satire present in Rabasa's description would 

cause it to read exactly as a description of an Independence 

23 Day by a twentieth century Mexican historian. 

The drainage system of Mexico City, long a problem, 

is the medium by which Rabasa introduces El cuarto poder. 

Juan reminisces about the freshness of the rain in the coun

try after being driven from his room by the terrible smell 

of Mexico City during a rainstorm: "paso por mi cabeza la 

idea de si no lloveria en la Ciudad de los Palacios agua tan 

limpia como en todas partes." (CI?, 12). The owner of the 

boarding house blames the flooding on the new liberal politi

cal regime, and the ensuing dialog leads the two men to the 

balcony to witness the spectacle taking place in the streets; 

owners try to keep water from running into their stores; 

opportunistic young men make money by transporting people 

across the streets piggy-back style; and an old woman places 

two chairs, one before the other, in an attempt to reach the 

other side. (CP., lU-17). 

An example of Rabasa's observational powers is seen 

in the following description of the activities outside a 

Cathedral on a Sunday morning: 

23 , „ Luis Gonzalez y Gonzalez, Ema Cosio Villegas y 
Guadalupe Monroy, La republica restaurada—La vida social, 
Vol. Ill of Daniel Cosio Villegas Historia moderna de Mexico 
(Mexico City, 1955) » U8U-U86. 
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La gente iba y venia continuamente a esa hora, 
agregandose al movimiento comun y corriente de la 
ciudad el de las mil personas que acudian a la 
Catedral o salian de las misas del Altar del Per-
don. Hormigueaban por aquella parte los vendedores 
de dulces y pastelillos, los voceadores de perio-
dicos y los impertinentes vendedores de bastones, 
peines y baratijas, que todo se lo metan a uno por 
la cara. Los gritos de todos ellos , los que daban 
otros de mayor categoria que tenian sus puestos 
junto a las cadenas de la Catedral, voceando de 
hilo el inventario de sus mercancfas , el ruido de 
los coches y el chillido de los pitos de hule que 
cien muchachos desarrapados vendian, formaban el 
gran rumor de la plaza central de la ciudad, lle-
nandola y difundiendose por las calles adyacentes. 
(CP, 73). 

The description in itself is exact, but the insertion 

of such expressions as "impertinente," "se lo metan a uno por 

la cara," "voceando de hilo" give life, color and sound to 

the observation. Although there are many other observed 

customs of daily life--including the party given for the 

governor on his birthday, and the description of the "casa 

de huespedes"--Rabasa never allows them to become long and 

boring digressions, a fault very common to the Mexican novel 

before Rabasa. He keeps a tight rein on what is to be in

cluded or excluded; when the description becomes too long or 

superfluous, the author declares: "Por no entrar en menuden-

cia prolijas". . . "excuso pormenores fatigosos para el 

lector." (B, 38, 9l)« 

At his descriptive and artistic best in La guerra de 

tres aflos , Rabasa has made the whole novel a recreation of a 

small town some years after the War of Reform, I858-I86O. 
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The "bickering "between the liberals and conservatives, the 

religious processions, the cock fights, and the political 

rule of Santos Camacho, are all effectively intermingled with 

personal activities to make this novel a synthesis of the 

customary and daily life of its inhabitants. 

These many observations that point out certain flaws 

in the customs and daily life are handled in such good humor 

that they appear more for diversion and information than for 

moral reasons. Rabasa does not preach, nor does he offer 

solutions, except in his examination of politics and journal

ism, for here at times the message, although masked, can be 

detected. 

Politi cs 

Personal motives, ambitious men and a willing populace 

are the ingredients that characterize the lo^cal revolts so 

abundant in nineteenth century Mexico. It would be impossible 

to number them all, but as a case in point, there were more 

than twenty in the state of Chiapas during Rabasa's early 

2k life. La bola depicts one of these struggles. First, 

there is ambition--don Mateo covets the position of political 

leader; second, there is a dispute over some insignificant 

detail — Coderas will not permit Mateo to carry the flag as 

had been the custom; third, the incident is blown out of 

2k i 
Orantes, 73-9**-
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proportion by gossip and by editorializing in the newspapers; 

fourth, people take sides, some willingly and some forcibly; 

fifth, the fight--after trading victories that cause great 

loss of life and property, Mateo wins; sixth, the fight was 

useless—though there is a new leader, the same shysters and 

crooks that made up the old organization are still in power, 

having changed sides at the opportune moment; and, last, the 

loser retires from active politics--Coderas moves to the 

ranch he shrewdly obtained for himself during his 

administration. 

Within months after publication, two studies indicate 

its authenticity: 

Hay mucha y muy buena observacion. La obra entera 
es perfectamente historica: no se sabe en donde ni 
cuando pasa, pero es historica. Pertenece a la 
historia sin fecha, a la historia eterna. lOJala 
que podamos considerarla como historia antiguaJ 
En las iiltimas paginas, se siente la tristeza 
causada por eso que fue--Ipreterito pretencioso!--
nuestro pasado.^5 

The other study notes: 

Un cuadro vivo y animado de nuestras costumbres, 
poniendo en relieve con maestria, los vicios 
tragicos que formaron nuestra desgracia en epoca 
aun reciente de nuestra historia.2" 

As so much of the novel is historical, only a few of 

the most salient facts about these uprisings can be listed 

P c 
Manuel Gutierrez Najera, "Humoradas dominicales," 

El Partido Liberal (July 31, 1887), 2. 

^Lopez-Port illo, kk2. 
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here, but they do attest to Rabasa' ability as an understand

ing observer. He comments on the frecuency of the " bolas: 

"En este pais la opinion esta siempre en favor del desorden, 

de donde diere, y sin necesidad deaveriguacion a verdad 

supuesta y buena fe guardada" (B, 18); the discipline: "Me 

determinaba como buen bolista a desobedecer a mi jefe. . . A 

fuer de buen bolista me coloque en el sitio en que me dio 

la gana" (B, 69, 98); and the tragedy: "La arrastran tantas 

pasiones como cabecillas y soldados la constituyen; en el 

uno es la venganza ruin; en el otro una ambicion mezquina; en 

aquel el ansia de figurar; en este la de sobreponerse a un 

enemigo. Y ni un solo pensamiento comun, ni un principio que 

aliente a las conciencias. " (B_, 168). Rabasa's philosophy 

on the who, the how and the why of these small battles coin

cide almost completely with Ramos1 observations on the Latin 

27 
American temperament and revolutions. 

Many of the comments made on the methods of governing 

do not refer just to Mexican history, but are common practices 

in politics throughout the world. The central idea of poli

tics in these novels is maintenance of power: "No es lo m£s 

dificil adquirir sino conservar." (G, 31). Not just as a 

novelist, but also as an historian, Rabasa stresses the human 

characteristic of wishing to stay in power; he furthermore 

points out the defects in Mexico's Constitution, which gave 

27Ramos, 118-121. 
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no power to the executive branch and had grave defects in 

the electoral process, encouraging the spawning of autocratic 

2 8 
and dictatorial regimes. 

Journalism 

Politics and journalism work hand in hand as they use 

each other to further their own objectives; politics make 

the news, and the news make politics. Most newspapers are 

founded on sensationalism or servility, thus the news is not 

what really happens, but what is added to or subtracted from 

the truth. For the government-supported papers, the govern

ment is perfect; for the opposition, the government is all 

bad. An illustration is the notice of a reporter on the 

good-will and cordiality at an official party, while the 

truth is the guests were all inebriated. (GC_, 209) • Journal

ists, for the most part, are not intellectually prepared for 

their jobs, yet they feel themselves to be the voice and 

information center for the country: "Encargados de velar por 

las libertades piiblicas, la verdad y la honra de la patria." 

(MP, 265). 

Many of the episodes involving newspapers are taken 

directly from historical events. The jailing of opposition 

Journalists was allowed just before and during the adminis

tration of Porfirio Diaz, and is referred to on three 

2 8 Emilio Rabasa, La evolucion historica de Mexico, 2nd 
ed. (Mexico City, 1956), 105-1-
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occasions in Rabasa's novels. Dueling, especially on account 

of newspaper articles, was a common occurrence during the 

29 l8o0's. Another general theme is government or individual 

subsidizing of newspapers. Juan Quinones writes for an 

opposing paper, and is astounded to discover that the paper 

supplies and even his salary is paid by the government; on 

the other hand, Mateo Cabezudo personally backs three news

papers to always have favorable coverage. Examining 

journalism during the government of Diaz, a historian reports: 

No obstante que todos los periodicos diarios jact£-
banse de ser independientes. . . quince estan 
subvencionados, ora por los gobernadores de Estado , 
ora por los amigos personales del general Diaz, ora 
por la tesoreria de la nacion.^ 

Quoting extensively from El Tiempo, a rival of El 

Universal, Cosio Villegas accuses El Universal of later re-

31 ceiving subsidy from the central government. 

Scope of the Criticism 

How much of this criticism and examination of society 

and the system is to advocate change and how much is super

ficial observation used to tell a story? Critics generally 

feel that Rabasa explored and discovered many evils in the 

29 Moises Gonzalez Navarro, Porfiriato--La vida social. 
Vol. IV of Daniel Cosio Villegas Historia moderna de Mexico 
(Mexico City, 1955), 682. 

30 -Jose C. Valades, El porfirismo--historia de un 
regimen, II (Mexico City, 19^8)> 79• 

31 
Gonz£lez Navarro, 676-8. 
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system: "desajustes sociales, injusticias y abusos que 

irian fermentando hasta provocar el alzamiento maderista de 

32 1910." But others think that Rabasa was making fun of 

those who wanted to rebel against the strict order and were 

"aguas mansas impropias para generar preocupaciones o pro-

3 3 blemas, e inadecuadas para despertar pasiones violentas." 

Rather than talk of what Rabasa intended to do, it 

may be better to point out the effect of the novels. Howe 

has explained that the political novelist "who claims himself 

to be a partisan of order and then mocks and lacerates every

one is entirely subversive in effect.Rabasa cannot be 

classified as a subversive, but certain ideas showing non

conformity can easily be noted. 

He definitely is against the "bolas" because they 

are based on ambition, passion and tend to harm the individ

ual morally: "Me estaba haciendo el peor mal de que es 

capaz: disminuir la integridad y energia de mi juicio moral." 

(B, 123). Still he indicates the possible justification for 

a social revolution based on ideals of honesty and justice: 

"La revolucion es hija del progreso del mundo, y ley includi

ble de la humanidad. . . A ellas debemos la rapida 

32Magafia E., 22. 

O O  

Manuel Gonzalez Ramirez, "Prologo," in Emilio Rabasa 
Retratos y estudios (Mexico City, 19^5)> ix. 

•a]i . 
Irving Howe, Politics and the Novel (Greenwich, Conn., 

1967), 59-
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transformacion de la sociedad y las instituciones . " (B_, 168). 

Azuela criticized Rabasa for his distinction "between "tola" 

and revolution, indicating that they were both governed by 

35 the same ideals as well as having the same defects. Azuela, 

who joined the Revolution against Diaz, later became very 

disillusioned with the results. Rabasa, whose novels seem 

to favor this large social revolution, was strongly opposed 

to that of 1910; yet his writings reflect optimism toward 

the future, for he accepted the Revolution as part of the 

evolutionary progress that could lead to a better way of 

life. 

The novels also combat the idea of sacrificing 

Justice for political manipulations. Miguel Labarca, who 

changes from idealist to pragmatist loses respect both in 

the eyes of the idealist Quiriones and the realist Pepe Rojo. 

Political leaders whose philosophy is rule by force are 

satirized thoroughly; Cabezudo is retired to a ranch, and 

Camacho is elevated to a position with no power or influence. 

Consequences of this type of rule are mentioned with the 

explicit hope that they will not be permitted. 

Beginning his career as a journalist, Juan dreams of 

becoming a great reporter as his articles help solve many of 

the social and constitutional errors; idealistic even in his 

dreams, he knows he must learn before practicing and so 

35 Azuela, Cien afios , 171. 
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studies grammar, geography, history, political economics 

and national and constitutional law. Juan, the fictional 

personage, never succeeded; on the other hand, Rabasa, after 

leaving the literary field, successfully dedicated his life 

to changing the bad laws and evils of the political system; 

he turned an early dream into reality. 

This criticism engulfed both the society and the 

individual; society had to learn to do justice and the indi

vidual had to learn self discipline. Many critics, among 

them Brushwood, have not been able to understand how Rabasa 

could criticize existing evils so strongly and yet be an 

3 6 
important cog and a strong supporter of Porfirio Diaz. 

But Carballo has explained that the criticism was not against 

37 Dfaz, but against certain individuals and practices. 

Rabasa was a believer in justice, but also felt that Justice 

could be brought about through the political education that 

would teach correct principles; the practice of these prin

ciples would produce habits; the habits would then become a 

necessity as their importance was learned. 

John S. Brushwood, "La 
porfirismo," Historia Mexicana, 
U01. 

37 Emmanuel Carballo, "La 
Nacional (March 23, 1958), 8. 

novela mexicana frente al 
VII (January-March, 1958, 

novela y don Porfirio," El^ 
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Humor 

Realism tended to be critical in its approach as it 

searched to explain the actions of man and society. As the 

first French authors strived to obtain objectivity and 

impartiality, the serious side of reality was emphasized; 

but as the realistic techniques were absorbed into the 

Spanish literary tradition, humor was inserted and became 

an increasingly important part of the novelistic style. 

Galdos explained that true realism was enhanced through the 

use of humor, and, referring to the picaresque novels and 

to Cervantes, pointed out that this mixture of the serious 

3 8 and comic was an important element of literary Spain. 

Much of Rabasa's reputation as a novelist rests on 

his successful use of humor, a product of his own tempera

ment and the literary tradition of both Spain and Mexico. 

His favorite readings were Don Quijote and the novels of 

Perez Galdos; his humor is also very similar. Three devices — 

satire, caricature and familiar approach, all treated with 

a fine ironic touch — form the nucleus of Rabasa's wit. 

Indeed, irony is the key to the whole style, for it allows 

the author to explain the discrepancy between appearance and 

reality without compromising his imi -rtial position. 

q Q 
Benito Perez Galdos, "Prologo," in Leopoldo Alas, 

La regenta,3rd ed. (Madrid, 1900), v-xix. 
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Satire 

The basic themes for the novels--uprisings, politics 

and journalism--are all targets for ridicule; and their 

corresponding vices and follies are exposed. This exposure 

is basically for didactic purposes, but they are carefully 

blended with the movement of the plot through the liberal 

use of good-natured satire. The enclosing of moralistic 

intentions within a humorous framework has been a common 

practice in literature and was one of the principal charac

teristics of custom portrayal: "La observacion y la censura 

39 festiva de las costumbres nacionales." Although the moral 

elements could have caused the satire to become bitter or 

sarcastic, in Rabasa it is a lighthearted ironic criticism 

by one who understood and sympathized with his creations. 

Empathy or not, nothing or no one, with the exception of the 

heroine Remedios, escapes examination and comment. 

The results of the "bola" are tragic and not sati

rized, but the author interprets the motives: "La 

revolucion era justa y legitima; se trataba de derrocar la 

tiranfa y la tirania es abominable. Yo no sabia cuales eran 

los abusos del poder; pero que el Gobierno abusaba, era cosa 

fuera de toda duda y discusion. IHombre! y es bonito el 

papel que acabe con los tiranos." (jB, 27). A similar 

on 
Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, "Don Benito Perez 

Galdos," Estudios y discursos de critica historica y litera-
ria (Santander, 19^2), 88-89-
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situation is seen in the novelette where the devout women 

declare war on the political leader: "ansiosas de luchar 

para conquistar los antiguos fueros--sin saber que cosa es 

eso." (B, 33). Uprisings are impossible without proclama

tions and manifestoes: "Le trajo papeles important£simos y 

muy numerosos; sobre todo muy numerosos, pues los politicos 

de San Martin no comprendian una alarma sin su resma de 

papel florante" (13, ^9); and public opinion: "No tener 

opinion. . . antes de que se sepa el resultado probable del 

negocio." (B, 17). 

Cabezudo, Coderas, and Perez Gavilan were all be

lievers in might making right, while Santos Camacho added 

the effects of alcohol to his philosophy of rule by power. 

One of the more delightful descriptions of local politics is 

their comparison with a deck of cards: 

Ho siempre las espadas han sido triunfos en mi 
Estado natal: algunas ocasiones ha tocado su 
vez a los oros, y aun iguardenos Dios! a las 
mismas copas. En la epoca a que mi narracion 
se refiere, para no dejar fuera del juego nin-
guno de los palos de la baraja, parece que 
dominaban los bastos. (G£, 190) 

Juan, the naive idealist, basing his description of politics 

on his personal activities declares: "Averigue chismes, 

inquirf noticias, propague cuentos y, en una palabra, me 

met! en la polftica." (G£, 306). The satire culminates with 

the overthrow of the governor by his personal protege, 

whom he spent months inculcating with the science of how to 

succeed in politics. 
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The ignorance of the writers and the content of 

newspapers is a favorite target. When writing on a techni

cal subject, the writer, to hide his ignorance, puts the 

article in such general and broad terms that it fills the 

page--and says nothing. (CP., 23). When there is an over

abundance of space and a lack of material, imagination is 

given a free rein: sextuplets are born somewhere in the 

mountains; a one hundred and fifty-year old man, with all 

his teeth still intact, just dies; the family of Mr. Perez, 

who disappeared ten years ago, is searching for him; etc. 

(CP, 68). Subtly referring to the quality of his articles, 

Juan proclaims: "Mi pluma abarco bien pronto cuanta 

materia quiso, por ese privilegio que tienen los hombres de 

talento, de hablar de todo, seguros de hacerlo bien, asi no 

entiendan el asunto de que se trate" (CI?, 95) > and Pepe 

Rojo's commentary on the newspapers of Mexico is humorous 

both for the truths about newspapers and for the stylistic 

parody of Don Quijote: 

El Imperio de la Ley, oficial del Estado, destinado 
a elogiar a su gobierno; no lo vea, ya sabemos lo 
que dice. El Orden Constitucional: revistas de 
banquetes , brindis, versitos de Miguel Labarca a la 
hija de Gavilan; tfrele. . . . El Ciudadano: me 
gusta por su papel grueso y pesado que nos da 
provecho en la venta pero. . . (CjP, 111). 

Cari cature 

The emphasis on physical traits, gestures, mannerisms 

and speech peculiarities are all included in the study of 
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human character to bring out specific elements of each 

individual personality. Many of Rabasa's personages are one 

dimensional beings, brought into the action with their 

character already formed; they serve a preconceived purpose, 

and if not further needed, are dropped from the narrative. 

Usually described from a humorous point of view, they are 

not complete caricatures, but are endowed with a certain 

gesture or speech tag allowing the reader to identify them 

more easily. Juan's comment on the ability of Pepe Rojo 

to describe is auto-criticism of Rabasa on Rabasa: "La 

fidelidad del pincel con que retrataba. . . anadla ciertos 

rasgos caricaturescos de mucho nervio y gracia." l8U). 

The physical being of Governor Vaqueril takes on a 

new dignity when he becomes governor: 

Que su tez, bastante anochecida, adquirfa ciertos 
reflejos del amanecer; sus ojos hundidos bajo 
cavernosa boveda sombreada por cejas Ssperas, 
tomaron fulgores de inteligencia; el hablar fue 
menos gangoso; los movimientos mas desembarazados, 
menos mal llevado el vestido, y un punto menos 
arrugado la piel, por virtud de algun medro de 
las escasisimas carnes. . . Aquel modelo de hom-
bres publicos tenia la debilidad de gustar 
demasiado de lo bello, a pesar de sus cincuenta 
y seis afios. (GC^, l899 19l)« 

Individual mannerisms are reported to point out a 

flaw in personality: "El secretario de la Jefatura. . . 

quizas porque comprendfa todo esto (su propia importancia), 

adquirio el vanidoso gesto de sonreir solo con el lado 

derecho de la boca, que guinaba siempre hacia arriba." 

(G, 36). An example of vanity is noted in Miguel Labarca: 
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"Me habria seducido completamente su alocucion si no 

hubiera yo notado, en el arqueo del brazo derecho y en la 

manera de tirar del puno de la camisa, ciertos indicios de 

vanidad raal contenida. " 199)* Escorroza, the journal

ist who creates polemics with himself, is extremely nervous; 

he has two constant habits--pushing his glasses back on his 

nose and finishing everyone's sentences for them: 

"Tengo que hablar con. . 
"Pablito," dijo completando don Javier. 
"Me han encomendado un negocio. . ." 
"Importante, si sefior, importante ha de ser cuando 

usted se toma la molestia de venir por aca." 
"Ciertamente; ahora mismo tengo que ir al Ministerio. 
"De Justi ci a." 
"No, senor, el de. . ." 
"Guerra." 
"Fomento . Me llama el ministro." (CJ?, 117) • 

The above is both a habit, and a speech tag--

"muletilla"--which become the trademark of a specific 

individual. Rabasa uses it infrequently--don Mateo says 

Icanasto!--but makes it the key to his whole character. It 

is such a habit, that without it Mateo cannot talk, and 

the reader becomes so used to identifying Mateo's speeches 

with the word that he too is uncomfortable when Cabezudo 

tries to speak to the governor's wife without using it: 

Y comenzo a hablar con mas dificultad que nunca, 
puesto que habia de evitar la muletilla del 
Icanasto.*, sin la cual casi no podia mover la 
lengua. . . el cumpliria a satisfaccion del 
Gobierno o se echaria en una barranca de cabeza; 
porque lean. . . .' el era muy amigo del senor 
Vaqueril y no de boca, sino de veras. (GC.> 280). 
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Familiar Approach 

Rabasa's satire of customs and individuals is based 

on an assumed familiarity between himself as author and his 

reader; it is this casual style and low key humor that helps 

him to maintain the artistic balance between preaching and 

mockery. It is not the type of humor that produces loud 

laughter, but rather knowing smiles: 

Otra virtud. . . su atemperado sentido del humor. 
Posee una gracia sin quiebra en lo que dice, pero 
nucha mas en lo que intenta sugerir. . . No arran-
ca la facil carcajada; discreto sobre todas las 
cosas. . . para alcanzar una victoria de mejor 
merito: provocar la sonrisa.^ 

One of the techniques by which this is achieved is 

to have the author address the reader as he would an old 

friend, assuming him to be aware already of the general 

material and, at times, the characters. These intrusions 

show the author to be completely relaxed and not a bit self-

conscious, inviting the reader to assume the same position: 

"El lector. . . ya se acuerda de mi y de algunas otras per-

sonas que aun continuaran dando quehacer a mi pluma, y 

algtin entretenimiento a los que tengan ratos de sobra en su 

vida." (GC, 176). 

This low key, subtle approach to humor is also 

dependent on the author's ability to reproduce colloquial 

speech. The dialogs are impregnated with the popular speech, 

Antonio Acevedo Escobedo, "Prologo," in Emilio Ra-
basa La bola y La gran ciencia, 2nd ed. (Mexico City, 1966), 
x .  
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but the descriptions are written in the same colloquial 

form; if read aloud, it would be hard to distinguish 

between description and dialog. Rabasa has underlined many 

of these expressions to add to the intimacy and familiarity 

he is trying to portray. 

When speaking of the "bola," a colloquialism in it

self, Rabasa talks of "las cos as ," "hubi era lumbre," 

"pronunciadas," "la iba a armar," "bolistas," "como debxan 

ser," "los muchachos de su mando," "buena disposicion," 

"entrar derecho," and "el nuevo orden de cosas." The poli

ticians' vocabulary is sprinkled with such terms as: "para 

la primera oportunidad," "para mientras," "una gran combi-

nacion," "hombre de orden," "los de arriba," "amigo de boca," 

"intereses publicos," "amistad politica," "estamos en 

acuerdo." At times Rabasa cannot resist the urge to 

satirize this use of the vernacular: "Estamos proyectando, 

hemos pensado, tenemos algunas dificultades, etc. etc., 

tropo muy usado entre periodistas y dependientes de mostra-

dor, que jamSs hablan en singular, el cual ha ido haciendose 

comtfn entre todos los que aspiran a representar algtfn papel 

que no es el suyo." (GjC, 193). 

In order to recognize and enjoy this familiar humor, 

it is necessary that the reader possess an understanding of 

the entire situation and the author's intent, for much of 

the humor speaks to the inner ear, and includes phraseology, 
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punctuation and word order. Often humor is achieved not in 

what is said, but rather what is left unsaid and insinuated: 

"Durante su administracion hizo tales y tan rigurosas 

economfas, que al salir del empleo tenia comprada una regu

lar finca de campo a diez leguas de la cabecera, y a ella 

se retiro para gozar tranquilaraente del fruto de sus afanes 

y privaciones." (JB, 33). This rigorous economizing was, 

of course, the personal use of private funds--stealing--but 

is stated so innocently that the reader smiles in spite of 

the implications. 

The utilization of humor has allowed the author to 

uncover the vices that beset the society and individuals of 

his epoch, to coat them in such a way that the bitter sting 

is removed, and to allow the reader to enjoy reading about 

what needs to be changed. 

Conclus ion 

These novels appear at a time in which romanticism 

still had many followers. Rabasa was one of the first 

novelists to willfully combat their ideas and ignore the 

preaching and sermonizing that had accompanied most previous 

hi 
novels. With the exception of the love story that comple

mented these studies of man and society, the novels reflect 

the dogmas of the realist school, especially those 

^Warner, 9^-
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expounded and practiced by Perez Galdos. As this included 

a study of real people and their daily activities, both 

characterization and custom portrayal were necessary devices. 

Critics have not agreed on Rabasa's ability as a 

creator of personages, but the reader willing to accept the 

realist tenets of acquaintance through external description, 

daily life and habits, and a humorous portrayal at times 

tending to caricature, will acknowledge that the author has 

been faithful to the demands of the realist principles. 

Juan Quiflones is a factual depiction of a typical individual 

of the time; he definitely has his own personality although 

the vices and weaknesses in his character are features of 

the Mexican. Most of the other characters are representa

tive of a political office or a position in society; only 

Remedios, the idealized portrait of love, is not subject to 

a close scrutiny of the routine of daily life. 

Azuela feels that Rabasa is the first novelist to 

confront social and political problems that previous authors 

had either avoided or examined superficially. The novels 

closely parallel Rabasa's personal life; his own activities 

in local and state politics and journalism give him added 

insight to the problems involved. The treatment is humorous 

but indicates a nonconformity with acceptable practices. 

Agustfn Y&ftez gives Rabasa credit for his manner of dealing 

b2 
Azuela, Cien anos, 169. 
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with current problems, noting that this treatment became 

the foundation for the modern novel: 

Buena parte de la novela actual tiene rasgos comunes 
con el modo de narrar de Micros y de Rabasa. . . El 
retrato crxtico (que) retratara a la realidad con el 
fin de describir sus fallas e intentar el diseno 
de su posible superacion. Los rasgos satiricos y 
caricaturales que se encuentran en la novela son 
un rechazo, parcial o total, de esa realidad. . . 
La novela retrata una circunstancia; es una demanda 
que pide se supere. • . los vicios arraigados en la 
esoructura del pais.^3 

This influence is seen in certain authors of the late nine-

1} 1) 
teenth century, and Mariano Azuela's first novels are very 

similar to those of Rabasa in tone and intention. Note this 

paraphrasing on political success: "Se llega a los mas altos 

puestos no por el talento, no por el saber, sino por la 

audacia y por la intriga, por la bajeza, la desverguenza y el 

. • ,,̂ 5 cinismo. 

Depiction of the "bolas" and their consequences are 

essential features of the novel of the Revolution. Rabasa 

was not a direct influence on those authors, although Rafael 

F. Munoz says: "Las novelas de Emilio Rabasa despertaron mi 

interes."^ Though Rabasa was a forerunner of these 

'+ 3 Emmanuel Carballo, Diecinueve protagonistas de la 
literatura mexicana del siglo XX (Mexico Ci ty, 196 5) > 201,. 

UU 
Joaquina Navarro, La novela realista mexicana 

(Mexico City, 1955), 99-

5 Mariano Azuela, Los fracasados in Obras Completas , 
I (Mexico City, 1958), 39-

U 6 
Carballo, Diecinueve, 270. 
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novelists, some critics feel that parts of his novels are 

equal: "podrian ser de alguna de las novelas de la Revolu-

cion contemporanea, y los ambientes descritos en aquella 

(La bola) y en su continuacion, las envidiarian para sus 

U7 
obras nuestros novelistas actuales." 

k7 Jose Luis Martinez, La expresi6n nacional (Mexico 
City, 1955), 20U. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

The boyhood years of Emilio Rabasa encompassed a 

period of political instability in Mexico which included 

the writing of the Constitution of 1857 and two of the wars 

caused by that Constitution, the War of Reform between the 

Liberals and the Conservatives , and the war against French 

intervention. During this period the central government, 

under the leadership of Benito Juarez, sought to enforce 

political order to assure to all citizens peace, and thus, 

progress. Though not completely successful—witness the 

many local uprisings that accompanied and followed the big 

wars--it marked the beginning of national unity. 

To implant this society of peace, a new philosophy, 

positivism, was introduced into the national school system. 

Rabasa, like many other youths, had witnessed years of 

political chaos, and his generation became willing disciples 

of this philosophy that proposed to establish social order 

through the application of scientific methods. This study 

has attempted to point out how the events of his early life 

and his education helped form Rabasa's character; his life

long efforts to amend the Constitution by adapting it to 

the Mexican character and his support of the peaceful 

213 
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dictatorship of Porfirio Dfaz were two results of this edu

cation. Rabasa's life and works reflected this learning 

based on the scientific principles of study, observation 

and experimentation. 

Of special importance is Rabasa's decision to become 

a novelist and a journalist although, as with the majority 

of his decisions, one can only assume the reasons because 

Rabasa never explained. Though the positivistic education 

he received stressed reason and the sciences in preference 

to sentiment and the humanities, he considered sentiment an 

inborn trait of youth and poetry the means of expressing it. 

An avid reader of Spanish and French literature during his 

years as a student, he composed many poems in imitation of 

the Spanish Golden Age poets, none of which he kept. He 

later wrote a group of poems based on the love poetry of 

Becquer; some friends considered it good enough for publica

tion, but the death of the publisher and Rabasa's reluctance 

impeded its final printing. In 1886 , while working as 

personal secretary to the governor of Oaxaca, he prologued 

an anthology of Oaxacan poets and also became fascinated by 

the literature of Emile Zola and Benito Perez Galdos; this 

renewed interest in literature was instrumental in his deci

sion to move to Mexico City. 

The years 1887 and 1888 are significant ones in this 

study because it is during this period that Rabasa veritably 
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began, and, with the exception of a novelette and a short 

story written in 1891, ended his literary career. The total 

output included: four novels, a novelette, four short 

stories, and five articles on literary criticism. All of 

the above, with the exception of the novels, were written 

for El Univers al, a newspaper Rabasa helped found in 1888. 

These literary works mirrored his observation of Mexican 

society and politics and uncovered many of the flaws and 

corruption that would later come to a head and help cause 

the Revolution of 1910. 

Having pointed out the discrepancy between the ideal 

and reality, Rabasa became increasingly aware of the respon

sibility to work for the necessary changes he had previewed 

in his novels. Literature was relegated to the background 

and then forgotten, because the one occupation to which 

he then devoted his life was manifest in many different 

positions: lawyer, judge, governor, senator, diplomat and 

professor. This occupation was the betterment of the laws 

and political institutions of Mexico, with the hope that this 

improvement would persuade each person to improve his 

individual life and, thus, the life of all citizens. 

The decision to stop producing novels and concentrate 

on judicial and political matters was, paradoxically, a move 

from the world of reality to one of fiction. His novels 

followed the realist technique of observation of the world 
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he had seen; his judicial writings were based on principles 

of truth and justice that would bring a world that he 

hoped to see one day. Politics in the novels was debased 

and corrupt, based on opportunism, ambition and maintenance 

of power. But in his personal life, he elevated politics 

to a plane of loyal service, a means by which the entire 

society could be transformed. This is manifest in the many 

reforms he proposed during his eighteen years in the senate; 

it is manifest in his writings that plead for constitutional 

and political evolution toward the ideal; and it is also 

manifest in his twenty-two years as a professor of law where 

he taught that Mexico would continue to grow if those who 

served were honest, just and knowledgeable men. His entire 

public career was marked by a strict personal honesty and a 

devotion to the principles in which he believed. 

Because of the fame Rabasa achieved in other fields, 

his literary production has often been eclipsed. His poetry, 

all written before the age of twenty-four and for personal 

satisfaction, was nothing more than a reflection of the love 

poetry of such poets as Gustavo Becquer. Rabasa considered 

his own to be of no value; however, his poems do show that 

he was able to compose lyrical poetry, and some of it is a 

good imitation. Rabasa, never one to rest on someone else's 

laurels, chose to write no more poetry. 
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His novels were written at the time of an intense 

flourishing of national literature; as Mexico had achieved a 

degree of political stability in the late l8T0's and l88o's, 

writers had more time to dedicate to the pursuit of their 

artistic aspirations. Budding authors were invited to 

participate, especially if they would find inspiration in 

Mexican themes. Most of these neophytes belonged to the 

literary academies of the period, and were under the direct 

tutelage of Ignacio Manuel Altamirano. Because Rabasa fit 

neither of the above categories, the success of his novels 

was as surprising to everyone else as it was to him, for he 

had not planned to be a novelist. Although he once con

ceived the idea of writing some novels, it was seven years 

later, and with the constant effort and encouragement of 

friends, that he finally undertook the task. 

Early critics pointed out his similarity to the 

Spanish authors Perez Galdos and Pereda; this was not without 

good reason for in one of his few articles on literary 

criticism, Rabasa declared that he was envious of the 

literature that Spain had and was producing. His favorite 

readings were Don Quijote and the novels of Galdos. Galdos 

stressed the realist principles of observation and experi

mentation. Since Rabasa's positivistic education had 

inculcated the superiority of scientific methods, it was 

logical that his novels also be founded on these principles. 
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An examination of the novels confirms the recogni

tion that he has received for being the first Mexican author 

to consciously apply realist principles to the novel. His 

condemnation and satirization of romantic novels is very 

evident in these novels and later in his literary criticism. 

The absence of preaching gave them a certain degree of 

objectivity which was one of the bywords of realism. 

Another, characterization, is often considered the main 

topic; the people are to be typical, yet individuals; they 

are to be externally and physically described in their 

environment and then observed in their daily activities. In 

the protagonist, Rabasa has created a true individual with 

typical traits, complete with all the external details and 

internal psychology, but many of the secondary characters 

become types or fill a symbolic mission. This does not take 

away from Rabasa's talent, for he did what he proposed to 

do—portray and describe individuals. They are one-

dimensional, but the accurate perceptive descriptions help 

give an understanding of their character. 

This study of people did not deter Rabasa from in

cluding another important characteristic of realism--a 

portrayal of customs and a moving picture of the society. 

The authenticity of the Mexican environment is never in 

doubt, and his examination of politics and journalism paral

lels many historical and social events. The flaws of society 
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and the weaknesses of typical individuals are paraded before 

the reader. Rabasa has handled this criticism with such 

subtle touches of good humor that cause one to smile, 

despite the seriousness of some of the implications. Indeed 

it is the effective utilization of humor that gives the 

added artistic touch to the novels. 

Although Rabasa was later to consider his literature 

a whim of youth, it served as the foundation for his trans

cendental work in other fields. Certain modern novelists, 

among them Agustfn Y£nez, give Rabasa credit for having set 

the standard which most contemporary novelists should 

follow; i. e., the critical portrayal of society. This has 

helped to re-evaluate Rabasa's literary works in restoring 

him to his place as one of the finest authors of realist 

novels in Mexico. 
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